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PREFACE

This report is an end product of a year-long project by the McKinsey Global

Institute on economic productivity in the leading economies of the world.

We focused on productivity because it is the most fundamental measure of

economic performance. Productivity is the ratio between the output of goods and

services and the inputs of resources used to produce them. On the national level,

productivity is an important indicator of the economic strength of a mtion. For any

level of employment, the higher the productivity, the higher the living standards.

Inaeased productivity is the engine driving economic growth that provides soaety

with additional goods and services for consumption and investment, including

public and soaal setices.

We placed partitiar emphasis on the service sector because it has been

ignored historically relative to manufacturing and because productivity in the

service sector has also been exceedingly dtificult to measure. Yet, services make up

the dominant share of all ftily-developed economies.

We are gratefd to Tom ScheKlng, formerly at Harvard and now at The

University of Maryland, for the original suggestion for a project on the current

strength of the U.S. emnomy in comparison with performance elsewhere. This idea

led to a wide ranging project that b revealed opportunities for producdvity

improvements in all muntries studied. Tom helped us define the scope of the

project and arrange for assistanm from his colleagues in the economics community.

The point of departure of the project was the observation that the OECD

reul~ for GDP per capita at purchasing power parity showed that other countries

had not fully caught up with the U.S. since 1945. This resdt was a surprise. Our

objective has been to find out why this is the case. The fact that service industries

now comprise over half of all f~y-developed economies led us to the hypothesis

that performance in the saice industries wodd provide a substantial part of the

~planation. Thus, the focus of this project has been the analysis of tie service
sector. However, during the murse of the project, we became aware of the recent

work by Bart van Ark and Dirk Pilat at The University of Groningen, The

Netherlands on manufacturing productivity. The combination of their resdts with

ours allowed us to draw a reasonably complete picture of productivity performance

across the board for the muntries studied.

me conduct of this project is part of the execution of the McKinsey Global

Institute mission to help business leaders (1) understand global developments,

(2) improve the performance of their corporations, and (3) work for better national

and international poliaes. The working team for this project has consisted of a core

group of four McKinsey constants transferred from their home offices to the

Global Institute. ~ese mnsultants and their areas of speaaliiation were Andreas



Siernen (Dusseldorf). - airhes, retail bank.in~ and telecommunications; Michael
Balay Washington) - general merchandise retailing and restaurants; Koji Sakate
~okyo) - airlines and telecommunications; and John Britti (Washington) -
telecommunications. The core working team was assisted by the Eisenhower
Center, Columbia University, especially on tie airlines and restaurant case studies.

We were fortunate to have an Advisory Committee for this project chaired by
Bob Solow, ~, and consisting in addition of Martin Baily, The Brookings
~titution and The University of Maryland; Franas Bator, Hmard University; and
Ted Hall, McKinsey. Fran& Bator provided the synthesis that led to the overall
storyline of this report. Martin Baily joined the core working team for the final
third of the project and took the lead in the drafting of Chapter 1 of the final report.
In addition, Bob Solow took the lead in the drafting of Chapter 4, and Ted Hall
provided extensive comments throughout the effort.

Throughout the conduct of this project we benefited from the unique
worldwide perspective and knowledge of McKinsey consultants on economic
performance in the service industries investigated in our case studies. McK.insey
sector leaders involved included: banking - Herma.nn Bierer (Dtisseldorf), LoweU
Bryan mew York), Heino Fassbender (Frankfurt), and Man Morgan, George Feiger,
and Adair Turner d] of McKinsey’s London office; telecommunications - Clern
Doherty (Sydney), Michael Patsalos-Fox (bndon), Wolfgang Schirra (Diisseldorf),
and Dave Wenner (Atlanta); airlines - Thomas BuH-Larsen (Ztiich), Fred MiHer
(Minneapolis), Carel Paauwe (Amsterdam), and Michael Patsalos-Fox (London);
general merchandise retfing - Herman De Bode (Brussels) and Nancy Karch
(Chicago). In addition, Fred Gluck, Managing Director, McKinsey & Company, hc.,
JA Bieeke (Chicago), and Michael Jung (Vienna) joined our meetings with the
project Advisory Committee.

Finally, we wotid like to recognize the contributions of McKinsey consdting
teams worldwide who provided us invaluable information on the structure,
dynamics and performance of virtuaIly every se~or in the economy while at the
same time preserving the confidentiality of information about specific McKinsey
clients.

Bill hwis
Director of the McKinsey Global kstitute
Mober 1992
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I~ODUCT’ION AND SUMMARY

h 1990, the aggregate OECD data show that GDP per capita in the United
States was 16 percent ~eater than in West Germany, 22 percent greater than in
Japan, 23 percent greater* in France, and 37 percent greater than in tie U.K.
when measured in units of equal purchasing power (Exhibit i-l). These are
surprising facts, and not only because they contradict the commonly held view that
the U.S. has f~en betid. In a world where technology and capital are My mobile
among advanced market economies, and where workers are equally healthy and
well educated, we would have expected to hd that fti convergence had occurred.
Certtiy, in 1945 the U.S. GDP per capita was very much higher than in Europe and
Japan. However, 47 years is a long tie and rebuilding and matching best practice is
easier than pushing out the frontier.

We have attempted to understand why full convergence in GDP per capita
appears not to have occurred. Part of the answer is straightforward. In the U.S. the
tw~worker family is becoming increasingly common, and therefore, the number of
people employed as a fraction of total poptiation is higher than in Germany and
France. Thus, the difference between the U.S. on the one hand and Frqce and
Germany on the other is substantially smaller if we look at output not per capita but
per employed person. h fact, if we look at the most recent evidence using GDP per
hour worked, both France and Germany appear to have a higher level of labor
produ~vity *an the U.S. Using hours worked, however, inmeases the differences
h Iabr productivity in comparison with Japan.

-king at ~ the various measures of labor of productivity, as we do in
Chapter 1, suggests large remaining differences among the productivities of the
leading emnomies. These substantial differences leave us uncornforta~ly uncertain.
Are tiese large differences real and, if SO, where do the differences come from? The
answer is important, but not because emnomic performance determines the ~er
in a zero sum contest in which the winner’s gain is the loser’s 10ss. It is important
because if substantial differences do exist, then sign~lcant opportunities for
improving productivity also exist. Since the higher level of productivity is being
retid somewhere, it should be achievable elsewhere, at least in advanced market
economies.

AS we said earlier, none of the existing aggregate measures of labor
productivity is entirdy satisfactory. Ideally, the best measure of the effiaency with
which labor k deployed is the 1990 GDP per hour worked. However, in practice that
measure is troublesome with respect to both output and input. Any measure using
total hours worked is suspect sixnply because hours worked are not collected on a
comparable basis across these economies. Second, the 1990 benchmark used by the
OECD appears to be ticonsistent with the 1985 benchmark extrapolated to 1990 using
the national growth rate figures. This inconsistency remains unresolved. Last, and
perhaps most important, any total GDP figure includes large components of output
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Exhibiti-2
LABOR PRODUCTIVITY IN MARKET ECONOMY*
USING DIFFERENT PPP BENCHMARKS AND LABOR
INPUT CONCEPTS -1988
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MANUFACTURING PRODUCTIVITY -1989
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whose value h simply unmeasurable. These are the parts of the GDP that are not
subject to any significant market test (e.g., government, education, and health). For
these components, the rd change in output is often taken by statistiaans to be
identical to the real change in input. Alternativdy, arbitiary assumptions are made
about value. For d these reasons, we have concluded that productivity measures at
the total GDP levei include too mu~ uncertainty that is unresolvable.

To get a better grip on the facts, we did wee things.

First, we focused on the market pm of GDP excluding from our
comparisons the outputs and inputs associated with gov-ent,
education, health, and, for reasons explained elsewhere, real estate. We
looked at both output per worker and output per hour worked for this
market part Of the economy (Exhibit i-2). The resdting measWeS su~est
that fdl convergence has not occurred and that substantial differences in
average labor productivity still exist among these countries.

Second, we carefdly reviewed the most recent evidence for the
manufacturing sefior, the most studied part of the market economy
(Exhibit i-3). The results far manufacturing dso suggest that differenms
exist. .

Third, we took a detailed, bottom-up look at the market part of the service
sector. The sefice sector is by far the most difficult area for me~%uring
output. For this work we have relied heavily on McKinsey’s data base to
do five case studies of service industries as reported in Chapter 2. We
fo~owed a case study approach because the available data do not *OW tie
comparison of the total service sector output of, say, France and Germny.
For the industry studies, the MXnsey information Wowed us to make
many adjustments to achieve consistency. We completed case studies for
airlines, retail bankin~ restaurants, general merchandise retailing and
tdecommunications. U we were going to find evidence hat mnt.radicted
the differenm suggested at the aggregate level, we wodd expect to find
*em in services. We found no such evidence.

Ml our restits taken together persuade us then that there remain substantial
differences in labor productivity in the market Seaors of *ese economies.

h Chapter 1 of this report we destibe in more detail our review of the
aggregate productivity and manufating productivity resdts. Then in Chapter 2
we provide the results of our case studies in the setice sector. A surnm~ of ow
productivity results is given h Exhibit i-4.

k Chapter 3 we provide a ~thesis of our speculative investigation into the
reasons for productivity differences found in the service industry case studies. A
summary of the results of that analysis along with the implications for poIicy, as
discussed in Chapter 4, mndude this introduction and summary.
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LABOR PRODUCTIVITY COMPARISON*
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SPECULATIVE CAUSES OF
PRODLJ~ DIPPERENCES

Labor productivity is a function of the available technology, scale economies
and d.isemnomies, labor sN, capital intensity, output mix and how workers are
combined with the oth= inputs to produce output. We call this last category the
organization of labor. Many of the above intersecting determinants of productivity,
notably the last, are the resdt of choices made by management.

By ~tion we conclude that in three of our cases the organization of
labor is crucial. In contrwt to organization of labor, differences in capital intensity
and sde of operations played a surprisingly smaIl role in explaining the
productivity gaps. And differences in the mix of setices provided by each industry
have ordy Mted explanatory power.

A summary of the causes for labor productivity differences for each of the case
studi= is given in Efiibit i-5. We believe the most important of these differences
reflect how managers respond to the environment. Competitive intensity
pow-y influences management behavior. Thus, in evaluating the reason for
me higher U.S. productivity levels shown for the service industry -se studies, we
find the effect of competition on management behavior to be the tikely,prinapal
cause. Competitive pressure on companies operating in the U.S. are greater than in
the otier counties.

Lower competitive intensity in these five service industries in Europe =d
Japan is mainly the resdt of re@ation and poticy, notable in the airline and
telecommuni~tions industries where state ownership prevails. Thus, we conclude
that differences in labor productivity in these cases are ultimately caused by
differences in economic policy and regdation, especia.I]y as these affect freedom of
entry and pricing.

WHCATIONS FOR POLICY

The previous analysis suggests to us there are unexploited opportunities for
productivity improvement in the smite sector of Europe, Japan and the U.S. We
believe &at consumer demand and competition will put increasing pressures on
management to achieve higher levels of productivity.

However, we found that the major reason these opportunities have not been
captured is government policy and regulation. Government poficy is meant to
serve many ends and inherently involves many trade offs among objectives.
Economic productivity is clearly not the oniy government objective, and
government policy rdects trade offs between productivity and goals such as
protecting tie environment, insuring public safety, certifying product content, and,
very importantly, protecdrtg existing jobs. Different countries place different
weights on achieving these various objectives and therefore have different policies
and regulations tit affect productivity.
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Productivity * the effiaency with which resou= am @ to @uce output of
value in the market. It ismmsuredby computingthe ratio of an hdex ofoutput toan indexof
inputs. Fore=mple,avmge laborproductivityis theratioof theoutputproduti ina countxyor
anrndustrytothenumberofwork employedtoprodu~it. Diffidties of productivity
measurementa~ bothfor output and for irtputs andthesemean in pctice that there is no single
ptiuctivity measure that can be apphed in aucases.The demands of the available data and the
way in which the producti~ measure is to be used will determine the specific approach to be
tab. WeW usemorethanoneptiufivity measure in this report.

A natural way to measure output is to use physical units of a single commodity, such as the
number of passengermilescati as the output of an airline. Unfortunatelythis appmch is not
always pos~le and there are often mmplimtionsevenwhere them is a natural physical output
measure. For example, productivity based orIpassenger reties may have to be adjusted because of
the impad of differen= in the average bgth of fights.

h many cases output is not homogeneous; the GDP of a counq is made up of many
thousands of different gti andseti. One way to deal with the diversity of outputs is to
mmrmct anindex of “real output” or“constantdohr” outputbaseduponthedohr valueof the
different outputsprodu~. To study the movement of output overtime, the mlue of output in
each year is adjusted for he effects of tition. To compare output amss countries, as is done in
this report, pu~sing power patity =change rates are used (see the box facing page 2). Working
with the value of output means that the different individual goods and services are combined into
an overa~ index of output using markt prices. Each unit of a good or setim is given a weight in
to=l output depending on the prim paid for it in the marketplace. The price of any good or ~
reflects the valuation plad on it at the margin by both ~nsurnexs and produmrs. “At the margin”
simply means that the price reflm the value to the buyer of having one more tit of the good or
Selvice.

The GDP of a country is the market value of the fiml goods and seMm produced. (Til”
means that they are not ~ld tithin the amunting period.) GDP can be ~ as a valueadded
coqt ofoutput. Itavoidsdoubhcountingof the value of all of the ~texrnediate goods and
~ that are produced along the way. The GDP of a coun~ reflects the market value of output
produced by means of the hbor and property ~ available within the mntry. The GDP also
mess- the Iaboramd ~ro~ incumes earned in the murse of produbg it.

Value added is an output concept that can be used ah for individual tidustries or
producers. Value added in a givm industry is the market value of its output minus the pmchases of
gwdsand services usti in p~uction. Value added therefore refi~ the market value con-ted
by that produm and the income of the input faaors he uses (capital andlabor).We u value
addedincasestudiesof industri=whichhavenophysicaloutputm-sure andin whichvalue
addedprovides an appropriate output concept. For -mple, we use value addd for the mtaiSing
industry, k which the wlue added by a stem is the amount that it receives for goods sold, less the
amount the store paid for those goods. High value added stores provide a larger retailing seMm to
their mstomers than do low Vahe added stores, in the form of such things as ~ter -m or
~ter sel~n.

in the @se of airlines, retail banking and telecommunications, we re~ed on functioml
productivity to cope with output diversity. Functiomi productivity analysis breaks the busin~s
sys- of an indusq down into its major components and measures the output and input of each
compnmt. k the =se of the airline industry, for instance, we wem able to construct separate
measures of productivity for the maintenance funtion and for the grmmd~nnel.



CHAPTER L COUNTRY AND SEffOR PRODUCTIVITY

In this chapter, we examine productivity in the U.S., Japan, and three

European economies (West Germany, France, and the U.K) at the end of the 1980s,

using 1989 as our primary year for mmparison. Somewhat surprisingly, we find

that the U.S. economy still has a higher level of productivity.

We begin our comparative productivity analysis on the country level and

examine productivity differences among the market sectors of the economies. Then

we look more closely at the sector level. We did not attempt our own international

comparisons of productivity in manufacturing. However, we report on the resdts

of a detailed new study of productivity in manufacturing in the U.S., Germ~Y and

Japan by Dirk Pilat and Bart van Ark, economists at the University of Groningert in

The Netherlands. Fimlly, we discuss the importance of service sector productivity

and explore the links between productivity and profitability.

PRODU~ AMONG COUNTRIES

At the national level, we used Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per person

employed as the measure of overall national productivity (see tie box on tie facing

page for a discussion of productivity and output measurement). Each member

country of the OECD provides estimates of annual GDP and employment in each

country. To compare GDP across countries, the OECD converts the mtional

currencies into a common currency, generally selecting U.S. dollars.

Approach to Productivity Measurement

Though our findings are in rough agreement with resdts on national

productivity that have been presented before, we have modified prior work in two

imw~t ways COnCtig currency conversion rates and labor input data. h
addition, we present new evidence on national productivity by removing the non-

market sectors from the national GDP Caldations, and compare productivity in the

market sectors of the main industrial economies.

~ Currencv c onveraion rates. A major difficulty in comparing productivity

among munties is finding suitable currency exchange rates for

converting, for example, France’s GDP denominated in Francs into a GDP

denominated in U.S. dollars. The Org*tion for Economic Co-

operation and Development (OECD) publishes periodic Purchasing Power

Parity benchmark with which comparisons of national output can be

made. We made our comparisons using the recently released 1990

benchmark. The results of this benchmark, however, are not my

consistent with the prior OECD benchmark released in 1985. The

appropriate rate at which to convert the currenaes into dollars tierefore



PURCHASING POWER PARITY

Onewaytocom~GDPs inU-t anm~ is simply to convert themtionaI
~~ at market tige rates. To compare the GDPs of ~ny and the U.S. in IW,
for example, the average tige rate for 1990be- the dollar and the German DM
mti&~timn~ tin~Pti DMto~n GDPtidohm. Ifthisprocedureis
M, however, comparisons of per capita income vary mtically tim year to year. in 19s5,
when the dollar was very high, U.S. per capita iruome was in turn much higher than that of
the other industrial muntries, By 19S7,the dollar tumbled and Etipn countries and Japan
looked richer than the Us. ‘Ih& large fluctuations in per ~pita incomes bore no relation to
relative living sbndards, WM changed very little between 1985and 1987. This is why
~ing Pow= Parity (PPP) inversions are prehble.

TounderstandPPP,sup- someonespent$lOm ona dection ofdifferentgoods
and aces in the US. Tha he or she flew to Germany and hught the mme goods and
servi= in Germany. If the cost were DM20,UX),then the PPP exchange rate wodd be 2 DM
to 1 dollar. This is the basic idea behind the PPP achange mtes that are ~repati and
published by the OECDin~peration with the Stadstical Offim of the Europn
Commtity (EUROSTA~.However, th~ am some obvious complimtions that have to be
dealt with in pxactim. How is the ●market basket” of gtis and tices determined? A
compro~ basket must be used to provide a fair ~tation of the gti and services
that are mu+ h aU of the different OECDcoun~S andthe &tive im~rtance of the
~t gd and ti= must be changed overtime.

%*k” comparisonshavek made wery fivey~rs (in 1980,1985 and 1990)
and s~htly diffenmt market baskets used for ~ch benchmarkyear. Usingdifferent
benchmark -Its mn change the productivity comparisons, by up to 19 -t. The
estimate of the relative productivity of the US. ~omy mmpati to Ewpe was reduced
when the b~rk was u~ti to 1990by from 7 to 19 percent.

PPP-nge mtesam often very diftit hm market exchange rates, even though
they might have h -to be thesame. Mer all, if someone can buy a basket of
goods in the U.S.,takethegoodsto EuroP and sell them, then change the money into dokrs
and end up with mom dollars than the goods cost, then that person muld in prinaple make a
profit by exploitig the discrepancy ~ PPP mtes and market rat=. This suggests that
international trade shouM force mar~ exchange rat= to equal PPP mtes.

One reason this does not happen is that exchange rates 4~t not only flows of
traded goods, but also reflect capital flows. The reason that the U.S. dollar was so high in
1985was that ~h interest rates attractd a huge inflow of mpital that drove the dollar up as
foreign investors -q do~rs to invest in the Us. A second -Son for the divergence
between market -nge rates and PPP rates is that many countries have large value added,
sales or ex~ taxes. A tity -t diffmce in prim for the samegoodti twodiffmt
mun- cansimply~ thefactthatoneof thecountrieshasa twenty-t value
added tax and the other does not. A fil ~ for the dispafity between exchange rates
and PPP raw is that not all items are ~ded. Servi-, in particukr, are not usually traded.
Gernaans cannot use us. banks, so the ~ of bantig ~- can be q diffemt in the
two counties. Even tith manfi~ goods, there are tariffs, transportation costs and
other restrictions on trade that prevent a full ~ qualization. Such distortions of market
-nge rat= minfon the usefukess of using PPP -tinge xats for comparisons of
pmductivi!y.
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remains somewhat uncertain, which we take into account. (For an “
explanation of purchasing power pariti~, see the box faang page 2.)

Labor input. There are also difficulties involved in comparing labor
inputs. Different countries coiiect their labor input information in ways
that are not fully consistent, making it hard to”accurately account for part-
time workers and the number of annual hours worked in an economy.
Depending on which choices are made about output and employment, the
answers for relative productivities can vary. We therefore present our
central estimates within a range of answers, so that the reader can
appreaate the uncertainty in the measures.

Non-market sectors. GDP includes the market segments of the economy
plus the government, education, health and othe= non-profit sectors -
where productivity measurement is not meaningful. Red estate is partly
a market sector, but its output, rents and imputed rents, bears no
relationship to the iabor input from sales and Ieasing agents. After we
remove these non-market sectors and real estate, we are left with a
comparison of productivities in the market sectors.

The “market” segments of advanced economies encompass services,
xnantiacturin~ agriculture, construction, m.inin~ and public utilities, It wodd be
hdpful to have productivity comparisons for au of the sectors of each market
economy, but given the limits on time and resources, we believed it most important
to concentrate on manufacturing and seMces. AS the largest sectors, in terms of
GDP and employment, manufacturing and services naturaiiy attracted our attention
because of their overall impact on productivity. In addition, the relative levels of
produdvity amoss the advanced economies are not yet well known or understood.
By contrast, employment in the agricultural sector is comparatively small, and
produdvity differences between countries are well known. AS for other sectors, we
judged it too difficult to compare constriction productivity across countries in a
meaningful way; mining is relatively unimportant for Japan and most Western
European countries; and although public utilities may be a natural subject for future
study, our investigations in that sector are limited to the telecommunications
industry.

Overall Productivity Levels

Mbit 1-1 shows tie GDP per capita of five of the main industrial countries
for 1990, We see that the U.S. has the highest per capita income of the group, with
West Germany, Japan and France 14 to 19 percent lower, and the U.K. about
25 percent lower than tie U.S. Exhibit 1-2 shows how per capita income has
evolved since 1980. Somewhat surprisingly, we see no trend towards the European
economies converging to the U.S. level. There has been some convergence by
Japan, but at a rather slow rate.
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Exh~ti 1-3

PER CAPITA INCOME AND MBOR PRODUCTIVITY -1990
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PROD~Cr- AND~E MEASUREMENTOF-S

C)utput ~ employeeisa widely used measure of producdvity and we use this as our
primary indicator. As we note m the ~t, one problem %th using employment as the labor
input mea- is that not d empbyees work the same number of hours. k parti-, there are
many more part time empbyees in the US. kbor market than is the ase in other countries.
=taurants and retailing are two of the industies includedh ourcasestudiesand they rely
hea@y on part-time employment. If two teenagers work 20 h- a week each as waiters doing
the same job that ti done by one W time employee, tha it is momaamte to count the bbor
inputs asbeing the same in the two cases. For M reason, we adjust our count of employmtmt
by treating pati-t.ime employees as50 percent of full-timeemployees.

Thereareother ~ements of the hborinput that can be made. Em amortgfu~time
employees,th~ aredif~ thatresult bm the avexage work week and from the amount
of paid vacation. US. and Japanese employees work more hours per yearona W tie job
than do European exnploy~. Because of the difficulties of tiding reliable data we have not
tried to construct a measure of the hours worked per employee for our productivity amlysis.
However we do present information about the probable difference this adjustment wotid make
for comparisons of cross counhy GDPperemployee(seeHit 4).

Another issue in labor input measurement is whether to incorporate skill diff~ces
directly. Sometim- in productivity analysis a skilled or edumti worker is counted as being
equivalent to more than one unskilled worker. We have not followed this approach, preferring
to sees~ differences as a possible cause of producdvity q=. ~ fi the same approach
that we foliow with other inputs into the production process.

Average labor productivity is common in the ~t~ture of productivity analysis,
because labor is the p~ry factor in value added in most industries and for GDP as a whok.
me compensation of labor represents about two-thirds of GDP. Labor is immobile relative to
mpital and is associated with g~phy. It is the key factor in choice of Prudutin sit=. But
not all productivity analysis focuses on labor produdvity. An dternatin measure of
@uctivity is called total factor pductivi~ (aAso=Ued multifactor productivity). This is
computed as the ratio of ou~t to an index of both capital and lahr inputs rath~ than just
labor alone. Its adnntage k that it aUows exp~tly for the #ntribution 01 capital to the
pduction of output, with ~pital made upof the stock of machinery and structures and, h
some roses, the s~k of R&D capital and human sk.Ulcapital are aaunted for ah. Its
disadvantage is that it is much harder to compute than a~ge labor producdvity. Ftiing
consistent data on capital and its contribution to output tir several countries k tricky. We have
caidteds- estimates of total fatior productivity forthetelecommurdmtionscase study,
using the stti of equipmfmt and structures, because these are so important in this industry.
But we have not done so for other case studies or for the GDP compa~ns.

Although we chose to use labur productivity rathertin toti factor productivity for
most of our amly~, this does not mm that we are ignoring the contributions of other inputs
to ptiuction. We realize tit la~r productivity can in-se because of increases in the
amount of capital used ~ each work or buse of improvements in tiology, or
management organization or buse of improvements in thes~ of the work fo~ If, in a
given industxy, average kbor productivity in one country is found to& higher than in another,
we provide a gene~ assessment of the extent to which differen~ in capital or other inputs
have contributed to he difference. This can be done even without formal estimates of total
factor productivity. We use awge kborproductivityas our productivity measm, but we
~ the contributions of other inputs as causal factors in our ~on of theAts.
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Per capita income is an important index of living standards. Since
consumption is a larger portion of GDP in the U.S., it fo~ows that average
consumption is substanti~y higher in the U.S. But per capita income is not a good
measure of productivity. A primary reason for the differences in per capita income
comes from the fact that more people work for pay in the U.S. than is the case in
some of tie other countries. The tw=amer famfiy has become commonplace h
the U.S., while remaining less mmmon in Europe+ Exhibit 1-3 shows the average
labor productivity measured in GDP per person employed. The 100 percent level
represents US. productivity. The chart shows that France’s productivity level
appears ordy slightiy lower. The productivity difference between the U.S. and
Germany amounts to about 10 percentage points. Aggregate productivity in Japan
and in the U.K appears to be more than 20 percent lower than the U.S. level.

We betieve that the data presented in Exhibit I-3 reflect the best overall
estimates of productivity at the national level for this group of countries. But there
are adjustments that can be made to the data that give somewhat different pictures.

The data for GDP per person employed contain one adjustment for
differences in average working time per person. Employees that are explicitly part-
time are counted as only one-half of an employee. The employment figure is called
‘full-time equivalent” employment. But there is a further adjustment that can be
made to take account of the fact that the length of the standard work week and
vacations, vary by country. U.S. workers generally have less vacation time than do
European workers, while Japanese workers supply more hours per year than do U.S.
workers. We decided that the available data on annual hours worked per employee
were not sfi~ciently reliable to permit a meaningful computation on GDP per hour,
but based on available data, we expect that such an adjustment would further
increase measured differences between Japan and the U.S. and reduce the difference
between Europe and the U.S. (See Exhibit 1+ and the box on facing page for further
disassion of measuring labor and other inputs).

k Exhibit 1-3 we used the OECD’S newly released benchmark PPPs for 1990.
The 1990 benchmark gives different resu3ts than those based on the 1985 benchmark.
At this point it is not certain tiat the new benchmark is better than the established
1985 benchmark, but we followed the recommendation of the OECD to use the
newer 1990 benchmark for our comparisons. Moreover, using the 1985 benchmark
would have lowered the rdative productivities of the European countries. We felt
that using the 1990 benchmark wodd therefore be less likdy to overstate U.S.
productivity.

The fact that there are ways of adjusting measurements of national
productivity that all have some validity means that there is uncertainty about what
the nationti data really show. We provide, in Exhibit 14, a range of possible
producdvity estimates. By one method, national productivity is found to be higher
in Fran& and Germany than in the U.S. Clearly, there are lmts to what can be
learned from the aggregate data. h our view, using the estimates contained in
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ExWfl l-6
GDP PER PERSON EMPLOYED FULL-~ME* FOR TOTAL
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Exwfll”7
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Exhibit 1-3 is not misleadin~ because they generally lie close to the center of the

band of uncertainty shown in Exhibit 1-4.

Market Sector Productivity Levels

We now move to the market sectors of the economies and examine

differences in productivity. Exhibits 1-5a and l-5b show the shares of employment

and output in the market and non-market sectors in the five countries. When the

non-market components are removed (Exhibit 1-6) we have the estimates of relative

productivities for the three European economies and Japan relative to the U.S. for

the market sectors. The comparison is for 19M, based again on 1990 PPP benchmark

and full-time equivalent employment. In all cases, the estimated relative

productivities are lower for the market sectors than for the overall economies, with

Japan showing the largest dtiference. Exhibit 1-7 shows the range of alternative

esdmates of relative productivity, but it seems reasonable to conclude that in terms

of productivity in market sectors, the U.S. shows higher productivity than the

European countries and Japan.

The low relative level of productivity in Japan (61 percent of the U.S. level) is

a surprise in view of Japan’s success in international trade. The European countries

(even the U. K.) also have a substantially higher average productivity than Japan.

How can this be, given that the Japanese economic juggernaut seems to be

continuing to gain market share abroad (e.g., in autos) and even dislocating whole

industries (e.g., the U.S.-located consumer electronics industry)? The main anSWeI

is that productivity varies a great deal across industries in Japan. The elite

manufacturing firms do dominate in world markets, but these firms make up ordy a

small fraction of the Japanese economy. In many manufacturing industries and in

many non-manufacturing industries, Japanese efficiency and productivity are low.

Another answer is, of course, that the Japanese work very hard. Part of their

economic success comes from the high level of labor force partiapation and the long

hours worked by each worker.

Another surprise is” that France comes in with such high productivities. One

does not usually think of France as being more productive than Germany. One

answer to this puzzle is the opposite of the Japanese puzzle. French employees

work fewer hours than U.S. employees and many fewer hours than the Japanese

(but not fewer hours than German employees).

National Productivity Growth Comparisons

One reason for the common perception that the U.S. economy is in relative

decline is that the standard data show slower productivity growth in the U.S.

economy than for its main competitors. Exhibit 1-8 shows data prepared by Angus
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Maddisonl on labor productivity growth rates for the main sectors of the economies
of the U.S., Japan, and Germany for various periods from 1913 to 1987. The
industrial sector includes manufacturing, mining, utilities, and construction and
the service sector includes government, health care and housing as well as market
services. Maddison uses the GDP data from the national accounts of the three
countries and these are subject to error as indicators of productivity growth.
Maddison’s data show the following

A productivity growth slowdown after 1973 was common to d three
economies

Productivity has grown more slowly in the U.S. than in the other
countries since 1950

Productivity growth in sewices was slower than in the other sectors of the
economy, especially after 1973.

Since the level of productivity in Germany and Japan was a good deal lower
than that in the U.S. in 1950, it is not surprising that their growth rates were higher
than the U.S. rate since then. Still, these data, which show much slower
producdtity growth in the U.S. economy over a 4@year period, have caused some
obsemers to suggest that the U.S. economy has either ~ overtaken or fil be
overtaken soon.

There are reasons to have doubts about the validity of productivity growth
fives as measured. Measuring productivity growth in many service industries is
=peci~y diff~dt, buse of the problem of separating real output growth from
Mation. Taken as a whole, we Mieve that the weight of the evidence from the
national data indicates that the productivity of the U.S. market se~or raains the
highest among the major industrial countries.

More we can be Cotildent that we have a deep understanding of relative
productivities, however, we must look more closely at specific industries.

PRODU~- AMONG
MANUFACT’URING SECTORS

Production in three countries - the United States, Germany and Japan -
dominates worldwide manufacturing and international trade in manufactured
goods. h recent years, the U.S. and Germany have switched back and forth as the
leading exporters. h 1988, the thr- muntries together accounted for 54 percent of

~ Angus Maddison, ~ arnic Forces in Capitalist Development (Ofiord,
New York, 1991).
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manufactured production and 35 permnt of trade in goods manufactured in

capit~lst muntries. Clearly, productivity in the manufacturing sectors of these three

comtries is important to understand. There have been several international

studies made2 on this topic and, fortunately, some insighti new work is available.

In a study completed in March 1992 for the International Comparisons of

Output and Productivity (ICOP) Project, Bart van Ark and Dirk Pilat, mnornists at

the Univer&ty of Groningen, compared productivity levels in Germany, Japan and

the U.S. for manufacturing as a whole and for sub-groups of industries in

manufacturing.3 Their work was part of the larger project on international

comparisons being carried out at Groningen under the leadership of Angus

Maddison. Pilat and van Ark instructed a time-series for value added by industry

for each country, for hours worked and for capital input, which allowed them to

compute both average labor productivity (value added per hour) and total factor

productivity.

Their study represents a major improvement over prior work in two respects.

First, they worked with mnsuses of manufacturers in all three countries to obtain

consistent output and input figures. Many other studies have used output data

from one source, and labor input data from another potentially inconsistent source.

Second, they constructed their own PPP exchange rates specifically for the

manufacturing industries, and compared prices of comparable iterns in each country

in the base year of 1987.

Findings on Productivity Uvels

Pilat and van “Ark state that the output of the U.S. manufacturing sector as a

whole in 1987 was larger than the output of either Germany or Japan (Exhibit 1-9).

The output of the German sector is 28 percent of the U.S. output, while the Japanese

output is 59 percent of the U.S. output. The relative outputs vary a good deal by

industry within the manufacturing sectors, however. Exhibit 1-9 shows that Japan’s

machinery industry was larger than the U.S.-located industry, whereas all of the

manufacturing industries in Germany have substantially smaller value added than

2 S.]. Prais productivi~ and Industrial Structure, National Institute of

Economic and Social Research, Cambridge, U.K., 1981; A.D. Smith, D.M.W.N.

Hitchens, and S.W. Davies, International Industrial Productive tv, Cambridge

University Press, Cambridge, U.K 1982; Peter Hooper and Kathryn A. Larin,

“International Comparisons of Labor Costs in Manufacturing: Review of Income

and Wealth, Series 35, Number 4, December 1989, pp.335-55.

3 Dirk Pdat and Bart van Ark, “Productivity Leadership in Manufacturin&

Germany, Japan and the United States, 1973-1989: Mimeographed, University of

Groningen, March 1992.
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those in the U.S. These differences in the relative sizes of the manufaag
industries in Germany and Japan translate into differences in the composition of
manufacturing within each country. This is illustrated in Exhibit l-10a-b, which
shows that the ou~ut of the machinery sector mmprises over half of the
manufacturing industry in Japan, compared to onl~ a third of the industry in the
us.

Dividing value added by the hours worked in each industry allows direct
comparisons of the levels of productivity in the 1987 base year across each country.
This can be done for manufacturing as a whole and for each of the industries within
manufacturing. The base year of 1987was used to make the primary comparisons of
productivity levels in the manufacturing wctor. By combining these with existing
national data on productivity growth rates, it is possible to determine the trends of
relative productivity for these countries. Pilat and van Ark looked at the period
horn 1973 to 1989. The results show (Exhibit 1-11) that in 1989 Germany and Japan’s
productivity was 80 percent of the U.S. level. Hence, the difference between
manufacturing in the U.S. and manufacturing in either country was about
20 percentage points in 1989.

Findings on Productivity Growth

The data for 1989 were the most recent avtiable to Pi.lat and van-Ark. Their
fintig that manufacturing production in the U.S. Wa.S at a substmtially higher
level at that tie is important. Just as important, however, are the trends of
relative productivity over time. On average, are facilities located in Germany and
Japm approaching the U.S. level of productivity? And if so, fil productivity levels
converge, or will differences persist? h Exhibit 1-12 we can see, for example, that
G~ny is not converging to the U.S. level of productivity. By 1974, facilities in
Germany had reached the same relative level of productivity compared to the U.S.
as they had in 1989. k fad, German productivity in manufacturing reached i@
highest rdative position during the early 1980s and has slipped since then.

Japan shows a fairly rapid pattern of convergence towards the U.S. level of
productivity from 1973 until the early 1980s. Japanese productivity was on3y
S6 percent of the U.S. level in 1973 and had risen to Wound 77 percent by 1981.4
Since that time, the rate of convergence has been extremely slow. It is possible that
Japan will continue to converge to the U.S. level of productivity or even overtake
the U.S. However, it seems likely that the U.S. wiIl retain a modest productivity
lead for some years to come. At the growth rates experienced from 1979 to 1989, it

4 F2elative productivity in Japan rose to almost 80 percent by 1982, but that
was a deep recession year for the U.S. and so the comparison for that year may be
misleading.
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wi~ take 20 years for Japan to etirninate this overall difference in manufacturing
productivity . .

The extent to whid -any and Japan have converged to the U.S. levd of
productivity and then reached a plateau can also be seen from the rdative
productivity growth rates in Exhibit 1-13. Prior to 1979, the growth of productivity
in U.S. manufacturing was much slower than that in Germany or Japan. Since 1979,
growth has exceeded hat of Germany and is much closer to the Japanese growth
rate.

Productivity in Individual
Manufacturing Industries

The higher level of productivity for U.S. production does not apply
uniformly to the individual industries within manufacturing. Exhibit 1-14
demonstrates the relative productivity in 1989 for selected groupings of
manufacturing industries. The level of productivity in several Japanese industries
and some German industries is similar to or even higher than that in the U.S. It is
notable that the industries where German and Japanese productivity is close to or
above U.S. productivity are industries in which these countries have been strong in
international trade. This hdps us understand the puzzle of how someAoperations
located in these countries can be such strong international competitors, while their
ma.nufaeg sectors as a whole have relatively low average productivity. The
answer X that Japan and Genany are home to sheltered industries that have
productivity very much below the U.S. ievd, in addition to companies who are we~
known and very competitive.

Total Factor Productivity

Dirk Pilat and Bart van Ark dso examined the role of capital in determining
the relative productivity levels in Germany, Japan and the U.S. They developed
estimates of tie mpital stocks for the total manufacturing sector and computed the
total faaor productivity (TFP), which takes account specifically of the contribution of
capital. ~is *owed them to determine the extent to which differences in capital
per worker in the three countries cotid explain the differences in labor productivity
which they found. ~eir answer for Germany was that almost none of the
difference in labor productivity was explained by capital differences. mere was ordy
a trivial difference in the capita~ per hour of work between Germany and tie U.S. h
the late 1980s.

The pattern for Japan was different. They found that Japan was somewhat
less capital intensive than either Germany or the U.S. in the aggregate, despite the
fact that Japan has a higher rate of investment than d~s the U.S. Capital per hour
worked in Japan was only about three quarters of the U.S. level in 1987. Pfit and
van Ark ~tirnate that this accounts for about 8 points of the X point productivity
lead that the U.S. had in labor productivity as of 1987. Since Japanese producers
condnue to invest at a very high rate, we can expect the gap in capital intensity to
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gradudy diminish over the next several years, This can be ex-petted to reduce the
labor productivity gap between the two countries.5

OveraIl vs. Manufatig Productivity

Earlier in this chapter, tie data on national productivity suggested that the
level of productivity in the U.S. is somewhat higher than in Germany and
si~lcantly higher than in Japan. How do the findings for the manufacturing
sector compare with tis? The differenm between U.S. and Japanese productivities
appears to be much narrower in manufacturing than in the overall economy. This
is not surprisin~ since a large number of Japanes*based manufacturing companies
have shown their international competitiveness. The most productive Japanese
industries are at least as productive and often more productive than their U.S.-based

-comterparts. The 20 percent shortfall in overti productivity of manufacturing in
Japan is largely the restit of the industries that do not compete internationally. For
example, there is very weak productivity in the Japanese food products, kverages,
tobacco, textiles, apparel and leather industries.

me manufacturing productivity level in Germany is lower than the overd
national productivity level and that presents a puzzle, as Germany, like Japan, has
been a powerhouse in exports over the years. Part of the mystery maybe that some
German industries have a very strong reputation for high quality, allowing their
products to k sold overseas even when they are not price mmpetitive. The data we
report may be understating German productivity if average German quality is
higher than that of the U.S. products and this is not fdy refiected in the price
mmparisons used to construct the data. h this ase, Geman export strength maybe
vulnerable if the @ception of relative quality changes. For example, Japanese
luxury cars are cutting into the sales of high priced German models. Another
possible explanation for strong German exports is that the pattern of German trade
may be different; perhaps a large fraction of German exports go to European markets
that are somewhat sheltered from mmpetition with U.S. and Japanese producers.

5 me Pflat ad V= wk results on capital are a little hard to interpret
because of differences among the countries in hours worked per worker per year.
Based upon capital per worker, Germany is actually a little less capital intensive
than the U.S. German workers work fewer hours per year, and so their ratio of
capital to labor hours is the same. For Japan, capital per worker is about 85 percent
of the U.5. level, rather than 76 percent for capital per hour. Japanese work
substantially more hours. The question then is how this affects productivity. For
~ple, when a Japanese factory operates on Saturday, it can use capital that would
be sitig idle in the U.S.
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PRODU~ AMONG

SERVICE SE~ORS

A clear picture of economic performance in the service sector cannot be

obtained easily from offiaal sources. Productivity data for the U.S. service

industries prepared by the Bureau of Labor Statistics show that the U.S. service

sector has experienced very slow productivity growth over the last wveral years.

But these data are less than reliable.6 Our own case studies suggest that the U.S.

service industry has been fairly dynamic and has led the way to improved U.S.

productivity overall mmpared with Europe and Japan. While manufacturing is

important to the emnornic health of a nation, so are s~ims, in terns of
employment, income, manufacturing cost position, and international trade.

The share of employment in services is very large and is growing in all of

the five countries we have studied. Exhibit 1-15 shows how the service

shares of the U.S., Japan and Germany have grown steadily for more tian

a -tury. Employment in services accounts for more than 60 percent in

the total in the U.S. and is fast approaching 60 percent in the other

countries. In all five countries we studied, wholesale and retail trade and

business and persoml services makeup the largest components of the

market service sector (Exhibit 1-16a-b).

Given the dominant sfze of the service sector in both employment and

output, productivity in services must play a larger role in overall

producdvity than does manufacturing.

Given that the majority of workers are now employed in services, the

earnings of service sector employees area prime determinant of the

distribution of inmme. It is sometimes assumed that there are no service

industries that provide well-paid jobs, but this is not correct. Exhibit 1-17

shows that many U.S. service industries pay a high level of compensation

and some pay amounts equal to or above the average compensation in

manufacturing. Service industry compensation as a whole is below

average, and earnings in retailing and permnal seMces are well below

—

6 The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) releases two productivity measures.

One, for the service sector as a whole, is based on output data from the U.S. National

Inmme and Product Accounts prepared by the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA)

of the U.S. Department of Commerce. These data show very slow service sector

producdvity growth. But the BLS also prepares its own productivity data for

selected service industries, which they judge to have reliable output data. These

productivity figures are not necessarily consistent with those based on the BEA

output, and often show more rapid productivity growth.
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average, but rising service level productivity is a potential source of ‘
in~eaSeS in ~ving standards.

~ The productivity of the s-ice sector has a direct impact on the
international cornp-etitive status of manufacturing firms. Man~acturing
industries purchase inputs from the servim ~ctor and must be concerned
about the price and quality of what they can buy. Based upon the
relationships found in the 1987 input-output table for the U.S. economy,
we estimate that about 23 percent of the value of sales of the industrial
sector of the U.S. economy reflects inputs from the service sector. This
means that a productivity disadvantage of, say, 20 percent in servims
wotid mean a 4.6 percent of sales cost disadvantage (20 percent of
23 percent). Such a disadvantage could sharply reduce or even eliminate
the profits available to some manufatiuring companies from
international trade.

~ The semice sector has become an inaeasingly important element in world
trade. For example, in the U.S.:

- The share of U.S. semice exports in all of U.S. exports grew from
15 percent in 1975 to 26 percent by 1990 (Exhibit 1-18). .

- The setice sector added a $64 billion net foreign balance to the U.S.
current account in 1990. This includes net income on foreign
investment in service industries (Exhibit I-19).

The hportance of services to overall productivity, incomes and
competitiveness indicates the value of mmparing service sector productivity. There
have been several prior attempts made to do this, espeadly in binary comparisons
of the U.S. and Japan, but the results have been ambiguous. Dale W. Jorgenson and
Masahiro Kuroda estimated total factor productivity in the U.S. and Japan in
agridture, minin~ construction, the main manufacturing industries and the
service sector, broken into five groups, plus government.7 For the service
industries, they found that in 1985, producdvity levels in the U.S. were above those
in Japan in finance, business and personal semims, and utilities. Productivity in
Japan was higher than that of the U.S. in transportation, communication, and trade.

7 Dde W. Jorgenson and Masahiro Kuroda, ‘Productivity and hternationd
Competitiveness in Japan and the United States, 1960-1985.” In Productivity Gruwth
in Japun ad the Unitti States. ed. Charles R. Hdten. NBER Studies in hcome and
Wealth, vol. 53. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1990.
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However, a study by Dirk Pilat comparing Japan and the U.S. found that labor

productivity was higher in all of the main service industries in the U.S. in 1987.8

Pilat esdmated, for example, that productivity in transport and mmrnunications in

Japan was ordy 30 to 40 percent of that in the U.S. The Japan Productivity Center

recently issued estimates of labor productivity for the major sectors of the economy

for a number of OECD muntries.9 ~ey reported that labor productivity in Japan in

finance, insurance and real estate, business seMces, other services and government

was slightly above the U.S. levels. Productivity in trade in Japan, they said, was

56 percent of the U.S. level. And in transportation and communication, Japanese

productivity was 65 percent of the U.S. level.

The researchers that have developed these restits are all first-rate and there

are some obvious reasons why their findings wodd differ; labor productivity and

total factor productivity are somewhat different concepts. Still, the wide diversity of

conclusions does illustrate how diffitit it is to compare productivity, starting with

GDP and breaking it down into its components. For this reason, we decided to

follow the case study approach in order to make further progress.

Productivity is not the ordy goaf managers and their corporations pursue. In

pardcular, we must distinguish between profitability and productivity as two

related, but also very different goals.

PRODU~ AND PROFITABIm

One of the important goals of business managers is to sustain and increase the

long term profitability of their companies. By doing this, they are ensuring that the

shareholders or private owners of a mmpany are obtaining the maximum return on

their investment in the company.

There is a direct link between productivity and profitabtilty. Profits are the

excess of sales revenue over costs, and increases in productivity allow companies to

produce and sell more output without increasing inputs. Sales revenues rise and

input costs are held down. Even if market conditions do not allow sales to increase,

improvements in productivity allow companies to produce the same output with
fewer inputs and so lower their input rests.

8 Dirk pilat “hveis of H Output and LabOur Productivity by Industry of

Origin, a Comparison of Japan and the United States, 1975 and 1970-1987:

Memorandum from the htitute of Economic Research, Facldty of Economics,

University of Groningen, February 1991.

9 “Intemationti Comparison of Labor Productivity: Japan Productivity

Center, September 1991..



In a competitive market environment, productivity growth is not just a
source of inaeased profitability, it is a key to survival. Companies that cannot
mat~ the productivity inmeases of their rivals Ml likely find themselves losing
market share.

Despite the basic relationship between profit and productivity, there are
situations where the two goals conflict. A company may choose a corporate strategy
that does not seek to ~e productivity because product quality is important
and is not mptured by the productivity measure. This is not always a problem.
Some productivity comparisons do mpture qutity differences. A department store
that offers a wide selection of merchandise and has skilled clerks who can give
valuable advice will be able to maintain higher margins than a store without these
advantages. This W show up as higher value added. But in other mes quality
differences are not picked up, and in such situations it may make sense for a
company to reduce its measured productivity and achieve higher qutiity produ~ or
services. Airhes, for example, might schedule their flights for the convenience of
passengers, even though their schedules fil not maximize measured productivity.
In our case study of airlines, we find that the U.S. hub-and-spoke system actutiy
lowers measured productivity. Nonetheless, its use has spread because it flows
more &oice and flexibility for passengers. Another example occurs where ret-g
output is measured in terms of throughput. Many stores offer a wider range of
products even though it reduces productivity. In both of these cases, better
productivity measures would capture the increase in customer convenience and
include it in the industry’s productivity.

Another example of the way in which profitability and productivity may
cotict ocms when a company can acquire equivalent materials and components
at lower rest, or better ones at the same cost, This will add to profit without any
change in the levd of production. A more complex example arises because
“productivi~ is always measured as output per unit of some input or inputs.
hcreasing productivity means economizing on those inputs. For that very reason,
not every inmease in productivity is worth achieving. Output per hour worked H
best always”k increased by using more and more expensive machinery. But
obviously not every increase in capital intensity is profitable. Output per acre can
always be increased in agrititure by dtivating more intensely, but there is an
opdrnal intensity of cultivation from tie profit point of view, and it shodd not be
exc+ed even if doing so would increase the productivity of the land. Profitability
always emerge from a comparison of revenues and costs. I.nmeases in
productivity - like anything eke - should be pursued only so long as the net
benefits exceed the incrernenti costs.

There are cases where there is a tradeoff between productivity in the short
m and the longer run gd of maximizing the value of the company. Most
notably, demand for goods and seMces falls in a recession and companies often cut
back on employment and investment. But farsighted companies do not mt back
My h proportion to the cuts in output necessitated by the recession. Valued
workers are retained and investment projecb with long term payoffs are kept going.



This leads to a short run faL?in productivity in recessions that is evident in
aggregate data. The corporate manager is protecting the long term position of his
company at the expense of short run profits and produdvity.

These ~ples illustrate cases in which company managers choose to trade
productivity for some other goal. This indicates that there are situations in which
corporate profitability has been enhanced even though productivity has not been.
And there are other situations in which profitabtity and productivity have to be
Caretiy distinguished, partidarly when companies operate in very different
market environments. For example, the most productive bank in, say, the New
York market @ have an advantage over its local competitors that should translate
into a profit advantage. The most productive bank in Germany will have an
advantage over its German competitors and also a profit advantage. But there is no
guarantee that tie New York bank and the German bank will have comparable
productivities. Given the different banking environments, it is quite possible for
the German bank to have higher profits than the New York bank, but lower
productivity. The key issue for banks, then, is whether the sources of productivity
differences are mobile, e.g., a concept for clearing checks, or immobile, e.g., a well
educated work force.

This last exarnp~e illustrates that urdess measurements are carefully made,
producdvity can give a misleading view of performance if markets are not
competitive. k an extreme case, a single company with a monopoly could charge a
very high prim for its product or service. ~pending on the way h which
productivity is measured, this company mdd appear to have ve~ high
“productivity” even though it is not very productive in terms of the effiaency of its
production methods. Even in cases in which there is not a complete monopoly, this
same problem can arise. In protected industries with only a few competitors that do
not compete aggressively, each company m appear to be higMy productive because
of high prices. To be meaningfti, productivity comparisons must distinguish
between high productivity and lack of mrnpetition.
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~ 2 SERVICE SE~OR CASE STUDIES

h tis chapter we discuss our case studies in the airline, retail banking,

restaurants, general merchandise retailin~ and telecommunications industries. In

each case study we measured and compared the level of industry productivity

among countries and we analyzed the causes of productivity differenms. When

measuring productivity, we used industry sptilc measures of output and input.

q -t We measured functional productivity whenever possible (i.e., in

the airline, retail bankin~ and telecommunications industries).

Functional productivity analysis breaks the business activities of an

industry down into the major functions and measures the output, input,

and productivity of each function. In the cases of general merchandise

retailiig and restaurants, we used value added as our output measure.

Value added is, in our judgment, the only measure that captures the

dominant personal service aspect of these industries.

~ mt we measured labor productivity, using the number of employed

persons, and converting to full-time equivalent employees whenever

possible. We made an exception for the telecommunications case study, in

which we took capital and total factor productivity expliatly into account.

To identify and explain the causes of the measured producdvity differences,

we developed a framework that captures all the major possible causes and reflects

the hierarchy of ca~es -bit 2-l). This framework proved applicable and usefad

in each of the five case studies, and we structured our discussion of causality in the

case studies along the frameworks elements.

In constructing this framework, we assumed that the observed productivity

differences must have some tangible or proximate causes, meaning that the U.S.

industries must do something different that makes them more or less productive

than their European or Japanese counterpart. Explanations for differences on this

fiist level of causality can be found in what we call the “production process”. Here

we have to look at factors like economies of scale, capital intensity and vintage of

capital, skill and organization of labr, and differences in output mix and quality to

find the causes of productivity differences.

T Outuut mix, varietv, and auali w Two industries never produce exactly

the same output of services. The output of industries can differ in the mix

of common services (e.g., relatively more long-haul flights in the

European airline industry), in the variety of services (e.g., more service

offerings to residential customers in the U.S. telecommunications

industry), and in the quality of mrnmon services (e.g., higher interest rates

on deposit accounts in one industry versus another). Different service

outputs may need different labor inputs. Since it is practically impossible
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to capture all the aspects of service mix, variety and quality in the output
measure, differences in ~ce output may cause differences in measured
productivity.

Economies of scale We use the term ‘economies of scale” or “sale
effects” to destibe the situation in which a - can inmease its output
with less than proportional income in inputs. If sde effects etist, a larger
* is more produtive than a smaller firm.

Thr= kinds of scale effects are important in international mmpa.risons:
economies of sde at the local or outiet level, e.g., individual bank brands,
reti outlets or airports; tradition economies of sde on the firm level;
and market economies of scale which may stem from a larger national or
international market size.

htensitv and vintage of capital: We use capital in the sense of physical
assets which are capable of generating income, e.g., machines, plant and
btidings, and the hardware in information systems. *sides labor, capital
is the second factor of production. If an industry works with a higher
capiti intensity, i.e. uses more mpital in combination with each unit of
labor, we expect that this industry wotid show a higher Iaborprodutivity.
Moreover, the same *ect can happen if there are differences in the
vintage of capital, i.e. if one industry apphes a more modern stock of
capital (newer tools or computers, for example). h both cases, labor m be
more produtive due to a higher or su~or input of capital. h most of
the case studies, labor productivity is much more important than capital
productivity. Telecom is an exception. Thus, h a.11cases except telecom,
we handle this ieverag+fect of labor as a ~usal factor and do not take
differences in capital input into account in measuring total factor
productivity.

~till of labor: Another possible cause of differing productivities is
differences in tie skill of non-managerial labor. If the employees in one
industry are more able to use their knowledge effectively and readily in
the production process, they might be able to produce more service output
in a given tie. k other words, the skill factor tries to capture differences
in the quality of the labor input.

~ani.zation of iabon Organization of labor describes the effectiveness
and efficiency with which iabor is used in the production process. ~
causal factor cap~es differen- in the organizational structure and core
processes of companies, which determine the division of labor, methods
of setice delivery, centralization versus decentralization, labor intensity,
and motivation. Motivation is an important aspect of this causal factor.
Under different working entionments and Ieadersfip styles, employees
may be more or less willing to work effectively and efficiently. As a
consequence, motivated workers are more productive. The organization
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of labor as well as the capital and ski.Llof labor are elements of a broader
notion of technology. Technology, or the sum of knowledge of the means
and methods of prodution, encompasses both “soft” technologies me
organization and SW of labor and “hard” technologies like physical
capital. In our causality framework, however, we do not refer to
technology as a whole but &tinguish among its elements.

The above factors directly determine the labor producdvity of an industry and
are what management in the industry must change to make a difference in
productivity. But this raises the next question Why does management decide to
provide =tain -ices with a particular production pro- that is more or less
produfive than some other pro-? The answer to this question ties on a high=
level of causality. on that level, we have the behavior of managers, that is, their
SW and objectives. These factors determine why they act differently. To
understand the different behavior of managers in various countries, however, we
must explore the -temal forces that managers face and respond to. We grouped the
external factors affecting management behavior into factors refl~g different
market conditions (e.g., demand and relative factor prices) and faaors reflecting
different government policies and regulations (e.g., competition, ownership and
labor rules).

Mmand factors: Differences in demand among industries may cause
managers to make different decisions about the mix of seMces they
provide. Through management’s reactions and behavior, demand can
pardtily impact the output mix, variety, and quality of service
industries.

Relative innut nrices: Differences in relative input prices, especially the
relative costs of labor, can give different incentives to managers to
substitute labor for capital and to meate more or less labor intensive
producdon processes.

Com~tition and concentration rules: As we wiIl argue k more detail in
Chapter 3, different competitive environments may cause different
management behavior. If the competitive intensity is high, for example,
and market entry is possible, pric~ are free, and no player has a dominant
market position, managers are likely to behave differently than if the
competitive intensity were low. ~ese different patterns of behavior may
cause the creation of more or less produtive production processes in
different industries.

Government ownershi u: As with competition and concentration ties,
differences in corporate ownership, and especially government
ownership, may cause management to have different incentives to
generate profits and use lahr most effiaentiy. Mtiagement actions to
achieve these goals affect productivi~.“ . .



~ bor ml= and unionism: The balance of ~wer between management
and Iabr may vw among industries due ~ different individud-a.nd
co~ective rights of labor (e.g., workers cou~, unions). These differences
may generate different constrtits and incentives for managers to consider
when they decide on the elements of the production process.

This third and higher kyer of causality gives us insights into how industry
policy and industry structure and dynamics affect management behavior and thus
indirectly affect productivity.

We close each mse study with an outiook for the,future of the industry and,
where applicable, an outI.i.neof poficy implications. me findings from each case
study hdp ~ in our understanding of the general causes of producdvity
differences. h Chapter 3 we synthesize the findings from ~ the case studies and
draw our conclusions about the general causes of productivity differences.



A - PRODU~TY IN THE U.S. ND

EUROPEAN A.IRHNE INDUS~ES

Deregulation in the airhe industry is a worldwide phenomenon, that began
at different times and is proceeding at different speeds. British Airways was
privatized in the 198US. The der@ation of the U.S. airline industry started in the
mid-197&. Culminating with the Airline Der@ation Act of 1978, new
competitors were allowed to enter the industry and airlines cot.dd choose the routes
they wanted to fly and the fares they wanted to charge. Over the last 15 years,
consumers jn the U.S. reaped many benefits from deregdation. Until 1989, real
prices dropped an average of 20 percent - up to 35 percent on long routes. The
industry saw many new entries, at least until the rnid-1980s ushered in a phase of
consolidation. In the end, the airlines sustained an extended network with more
choice on more routes and higher frequency for the customer, even from smaller
sties. And the recent “price war” in the U.S. domestic market, which led to further
pri~ cuts, confirms that the US. consumer has gained from dere~ation.

h Europe, fares, traffic rights and market access are sm heavily regulated.
But increasing deregulation in Europe, competitive threats from high sped trains,
and growing competition in the intercontinental markets will put the Ewopean
airlin= under pressure to innovate and sustain profitabtity. In addition, fears of
terrorism triggered by the Gti war sent a shock wave through the industry. The
drop in passenger revenues triggered public concerns about the health of the
European airline industry and raised questions in managers’ minds about the
rdative competitiveness of their airlines. If the European industries respond to all
these pressures as the U.S. industry responded to the pressures it faced, we are going
to witness a major transformation of the European airbe industry in at least two
ways: an inmeased market orientation will iead to a proliferation of new stices,
and growing price and cost pressur~ will make the ability to improve productivity a
key factor for success.

Given that labor costs account for about one-third of total airline costs, the
latter point raises questions about labor productivity in the European airline
industry. Compared with the U.S. industry, which has tieady udergone the major
res~cturing necessitated by der@ation, do the airlines in Europe have
opportunities to raise their lahr productivity? U so, in what areas, and what are the
reasons why the labor productivity of tiers in Europe is different than for U.S.
carriers?

To find answers to these questions, we twk a close look at labor productivity
in the European and the U.S. airline industries. We @l describe the scope of our
analysis and -lain our measurement of labor producdvity in the two industries.
Then we @ draw some inclusions mncerning the causes of the observed
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DEFINl~ON AND SCOPE OF AIRLINE
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productivity differences, the future development of the U.S. and European airfie
industries, and tie implications for national poliaes.

Some 7(?0,000 people worked in the U.S. air transportation industry in 1989,
the year we used as a benchmark year. Air transportation is the semnd largest
industry in the transportation -or in the U.S. and acmunts for 0.6 percent of the
total employment in the economy. In Europe we estimate that about 420,000 people,
or 0.3 percent of the total employment, are engaged in the air transportation
industry.

While the air transportation industry encompasses both airports and airhes,
we focus our comparison primarily on airlines. We define the airline industry as
the passenger operations of the schedded airI.ines in the U.S. (major, rmona.1 and
commuter airkes) and the scheduled and unschedded (charter) airlines in Europe
(European Community, Austria, Scandinavia, Switzerland, and Yugoslavia)
(Exhibit 2A-11. To obtain a more homogeneous industry sample, we =cluded the
cargo business from this study. The major seMces provided by the airline industry
are (Exhibit 2A-2):

~ Scheduled ~assen~er services. ~ese are fights which are either
schedded and flown according to a pubhshed timetable, or are at least
regtdar enough to constitute a recognizably systematic series. Scheduled
passenger service is mairdy provided by major carriers like American
Airlines or British Airways, which mostiy operate nationally and
internation~y. Their service is implemented by regional and
commuter airfines like Air Wisconsin or tie German N~, which
conmtrate on relatively small markets and feed the networks of the
major airlines. Scheduled service in the U.S. and Europe is dominated,
however, by the major airlines.

~ Charter (or non-scheduled) uassen~er services. These are flights which
airlines provide on n irre@ar basis. Major, regional and commuter
airlines are focusing on s&edtied semices and offer charter services ordy
to a limited extent. For example, in 190, only 4 percent of all passenger-
kilometers flown by International Air Transport Asso6ation (~TA)
airlines were in the charter mode. Charter sefice, however, SW plays a
major role in Europe ad - to a leswr degree- on the North Atlantic
routes. Specialized charter tiers like Britannia -ays or LTU in
G-any account for about 65 percent of international passenger-
kilometers within Europe. The major market for charter airhes is the
low-cost leisure traveler flying to the Mediterranean, especially on routes
from the U.K or Germany to Spain. The penetration of charter airlines on
the No* Atlantic routes is about 7 to 8 percent. The European charter
airlines account for about 30 permnt of all passenger-kilometers flown by
European airlines. In terms of employment, however, charters account
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for only 8 per-t of the industry. Since leaving out the charter industry

would therefore mean neglecting the most productive mode in Europe,

we decided to include European charter airlines in our comparison.

~ Careo services. Cargo servim are aircraft operations offering capaaty for

freight and/or mail. The major European airlines dominate the cargo

business in Europe, either with dedicated cargo fleets or with combi-

aircrafts for passengers and cargo. In the U.S., cargo services are primarily

provided by specialized freight carriers like Federal Expr=s. As a result, in

terms of total freight-tons carried, the US.-scheduled airlines transport

about 4 percent less cargo than their European comterparts. However,

even in Europe, the importance of dedicated cargo flights is limited; ordy

about 2 permnt of all the schedded carriers’ flights were dedicated cargo

flights.

Using our definition of the airline industries, Exhibit 2A-3 shows the relative

size of the U.S. and European airline industries in terms of employment, hours

flown, passengers transported, and passenger-kilometers flown.

Our comparisons are mairdy based on an aggregation of statistics provided by

the IATA, the International civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), the Regional

Airline Assoaation (RAA) and the European Air Carrier Assembly (EURACA) for

the European charter carriers. Due to differen~ in these statistics, however, we

will refer for mme analyses to individual statistics from the IATA- or ICAO-

members of the airline industry.

MEASURING ~BOR PRODU~VITY

IN THE AIRLINE INDUSTRIES

Productivity in the airline industries hash the subject of several

comparative studies so far. All of these studies found a productivity difference

between the U.S. or North American and the European airline industries of about

15 to 48 percentage points (with U.S. productivity as 100 Permnt) in the 1980s. Each

study measured productivity on the basis of a single output measure.

Measuring Single-Output Productivities

q Windle compared the total factor productivity of 14 U.S. and 16 European

airlines in 1983. He measured a higher producdvity on the part of the U.S.

carriers of 19 percentage points. He defined output as the revenue

weighted index of scheduled revenue passenger-miles, non-schedded

revenue ton-miles of passengers and freight, and scheduled revenue ton-

rniles of cargo. As inputs he used indic= of labor, fuel, flight equipment,

materials and ground property and equipment.

~ Good et al analyzed four European and sevim U.S. airlines for the period

1976 to 1985. They concluded that the U.S. airlines had, on average, a total
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factor productivity advantage of abut 15 Permntage points over the
Europeans. me productivity of British Airways was on about the same
level as t-hatof the U.S. airfines, but the remaining thr= European airlines
Wered in productivity by nearly 30 percentage points. Output was
measured in revenues, and input was defiied as labor, fuel, materi~ and
aircraft fleet.

Novelle/Stanback computed labor productivity for 11 Europe~ and
16 North American airlines for 1983 and 1988. They meas~~ the
airIines’ output in total ton kilometers (which combines cargo-ton
kilometers and passenger-ton kilometers, assuming that each passenger
and his or her luggage equals 90 kilograms). .The number of employees
was the only input factor. The productivity of the North American
sample was 22 percentage points higher in 1983 and 15 percentage points
higher in 1988. Using a mtitiple regression modd to adjust for differences
in average stage length and weight load factor between the North
American and European sample, Noyelle/Stanback saw the productivity
differences widen to 32 and 48 percentage points, respectively.

These approaches to comparing productivity in the U.S. and European airline
industries on the basis of a single output measure and a limited sample of airlines
have some weaknesses.

Single ou~ut measures do not reflect the inhomogeneity of the industry
output, either as output is permived by customers (passenger versus
freight transportation), or produced by the airlines (e.g., handling
passengers, flying, and maintaining airplanes). Single output measures
are therefore subject to distortions mused by differences in the output mix
of airlines ad airline industries.

These distortions increase if the sample of airlines in each industry is
relative~y small and corrections for c~ntracting out and contracting in
s*- between airhes and &d paroles are not taken into account. In
Europe, more than in the U.S., these contracting out/in relationships are
very common, especially in maintenance and airport handling.

Moreover, single output measures do not shed light on the sources of
differences in labor productivity. We therefore tried to apply the concept of
functional productivity to measure and compare lahr productivity in each of the
major functions of the airline industries.

Measuring Functional Produdivity

A McKinsey benchmarking study in 1977 appIied the functional productivity
approach in a study of five U.S. and four European airhes and one Australian
airline. With the close cooperation of the airlines, the study derived labor
productivities for over 100 employment categories or functions. Comparability
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aaoss mmpanies was ensured by various adjustments to the output and input sides

of each of these measures. ~ study found an overall labor productivity difference

of about 25 percentage points betwwn the U.S. airfines and the

European/Australian sample. Assuming that the samples were representative for

both industries in 1977, we can use simple passenger-kilometer and employment

indices to extrapolate the labor productivity of the industries (Exhibit 2A-4). This

wodd imply a somewhat smaller productivity difference of 18 percentage points

between the U.S. and European airline industries in 1989. However, the industry

sample for 1977 is too small (e.g., no charter airlines) and the productivity measure

used in the time series (passenger-kilometer per employee) is too simple to inspire

much confidence in the extrapolated productivity resdts for 1989.

We therefore developed a less detailed but more uptedate comparison of

functional productivities in the airline industry. We first broke the airline business

down into six major functions (Exhibit W-5). For each function, we defined an

output measure that could be measured for the whole industry and that comes close

to the ‘real” industry output of this function. On the input side we basically started

out with the employment figures reported in the IATA, ICAO and other statistics.

In some cases, however, we had to make adjustments and estimates to obtain

industry-wide output and input figures and to inaease their comparabfity.

Differences in Functional Productivity

Exhibits 2A-3 and 2A-6 show the output and adjusted input measures for the

U.S. and European airline industries in 1989. The ratios of output and input, the

functional productivities, are illustrated in Exhibit 2A-7. Again, the productivity

comparison reveals significant productivity differences between the U.S. and

European airlines. The differences in labor productivity, however, are not of the

same magnitude in each function, and the overall difference includs

A 24 percentage point difference in the productivity of cockpit ue rsonnel.

The measurement of cockpit personnel productivity is quite

straightforward. Hours flown seems to capture the output of the cockpit

CTeW very well, as the correlation of hours flown and number of cockpit

perscmnel per airline confirms (Exhibit M-8). We therefore chose the

(unadjusted) hours flown per airline as our output measure and regarded

differences in fleet structure (2-or 3-person co+lt) and route mix as

causal factors for the observed productivity differences. Adjustments for

differences in cargo mix are not necessary, since cargo flights are captured

in the output figures as well as in the labor input.

A 16 percentage point difference in the productivity of cabin attendan~.

The service of the flight attendant is primarily related to the passenger and

the duration of his or her flight. Passenger-kilometer as an proxy measure

for the output of abin attendants captures both dimensions, which is

confirmed by the high correlation between passenger-kilometers flown
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T A 43 ~rcentage point productivity difference in maintenance and -
overhaul. The labor requirements in maintenance and overhaul are
basic~y a function of tie type and age of planes and tieir usage in terms
of departures and hours flown. The appropriate output measure in
maintaance would therefore be the number of “standard” planes, which
makes the individual fleets with different structure and usage comparable.
However, we use passenger-~orneters flown as a surrogate measure.
This measure at least captures the aspects of plane size, number of
departures and hours flown. Neglecting the age factor in our measure is a
conservative approach, since the average age of planes is higher in the
U.S. *an in Europe. We therefore do not think that our productivity
measure exaggerates the productivity gap we observe.

h Europe, airhes speti~ in certain maintenance jobs, and service
contracts among airlines for maintenance and overhaul services are very
common. Since we aggregate the individual carriers to industries,
however, we do not think that tis affects our productivity measures in a
significant way. Third-party work in the U.S. is a fairly recent
development. We estimate that at most about 5,000 third-party employ-s
provided services to the U.S. industry in 1989 and we adjusted our input
measure accordingly. Third-party work in Europe (other than by airfies)
d- not play a significant role yet.

T A 46 percentage point difference in productivity of ticketin~, sales and
promotion m rsonnel. We used passengers as an output measure for the
ticketin~ sales and promotion personnd. Due to limited information, we
did not adjust this measure to account for tickets sold by agents and those
sold by the airlines personnel. However, some data indicate that the
propordons do not vary dramatically among airlines and between
industries, and that our output measure is vtid.

~ A 36 percentage point difference in productivity of other ~ersonnel. This
function encompasses aIl persomel in other categories, such as general
management, administration, finance, personnel and corporate planning.
Again, we used the number of passeng- transported as an output
measure for the other personnel. This is based on the assumption that the
ernplopent in this function is direcdy or indiredy related to the size of
the airline or industry.

We can combine these six fundonal produdvity measures to compute an
index that reflects the aggregated overall labor productivity levels in the U.S. and
European air~e industries. Obviously, the numaators of the functional
productivity measures cannot be added. But we can, for instance, define the U.S.
productivity in each function as 100 percent and calculate for European airhes the
weighted average of their rdative functional productivities in each function versus
the U.S., as shown in Exhibit 2A-7. me weighting scheme shodd rdect the
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relative importance of the different functions of the airline industies and shodd

therefore be derived from the employment distribution (Exhibit 2A-6).1 We set U.S.

producdvity at 100 percent, and in 1989 the overall productivity of the European

airline industry was 28 percent lower, at 72 percent.

Now that we have stated productivity levels for the U.S. and European

airline industries in 1989 and observed a significant productivity difference in favor

of the U.S., let us turn to the question of where these differences come from.

CAUSES OF Tf-IE OBSERVED

PRODU~VITY DIFFERENCES

Etiibit 2A-9 summarizes our explanation of the differences in labor

productivity we measured in the U.S. and European airline industries. We believe

that on the level of the production process, the major causes of the productivity gaps

can be found in a different output mix and differences in the orgardzation of labor

and scale of individual airlines. The U.S. hub-and-spoke technology, for example,

rather lowers U.S. labor productivity. On the second level of causality, differences

can be explained by a der~ated and privatized U.S. industry environment on the

one side and a heavily r@ated and state owned industry in Europe on the other

side. As a result of these external factors, the behavior, freedoms, and the d~lons

of the U.S. and European airline managers make different decisions about how to

run their airline businesses and they create production processes with different

productivities.

In the following secdon we will investigate in more detail the differences in

what we called the production process and discuss which differences are important

and which are not. Then we will turn again to the external factors and their impact

on management behavior.

Causality on the Level

of the Production Process

In each function of the airline industry, we have identified spdlc proximate

causes for the measured productivity differences between the U.S. and European

airline industries (Exhibit 2A-10). U.S. hub-and-spoke technology decreases airline

labor productivity in the U.S. somewhat, espeaally in the function of airport

handling. Differences in output mix explain the productivity gaps between the

flying personnel while scale and complexity are important to understanding labor

productivity of the rnaintenane, sales, ticketing and other persomel.

1 Siice the employment structure differs slightly from country to country,

we first computed the overall labor productivity indexes twice, using in each case

the U.S. and the European labor weights. Then we took the geometric average from

those two index numbers as the final overall productivity index.
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Organizational differenms are causal for the remaining differences in productivity
of the ground personnel.

~ Differences in Output Mx: the ~~act of Hub-and-Smke

Shortly after der@ation freed managers to restructure their networks,
the U.S. industry moved from a linear network to a hub-and-spoke
network. By the mid-1930s, the hub-and-spoke system had tieady
revolutionized the U.S. airline industry and at the end of the decade, U.S.
airlines operated about 30 hubs which, in terms of flight pattern and
frequency, produce a different output than non-hub airports.

The hub technology is distinguished from the operation of a large airport
or homebase like Frankfurt or London-Heathrow by the coordination of
the inmming and outgoing flights and the resulting flight pattern.
Several times during the day, waves of flights come in and leave again
about 60 to 90 minutes later. In between passengers from any arriving
fright can transit to a connecting fright. In 1989 for instance, Northwest’s
hub in Minneapolis/St. Paul had about 8 waves or *’banks”per day with
the biggest departure peaks at about 9:00 am, 1:00 pm and 6:00 to 7:00 pm
(Exhibit M-11). The arrival peaks were roughly one hour earlier.

The transformation of the U.S. airline industry to the hub-and-spoke
system was driven by demand and revenues, rather than by cost. Given
the traffic dispersion in the U.S. and given customers’ desire for frequency
between origination and destination sties, the huband-spoke technology
is the only economical way to offer fast and frequent air transportation at
convenient times to most of the travelers. Consequently, the carrier
which could offer an advanced hub-and-spoke network codd attract more
customers and gain a competitive advantage over its competitors through
superior traffic economies and revenues.

Whereas the huband-spoke system has increased service quality and
variety for most of the customers (e.g., higher frequency of flights), we
think that hubbing has generally had a negative impact on labor and
capital productivity, at least to the extent that we are not able to measure
customer uti~ty as an output. The price for the hub-and-spoke technology
is extremely peak driven operations at the hub, with unfavorable
implications for labor and capital utilization.

- For the pound operations, hub-and-spoke operations require high
organizational skills and labor flexibfity to manage huge peaks and
labor utilization at the hub. In Minneapolis for instance, the workload
drops sharply after the morning peak of 26 departures in 30 minutes
and for two hours here are almost no departures at all. And even at
primary hubs Me Chicago O’Hare, ti peak pattern persists
(Exhibit 2A-12). In contrast, at non-hub airports in Europe, or even at
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b~g spoke aixports MkeBoston, the patterns of arrivals and departures,
and thus the wor~oad over time, is much smoother (Exhibit 2A-13).
All other being things equal, this shodd give a European airI.ine at
least the opportunity to achieve higher labor utilization and
producdvity among ground personnel at its homebase than a U.S.
carrier codd at its hub. As far as the ground operations and labor
productivity at spoke airports is concerned, it is not obvious that hub-
and-spoke has my si@~cant effects on labor productivi~.

- me huband-spoke system is not Likely to enhance the labor
productivity of the flvin~ w rsonnel either. G average, the stage
length in a hub-and-spoke mode ti be shorter than in a linear
network, which increases the ground time of the crews. Moreover, the
increased interdependency of flights lengthens the rninimurn turnover
time of planes at the gates. The passenger and his or her luggage off
even the last incoming plane must have time to get the first outgoing
flight. This leads to rather longer turnover times and less flying time
for the crews. As a resdt, the U.S. shift to a hub-and-spoke network
has at least not led to a si~~cantly higher aircraft utilization of major
U.S. airhes versus major European airlines (Exhibit 2A-14).
Moreover, the hu~and-spoke technology does not provide higher load
factors for the U.S. airfies (Exhibit 2A-151.

- The capaaty of the ~tructures and ea ui~rnent at the hub has to be
dimensioned according to peak requirements, too. A hub-and-spoke
network is therefore relatively capital intensive, e.g., in terms of
-way, gate and baggage handling capaaty.

We therefore conclude that the shift to a hub-and-spoke mode of
operation in the U.S. works to the disadvantage of the U.S. when it. comes
to labor as we~ as capital productivity. Espeaally in ground operations,
the U.S. airke indus~ is more productive despite the hub-and-spoke
system, not because of it. But the U.S. industry has taken action to
overcome tie u-tion problems of a hub-and-spoke network, e.g.,
structuring the network to assure a minimum size of the hub (at least
6 banks per day), using more part-time workers and increasing the
flexibility of labor (e.g., cabin attendants at the gate).

The dismssion of fie U.S. huband-spoke system also reveals that ow
physid output measures are missing an important qualitative aspect of
the U.S. airline industry, namely the overall network performance, i.e.,
the ability to provide frequent seMces to hundreds of destinations in a
reasonable time. To the benefit of the consumer, this output qu~ty is
provided at the expense of higher factor inputs, without being captured in
our productivity measure. h that respect, we are rather underestimating
the productivity of the U.S. indutry from the consumer point of view. k
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addition, the coinadence of deregulation and the shift to a huband-spoke
network in ,the U.S. makes it diffidt to compare labor productivity
between the U.S. and Europe over time, or to draw conclusions from the
changes in labor productivity after 1978 about the impact of deregulation
in the U.S.

q Differences in Ou@ut Mix: the Productivity of FltinE Personnel

The notion of seMce qtity and variety W dso help us to understand
the reasons for tie productivity gap we measured for flying personnel, i.e.,
cockpit crews and cabin attendants. Differences in the output mix of the
U.S. and European industry are the primary reasons for the measured
productivity gaps. b other words, the saices offered in both industries
are not exacdy the same, whim causes the difference in measured
functional productivity. ~sides the major difference in network
technology (huband-spoke versus linear network), we observe thr~ other
important distinctions between U.S. and European industry output which
codd affect the relative productivity of flying personnd.

- Different mode of transportation: The labor productivity of flying
personnel varies with the mode of transportation, i.e., schedded,
commuter and charter services (Exhibit 2A-16). h the case of the cabin
attendants working for the European charter airlines, their
“productivity” is not only more than twice as high than the
“productivity” of European schedded airlines, but dso significantly
higher than the U.S. average. The difference, however, reflects a lower
service level on board chartered aircrafts rather than a “real” advantage
in productivity. Higher seat density and less labor intensive inflight
services Wow fewer fIight attendants per passenger-kilometer
compared to the major carriers. The fact that 30 percent of the
European passenger-km are flown in charter mode disguises the
productivity difference of 31 percentage points between the U.S.
major/regional airhes and the European scheduled airlines. We
therefore measure difference in productivity levels of ody
16 percentage points for cabin attendants.

- Different routes served: The 31 percentage point productivity
difference for flight attendants for schedded airlines in the U.S.
(excluding commuters) and Europe, as well as the over~ 14 percentage
point discrepancy for the cockpit personnel, can partiy be explained by
differences in route structure. The output of the European ~ers is
dominated by international and intercontinental traffic (Exhibit 2A-17).
Altiough the average stage length is similar for at least the major
ctiers in the U.S. and Europe (Exhibit 2A-18), the mixture of routes
and destinations is quite different. Whereas Northwest, for instance,
concentrates on the national market and serves only 20 sties outside of
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North America, - offers service to 70 destinations outside of
Europe. This different route mix of U.S. and European carriers aff-
the productivity of flying personnel. A M~ey analysis of two U.S.
and six European carriers shows that more layover time, together with
longer vacations, accounts for a 17 percent higher input of cockpit
personnel per block hour.2 The higher layover time for European
crews m be explained by the higher share of intercontinental flights
among the European carriers. Special rest ties after long flights and
lower frequencies on these routes resdt in more layover time per hour
flown than on mtiond long- and short-had flights of the U.S. carriers.

Different infli~ht Product: The European inflight product differs from
the average UIS. offer in two respects; It is generaliy perceived that the
mix of fust, business and economy class is more skewed to the high in
Europe. Moreover, the product offer in similar classes is of superior
quality on European flights (e.g., warm meals and newspaper seMce
on inter-European short-had flights). Both quality aspects of the
inflight product are not picked up by our output measure (passenger-
~orneters flown). And since these additiond services on European
flights can be only provided at the expense of higher labor input, our
measured productivity for European cabin attendants shodd be lower
h in the U.S. h any case, pure staffing levek of cabin attendants per
aircraft type are a question of service quality rather than labor
producdvity and are- within the limits of safety r~ations - tiy at
the discretion of management.

We think ‘that mast of the measured productivity differences of flying
personnel m be explained by the differences in output mix. The
productivity differences in the other airline functions seem primarily to be

aused by differen= in scale and organization of labor, while differen-
in capital used does not seem to be an important factor. Although
information technologies and systems play a pivotal role in marketing
and yidd management, and can hdp management to plan md organize
lahr more effectively (e.g., by planning systems for ground services or
maintenance), we have not found evidenm yet that different- in the
application of these systems qlain productivity differences.

~ Differences in Capital Used

The U.S. and European airlines all use the same basic aircraft equipment
from the three global producers: Boein~ Airbus, and McDonneU Douglas.
The fi- structure in operation, however, is different and reflects the

2 Block how is ~ual to flight hours plus the time needed to and from the
gate.
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differences in the route network. Whereas the U.S. industry uses more

commuter and narrow body planes like the B-727 to feed and run the hub-

and-spoke system, the European airlines operate more wide body planes

(e.g., the B 747-400) to serve their intercontinental routes (Exhibit 2A-19).

Jn terms of people needed in the cockpit, however, the structure of the

U.S. and European aircraft fleet is almost identical. This is mainly due to

the intensive use of narrow body B-727 planes in the U.S., which are still

manned with three people. On average, the European and U.S. airlines

need the same number of personnel in the cockpit per plane hour flown.

The different mix of capital equipment used therefore fails to explain

productivity Merences between Europe and the U.S. We also did not

find any evidence that the U.S. industry uses more or more modem

hardware technologies that would explain the productivity difference.

~ The Impact of Scale and Comulexi~

Without doubt, there are enormous revenue-scale economies in the

airline industry. Competitive advantages of a big customer base and

mtomer loyalty, created by a dense route network, have driven both the

concentration of the U.S. airline industry since 1985 and the emergence

and growing importance of computer reservation systems, frequent flyer

programs and code sharing agreements. But as far as labor productivity is

concerned, scale economies are not so obvious. We would not expect that

the productivity of flying personnef would change significantly with scale.

Economies of scale, however, codd bean important factor for labor

productivity in the airport han~ln~ maintenance, sales/ticketing and

corporate management and administrative functions.

- The European airlines muld have scale disadvantages in the ai~ort

handlinz function. Demand in Europe is lower and thus the European

airports are smaller than U.S. airports (Exhibit 2A-20). Unlike their

U.S. munterparts, however, European airlines share extensive

remur~ on the ground, especially in those functions which do not

have a direct customer mntact. Additionally, the airport authorities in

Europe usually provide ground services to airlines. This at least gives

the European (and American and other non-European) airlines the

oppor~ty to COntrad out those functions in which they do not reach

a critical scale. We therefore do not see the European airline industry

at a scale disadvantage versus the U.S. There are even voices

reckoning that smaller airports can o~rate more efficiently than bigger

ones because of their greater flexibtity.

- The European airlines are much smaller than the U.S. carriers. In

terms of fleet size, even the top three European carriers together did

not reach the scale of American Airlines in 1989 (Exhibit 2A-21). This

raises the question of whether the European airlines have the
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necessary scale to operate their maintenance shops productively, i.e.,

with high labor speaalization and utilization. Cruaal for scale

economies in aircraft maintenan= is the size of the sub-fleets, i.e. the

number of aircrafts of the same type and specification (e.g., B 737-300 or

A-31 O). It is estimated that the critical size of a sub-fleet is about 15 to

25 planes of one type. We the European and U.S. airlines operate on

average the same number of aircraft types (abut 10), the number of

planes per type in the U.S. is three times higher than in Europe

(Exhibit 2A-22).

In order to compensate for this scale disadvantage, European airlines to

some extent pool their maintenance efforts, either by contracting out or

by contracting in maintenance services to or from other airlines.

In 1989, for instance, KLM provided maintenance services to

40 customers, small Sabena provided services to about 90 airlines, and

Lufthansa and British Airways each provided services to twie that

my. This, however, raises two questions. Fust, we observe a certain

propensity for every European flag carrier to sell rather than buy

maintenance services, in order to ensure employment and to keep the

know-how in-house. It therefore seems reasonable to doubt whether

the European practice of contracting in and out really assures the

minimum scale in airmaft maintenance. Second, providing

maintenance servi~s for numerous foreign airlines certainly inmeases

the overall complexity of maintenance in plannin~ organization and

operation. Examples in other industries have proved that complexity

is a major driver of rests and productivity.

Although our evidence is limited at this point, we believe that

differences in scale and complexity - consequences of the EuropeaII

industry structure - are a major cause of productivity differences in

aircrafi maintenance.

The European airline industry is not likely to reap the same benefits

from scale that the U.S. industry has in sales and ticketing or in other

coruorate finctions. At the margin, the labor productivity in these

functions cotid certainly be increased if a restructuring of the European

industry led to larger airlines. Mergers and acquisitions in the airline

industry have the ptential to increase labor productivity in these

functions, e.g., through recotilguration of ticket offices, reorganization

of sales forces and reservations, or concentration of support functions

like data processing and systems. However, the productivity

disadvantage of the European airline industry caused by pure lack of

scale in these tictions shotid not be overestimated. Too often, S*

leads to diseconornies in indirect functions and corporate centers.
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However, different realization of scale economies do not explain the
whole productivity gaps. Differences in organization of labor are another
important explanatory factor.

T Differences in or~anization of labor

Despite the fact that the U.S. airline industry operates an input intensive
huband-spoke system, the measured productivity in the airport handling
function is SM at a higher level than in Europe. And in the functions of
maintenance, ticketing and sales and other personnel, the productivity
differences are parddarly large. Our basis of coxnpuative data to explain
these productivity differmces is quite limited at this point. However, we
Meve that differences in organization must play a pivotal role in
explaining the productivity gaps.

Various studies have shown imense opportunities for European
airlines to improve their productivity md cost efficiency in the airport
handling function. h the case of the ramp service staff, for instance,
“unproductive” employment can amount to over 40 percent, due to lack
of work during non-peak hours, unnecessary transportation and waiting
time. Organizatioti changes can si~lcantly reduce these unproductive
times. Adapting the organization of tie airport ground stations
(centrtition versus decentralization of tasks and responsibilities),
optimizing the match between labor capacity and worldoad (rostering)
witi flexible shift lengths and extended use of part-timers (Efibit ZA-~),
and increasing the overall flexibfity of the organization with polyvalent
personnd (e.g., division of labor between air and ground ~sonnel) leads
to si~~cant productivity gains.

h sales and reservations, organizational changes towards more
centralized reservation centers, for instance, codd improve the labor
productivity in this function of some carriers. And organizational
changes in maintenance have boosted productivity by more than
30 percent in certain areas.

@ hypothesis that organizational differences are a major cause of the
productivity difference is further supported by the McKinsey benchmark
study from 19~. Comparing the North American and European airhe
orga.nizatiorts, the study gener~y stated that different approaches towards
standardization and specia.Iization, and a higher proportion of supervisory
and indirect person.nd due to different training programs and promotion
schemes, led to lower labor productivity at the European air~es. This
benchmark study also revealed tremendous productivity differences of
about 30 percent in maintenance and about 60 percent in the sales and
ticketing functions, which are in line with our findings. Again, we think
that these differen= can be explained patiy by variances in
organizational effectiveness and effiaency.



We have stated that differences in output mix, scale and complexity, and
organization cause lower labor productivity in the European airhe industry. The
n~t question is what determines the iden~led causal factors on the level of Me
production process of an airline. To find an answer, we have to look for differences
in the European and U.S. ind~try environments and discuss how they affect
management behavior.

Wed Factors
and the Role of Management

Airline regtiation, government ownership, labor relations and performanm
pressure appear to be the prevailing environmental factors in the European
industry that have a dominant influence on airline management and determine
how much attention management pays to labor productivity. Other market factors,
We demand and reIative factor prices, have only limited power to explain the
differences in labor productivity between the U.S. and Europe.

me re~ulatorv environment for sfiedtied airIines in Europe has so far
prevented a major restructuring of the industry like the one in the U.S.
after 1978. Re@ation has created duopolistic markets and limited
competition among the major European airlines. It has been, together
with state ownership, an obstacle to individual airlines growing and
building sale. Regulation has dirdy and indirdy restricted the apaaty
of the industry and ensured relatively high load factors for the European
airlines at the consumer’s expense prices are rdatively high and
frequency of service is restricted.

- Traffic rights in Europe have been heavfiy regulated. Until the end of
the 1980s, about thr~quarters of the inter-European traffic was
operated under inter-airline pooling agreements (which have been
forbidden for U.S. airtines by anti-trust legislation). Most of these
poohg agreements for each market (sty-pair) involved the two flag
carriers of the origination and destination coun~. Poohg
agreements split up the capacity, slots and revenues between two or
more carriers. About one in five of the pools between European
airlines even allowed an unlimited transfer of revenues from one
airline to the other. Such pool agreements basically removed all
competitive incentives within the European market.

- Price comwtition between Europe+s major airlines during the 19WS
was almost non-existent. Fares for international flights in Europe
required approval by boti governments, and fares were usu~y based
on the cost position of the high-rest producer. This system Wowed for
cross-subsidization and removed the incentive or pressure to reduce
Cosb.
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- The European charter indus trv operates under a separate set of
r@ations which allows competition among charter airlines but
limits the degree of competition between charters and the major
ai.rfies. This shelters the major airlines from a possible price/cost
squeeze which might occur if the charter industry were allowed to
enter the most attractive business routes in Europe on a scheduled
basis.

While the U.S. airIine indus~ was dere~ated, these r~ations md
constraints restricted the ability of the European airke managers to re-
orgtie their companies, restructure networks and alter service offerings.
R@ation thus has diminished the pressure and incentive to compete on
msti and to increase labor productivity.

The regulatory environment in Europe, however, has been changing in
recent years. k the single European market, capaaty limits are to be
abokhed and a double disapproval of new fares til be required to
prevent them. But during the 1980s, the re~atory regime in Europe
certainly caused a rigid industry structure, constrained scale and limited
cost incentives for European airhes. But differences in regulation are not
My to be the ordy cause for the measured productivity differences. Even
by 1977, when deregulation in the U.S. was in process, U.S. airlines had a
remarkable productivity advantage. We think that state ownership and
labor relations have further impeded management efforts to achieve high
labor productivity and have distracted management from this issue.

The European governments are heavily involved in the airIine industry
and most of the flag carriers are owned prirntiy by the state (Exhibit 2A-
24). Government o-ershi~ has a direct and indirect negative impact on
the vigor with which management pursues productivity objecdves, .To
some extent, management is subject to the political process and the need
for approval from the government regarding capital expenditure and
other major deasions. Governments sometimes do not tiow
management to lay-off employees and restru~e their business, and
often reduce the wihgness of management to take risks (e.g., witi “no
strike” policies]. C)utgrowing inefficienaes hen remains the only option
managers have for increasing productivity. Overall, government
ownership does not seem to encourage management to pursue a low
rest/high labor productivity strategy.

~ Labor rules and union wwer and dernands can affect management’s
abfity and readiness to change tie orgatition and increase its flexibility
and productivity. The major fights between unions and management in
the U-S. after deregulation were over labor mmpensation and labor costs
rather than labor productivity. However, it is widely beheved that
restrictions and impediments regarding the org-tion of labor are
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higher in Europe than in the U.S. European management can overcome
these diffidties if the pressure to change is urgent enough. But the
re@atory environment and state ownership so far have kept this
presswe below the threshold needed to spur change.

As a resdt of these factors, the pressure on European airke managers to
inaease profitability and productivity came primarily from outside the industry,
e.g., from the fuel crisis, rec~sions and, more recently, from increased intermodal
competition with high-speed trains, and from the revenue drop-off caused by the
Gulf war. In the U.S., however, industry dynamia run on competition within the
industry. And since mmpetition creates winners and losers instead of affecting aIl
competitors in the same way, its impetus orI management behavior is likely to be
stronger than in Europe.

We have found no evidence that differences in relative factor prices cause
European airline management to use more labor. The labor conflicts in the U.S.
industry during the 1980s have led to lower salaries in the U.S., and opportunities to
substitute labor with capital are restricted in any case.

The impact of differences in size and structure of demand between the U.S.
and Europe on labor productivity is limited. Demand per capita for air
transportation is significantly higher in the US. than in Europe (Exhibit 2A-25).
However, the size of demand can only be important for labor productivity if
economies of scale are a major causal factor of the productivity differences. But tie
lack of scale in mme functions of the European airline industry is a consequence of
prevented restructuring rather than a result of insufficient scale of demand. As
discussed earlier, some differences in the structure of demand work to the
disadvantage of European labor productivity (e.g., more intercontinental low
densi~ routes). However, these effects are relatively small and we therefore do not
see demand as an important factor in explaining the overall productivity difference.

From an industry perspective, most of the measured productivity
disadvantage of the European airline industry seems manageable. Changes in
regulation and ownership presumed, we would expect that the European a.irties
have at least the potential to achieve the same labor productivity as their U.S.
counterparts have. And because manageable differences among airlines are not
neutial in a competitive environment but are a source of competitive advatages,
we expect that productivity leadership will be of inmeasing importance for the
European carriers in a less regulated environment,

O~OOK FOR THE FUTURE
OF THE AIRLINE INDU~ES

The Us. airline industry now appears to be in the final phase of
consolidation after deregulation. The recent “price war” is likely to have two major
consequences. Fret, it may accelerate the exit of the 20 percent of industry capaaty
which curTentiy operates mder Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection (TWA,
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Continental, America West). This will leave the industry with about five major
players and lead into a phase of domestic competition with more stable market
shares. Second, fie fierce price competition puts tremendous cost pressure on the
U.S. industry. While productivity growth was host flat in the last years, we expect
that management may now turn its primary attention from marketing to cost
control in the domestic market. Labor productivity in the U.S. industry is therefore
Wdy to grow in the next few years.

Considering the concentration of the domestic industry, it is possible that the
deregulation of the U.S. industry will continue and foreign carriers will be allowed
to run domestic U.S. operations. Given the very strong competitive position of the
U.S. cders in their home market, however, this does not appear to pose a great
threat to the U.S. indwtry. Even the major European airlines on the North Atlantic
route (British Airways, Lufthansa) are interested in free access to ~ U.S. sties as an
international gateway rather than building a domestic U.S. network. The elaborate
U.S. hub-and-spoke systems, whi~ offer a dense and frequent service network, and
the frequent flyer programs and other marketing instruments have created solid
customer loyalty and pose almost insurmountable barriers to enter the core
domestic market for foreign carriers. hdeed, with the home market consolidated
and more stable, the American mega-carriers W Hkely now pursue a more
aggressive expansion strategy, at least on the intercontinental North Atlantic and
East Asia routes, as worldwide deregulation proceeds. With the North Atiantic
market host as big as the inter-European market in terms of passenger-kilometers,
this will put even more pressure on the European industry to restructure and
perform.

Indeed, a major restructuring of the European industry seems inevitable
during the next decade if deregulation goes on as schedtied. Judging from the U.S.
market, which is twice as large as the European market and 15 years after
deregulation offers room for only five major competitors, we know what to expect if
market forces proceed unimpeded. Deregulation in Europe, however, will not
produce the same huband-spoke systems that the U.S. favors. Geography, capaaty
restrictions on airports, and inter modal mmpetition with high-speed trains will
allow for only a very timited number of hub-and-spoke systems in Europe. And
ody a few European carriers wfil have the strength to compete for one of these
systems.

~regulation, however, will lead to a realignment of the schedded and
charter industry in Europe. While charter airlines today have a clear cost advantage
over the major schedtied caniers, they operate primarily relatively simple linear
networks in market niches for the Mediterranean leisure traveler. We therefore
doubt whether the charter airties have the resources, skills and marketing power
to become a dominant force in a restrutied European airline industry. However,
their cost position and marketing tiliances with major mrriers might give them the
chance to stive in a low cost/low seMce market segment.



One problem with the U.S. deregulation was that economically bankrupt

airlines did not tit the industry for a long time. Given the ownership structure of

the European airlines and the national pride invested in some airlines, this might

bean even bigger problem for the European industry. This raises the question of

whether deregulation alone is enough to force competition on the industry and

allow the industry to reap the benefits of competition. If deregulation in Europe is

not complemented by privatization or enforad by completely opening the inter-

European market to non-European, i.e., American, airlines, we think that the

transformation of the European industry will very likely take longer than the

process did in the U.S. and will& more painful to the successti European airlines

and the consumer. Proceeding with the European der@ation as planned will

change the industry. Alliances and mergers between European airlines will OCCUK,

and fights for market share (headed by the more aggressive British Airways) will

lead to overcapaaty, lower load factors, increased cost pressure, and dtimately

productivity improvements in the European industry. But again, as long as airlines

are not allowed to exit the industry and state ownership or subsidies keep losers

alive, the restructuring of the European airline industry will not lead to the optimal

supply of air transportation services to the consumer.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Our productivity comparison of the U.S. and European airline industies

revealed significantly higher productivity levels in the U.S. industry. The causality

analysis suggests that differences in public policy area major cause of this

productivity difference. This has profound implications for the U.S. and European

public policy, in partidar for mmpetition, anti-trust, and ownership poliaes. It

indicates that changes in public policy which foster productivity mtid increase the

provision of air transportation services in the U.S., and to an even greater degree in

Europe to the benefit of customers.

In the followin~ we highlight what are, in our view, the most important

issues for airline policy agendas in the U.S. and Europe. Overall, we think that the

plicy agendas shodd focus on the idea of a mmpetitive, open, and global airline

industry based on a level playing field with freedom of market entry and freedom of

pricing and capaaty.

The U.S. policy agenda should focus on the issues of market entry for foreign

airlines, ownership restrictions, and anti-trust policy.

U.S. regulations restrict the acres of foreign airlines to the U.S. market in

two ways foreign airlines are not allowed to chose their international

gateways freely or to fly from abroad into every aty within the U.S., or to

have cabotage rights, i.e., the right to build a domestic network and to

provide seti= within the U.S. This tends to lower the competitive



threat of new entries. Therefore, we think new r@ations shodd give
foreign airkes full access to the U.S. dorn=tic market.

The restriction of cabobge rights does not pose a problem for foreign
airlines. Given the extremely high economic entry btiers to tie U.S.
domestic market, it is unlikely that any foreign airline wants to build a
U.S. domestic network- But the restriction of gateway access constrains the
European airlines, in partitiar, on the North-Atlantic route. BUateral
Eberaltitions of this tie and a free sky policy on both sides of the
Atlantic cotid inmease the competitive intensity in this market. me
recent btiateral agr~ent between the U.S. and Dutch govemrnents,
followed by a closer cooperation between KLM and Northwest Airlines,
illustrates the importance of such measures.

~ US. regulations restrict foreign ownership of U.S. airlines to less than
25 percent of voting capital. This prevents foreign airlines from gaining
corporate control and executing operational or strategic leadership and
exploiting economies of scale or scope. We think the ownership ,
restrictions shodd be abolished.

Operational or strategic leadership in a corporation may be necessary to
reap the fuI.1benefits of the emnomies of smpe of a partnership between,
say, British Airways and USAir. These economies of scope arise from a
close c~rdination of the route network and flight scheddes of two
airlines. For example, under common leadership, the coordination of
British Airways’ international fights in and out of a USAir hub cotid be
coordinated with ~ the domestic flights which USAir schedules into this
hub. This codd have the advantage of creating consumer preferences by
off-g short transit drnes for d passengers changing from a domestic to
an international flight and vice versa. Der@ation of the foreign
ownership ties wotid aIlow a clear leadership role in transatlantic
cooperation and thus stab~ this cooperation. Again, in the end the
consumer wotdd benefit from mperation which wodd likely offer more
choice and more harmonized flight scheddes. Moreover, a fiberdi.zation
of foreign ownership Codd give foreign airlines access to the domestic
market and thus help to keep the competitive intensity in the dom=tic
U.S. market high.

q As the industry concentration in the domestic U.S. market grows,
r@ators are getting more and more concerned about how to ensure
competition in an oligopoly with otiy four to six major players. The
opening of the U.S. market as destibed above wodd help to maintain
competitive pressure in the U.S. In any case, competition in the U.S.
airline industry will have to be guarded by a strong anti-trust @cy. In
partict.dar, any further mergers among the major players shodd be
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carefully scrutinized by the Federal Trade Commission with regard to their
possible effect on the competitive intensity in the industry.

The list of current regt.datory impediments to more competition in Europe is
much longer than in the U.S. Accordingly, a detailed European policy agenda
would be very long. However, the major thrust of the European poticy agenda
should center on opening the inter-European and intercontinental markets, creating
a single indus~ within Europe, enfortig anti-trust rules, and cutting back
govem.ment ownership.

~ The major policy implication for the European airline industry is to
completdy localize market entry, pricing and capaaty.

While liberalization of the European airline industry is under way, the
industry til still be very regulated until at least 1996, when fifth freedom
rights will be granted to European airlines (Swissair @ then be allowed
to fly from Paris to Madrid, for instance). Overallr the European policy
agenda should strive for free market entry (liberalization of traffic rights)
and market determination of capacity and prices on all routes. Moreover,
we think that as the US opens its market, Europe should dso grant
cabotage and fifth freedom rights to EEC and non-EEC airtines. In
addition, with increasing competition among airlines it is ~dy that the
European live-and-let-live mechanism for distributing traffic slots will
have to be replaced with a more market-oriented approach.

q U the development of the European airline industry after dere@ation
fo~ows the pattern set by the US. industry, we ~ witness a major
consolidation of the European airline industry. As in the U.S., an active
anti-trust policy therefore will be necessary to ensure a competition in a
concentrated otigopoly.

f We think that one issue on the European policy agmda shodd be the
(further) reduction of government ownership.

A major concern of the European governments is whether employment
will be maintained if after deregtdation, national flag carriers merge with
otier carriers or are forced to efit the industry. Thus, governments codd
be tempted to keep majority stakes in their national carriers to ensure this
goal. As discussed above, we e- that, for the benefit of the consumer
and probably even for total employment, privatization wodd give the
airline management more freedom to strive for economic success and to
be competitive. However, unti the airhe markets in the Triad are fully
deregulated, a minority share by the government can faalitate the bilateral
negotiating stance of the European airlines.
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***

‘The X percentage point labor produtiivity difference (U.S. = 100 percent)
btween the U.S. airline industry and the European industry is largely a function of
the less r@ated, more competitive U.S. market environment. The output mix of
services and scale contributed to the productivity gap i.n some functions, but the
major factor appears to h the organization of labor, as Exhibit 2A-26 points out. U.S.
airline managers have responded to the tiberatition of regdations and the
ensuing intensified competition by restrutiing their networks and adapting
service and costs quickly to tive. One such effort, the U.S. move to a huband-
spoke system, increases customer vtiue, but (surprisin#y) not measured labor
productivity. The European airhes operate in regulated environments under
polities which forbid new entrants, r=tict price competition, prevent exit from the
industry, mandate state ownerstip, protect labor, and leave the airlines with titie
incentive to improve productivity. M the liberalization of the European airline
industries gains speed as pl-ed during the 1990s, we will see a major restructuring
of the European industry much like we saw in the U.S.
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TOTAL EMPLOYMENT AND BANKING INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT -1989
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B - PRODUCT’MTY IN ~E U.S., GERMAN

The growing internation~tion of capitaI markets has generated a growing
pr~sure for competition and dere@ation in finantial markets. This has had
imphcations for retail banks ti the U.S. ad Europe. me problems of the U.S.
b-g industry have been partitiarly the focus of much attention in recent years.
The savings and loan crisis, tie failure of more than 500 banks since 1989, and the
figh proportion of bad loans have tainted the image of U.S. banks worldwide. And
tiere is more trouble ahead for the U.S. banking industry. Commercial real estate
loans are now the biggest threat to the financial strength of banks. U.S. banks are
carrying commercial real estate loans tot~ng double the amount of equity capital.

Does the trouble in the U.S. banking system reflect a declinin~ unproductive
and ineffiaent i.ndus~, or is it a consequence of a transformation process to a more
productive and competitive state? h other words, with all their apparent problems,
cotid U.S. retail banks actually be more productive than their British and German
counterparts?

To answer these questions, we looked closely at productivity in retd bankin~
which acmunts for about ~ percent of ernploymerlt in banking. After deftig
what retail banking means, we til m tO the measuring of labor productivity in
this indus~. Then we will shed some light on the reasons for the observed
productivity differences and try to conclude what the future might bring for the
retail banking industry in each country. Finally, we wul outie some policy
implications which arise from this comparison. Since our productivity
measurement is based on 1989 data, our findings rdate mairdy to the situation of
the retd banking industries at the end of the 19WS.

DEFINING ~E R~AIL
B~KING INDUSTRY

The banking industry in the broad sense enmxnpasses all depository
institutions in the economy and thus includes not only banks, but &o saving and
loans institutions, credit cooperatives or builhg soaeties, and postal banks who
provide some banking -ices. The banking industry accounts for about 1.9 to
25 percent of employment in the U.S., German, and U.K. economies (Exhibit 2B-1).

The retail banking industry is the part of the banking industry which
maintains the rdationship between depository institutions md private customers
and srna?.1businesses, e.g., high-street retiers and ftiy businesses. h terms of
employment, the retail banking industry in the U.S. and the U.K. is dominated by
corn.rneraa.l banks and clearing banks, respectively (Exhibit 2B-2). In Germany,
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savings banks form the largest group of institutions, ahead of commercial bh and

credit cooperatives.
—

Retail banking basically means branch bankin~ since today the branch or the

single unit bank in the U.S. is sdll the pivotal pla~ where supply for private bank

services and demand by private persons meet. h terms of number of branches and

geographical coverage, the importance of conunerad banks in the U.S. decreases

relative to their employment (Exhibit 2B-3). Abnost every semnd outlet in the U.S.

is a thrift or credit union. In Germany, more than 80 permnt of branches are savings

banks or aedit cooperatives (without even taking the network of the postal banks

into account).

Branch-based depository institutions compete with other industries which

provide substitutional services. These industries are relatively underdeveloped in

the U.K. and inmrporated with the “universal” banks in Germany. But in the U.S.,

brokers, investment banks and funds, or credit agenaes, mmpete intensively for

retail deposits and credits with the banking industry. To maintain a more

homogeneous industry sample, we did not include these institutions in our

productivity measurement and comparison. The existence or absence of

competitors outside of the banking industry, however, may play an important role

when we analyze the causes of productivity differences among retail banking

industries.

MEASURING LABOR PRODU~

IN THE R~AIL BANKING INDUSTRIES

Conventional measures of productivity and profitatillity of banks are neither

conclusive nor very meaningful in measuring and comparing productivity in retail

banking across countries. Differences in business mix, e.g., between whole@e “”

versus retail business, as well as real prices/interest rates differences affect the

mmparabllity of cost-, revenue, asset-or profit-based productivity and profitabtlty

measures for banks. These mix and price effects make the interpretation of

traditional cost/income, rest/asset, or return/asset ratios very difficult.

The drawbacks of the conventional measures point out the need for more

sophisticate producdvity analysis. We therefore adapted and improved a

methodology used by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) for the purposes of

international comparisons. In recognition of the diverse output of retail banking,

our method measures fust the productivity of each of the main outputs or functions

of the retd banking industry. In a second step we aggregated those “tictional

productivities” to the overall measure of labor productivity for each industry.

The concept of functional productivity has to cope with two major problem

identifying and measuring the major outputs or funcdons of the retail banking

industry and breaking down the labor input by those functions.
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Fun&ions of Retail Banking

me major common functions of the retail banking industry among the U.S.,
Germany, and U.K. are transacdng non-cash payments, disbursing cash, taking
deposits, and lending money. Most of the employes in retail banking are engaged
in one of these functions. h the case of Germany, we corrected for the security
business of the tiverd banks. We also neglected other relativdy minor outputs
of the industry in every country (e.g., -t bw~ess, safekeeping). TO get around the

problems of price tiects and currency conversion we avoided any valu~based
output measures. ~tead, we measured output by the number of physical output
units for each of the three main functions of retail banking (Exhibit 2B-4).

q h terms of employment, the major funtion of retail banking is to transact
non-cash ~an ents and disburse cash. Based on the Bank for
International Setiement (BIS) statistics, we measured the number of
payment transactions pr year in each country, regardless of the
transaction instrument used. h other words, a payment made by check
counts as much as a credit card or direct debit transaction. “Retail
payments” which involve private persons or small business cannot easily
be distinguished accurately from “wholesale payments” between
enterprises or other institutions. The check or the giro, for instance, are
used for boti types of payment and they share the same resources and
systems when they are processed. We therefore included both wholesale
and retail payments in our output measure. ~ose payment transactions,
however, which muld be identiled as solely whole~e were not included
(e.g., the “Fedwire” transactions in the U.S.). To take the different
importance of cash as a payment instrument and the involvement of
banks in cash circulation into acmunt, we also included the esdrnated
number of cash withdrawals at bank tellers per year in this output
measure. We did not include, however, transactions at automated t~er
machines (ATMs).

~ We measured the second major output of retail bankin~ taking d~osits,
by the number of accounts heid by retail customers, i.e., private customers
and owners of smd businesses. This is a stock measure and we counted
every deposit account as one, regardless of the type of account (e.g., savings
or money market) or the amount of money deposited. Of course, the
tiansacdon intensity and thus the labr intensity differs by type of account.
But on a higher level of abstraction we are trying to measure the
productivity of a function of retail banking and not the producdvity of a
more distinguished service output, i.e., the productivity of savings
accounts, for instance. A long as each of the service outputs basically
_ the measured function, we can treat them equ~y. When we talk
later about the different smite mix in each country as a potential
explanation of productivity dfierences, however, we will look more
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closely at how labor productivity aCrOSS countries is affected if different
shces are used to fulfill the S-_e function.—

For the third measured function of ret~ bankin~ lending monev, we
again counted the stock of (retail) reedits outstanding, regardess of type.
k for the number of deposit accounts, we estimated the number of credits
outstanding using various national sources, namely American Btiers
Association (ABA) reports for the U.S., British Bankers Association (BBA)
figures for the U.K, and a McKinsey retail banking market analyses from
1988 for Germany.

Exhibits 2B-5 and 2B-6 show the measured output for each of the three
funcdons of retail banking by country. Not surprisingly, the U.S. retail banking
industry produced more tices in each of the functions than the Euopean
countries. But the U.S. industry aIso transacted about twice as many payments and
cash withdrawals per inhabitant and sustained almost twice as many credits per
inhabitant as the U.K. and Geman industries did. Only in deposit-taking did the
output per inhabitant of the German retail banking indus~ exceed the U.S. output,
which might partly be explained by the fact that the transaction intensity of U.S.
savings accounts is about twice as high as in Germany. In other words, Germans
indeed have many savings accounts but they do not make many labor intensive-
transactions per account. Thus, on average, a German savings account might be
more easily sustained than a U.S. savings account.

Input of Retafi Banking

With about 50 to ~ percent of operating expenses usually being personnel
expens~, labor costs are the major cost component for a bank. Labor therefore is the
main input of reti banking and labor produfivity appears to be the appropriate
single-factor productivity measure. For every country, we first ~ctdated the toti
labor input in the ret~ banking industry and then estimated the break down of this
labor tiput by the three main tinctions of retail banking to achieve consistent
output and input measures for each function.

~ To dculate ret~ banking industry employment, we corrected the total
banking industry employment for those elements which we assumed not
to be part of tie retail banking industry (Exhibit 2B-7). We therefore
excluded the employment of foreign banks, which, based in money centers
like London or New York, are rnairdy engaged in international or
wholesale banking. We also esdrnated and subtracted the number of
employees who are mainly engaged in the wholesale business and,
especidy in tie e of Germany, b the security business for reti
customers. As a restdt, we intimate that abut ~ percent of total
employment in the banking industry can be aIlocated to reti b-g.
Part-time workers are a fairly consistent proportion of the workforce in
these muntries, about 10 to 13 percent. However, we touted every part-
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Eshtii 2B4

MEASURING OUTPUT IN RETAIL BANKING
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MEASURED OUTPUTS OF THE RETAIL
BANKING INDUSTRY -1989
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EMPLOYMENT STRUCTURE lN RETAIL- -
BANKING (~S)* BY MAJOR-FUNCTION
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Exhbif 2B-9

FUNCTIONAL PRODUCTIVITY MEASURES
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time employee as 50 percent of a ~-time employ= and
~-time eqtivalmt (FTE) ernplopent in each ind~@.

5

estimated total
htig r~able

data about ~verage mud ho~s-worked in the b-g ~d~~, we ~d
not try to take di.fferenm in hours worked a~oss muntiies into account.
We do not H, however, that this would affect the validity of the
productivity measurement and comparison.

q Based pardy on publicly available sources like the Functional Cost
Analysis in the U.S., but m~y based on our experience in the bag
indus~, we estimated the break-down of the total reti banking FTEs by
the three major fictions of retail b-g (mbit 2&8). me funfion of
transacting non-cash payments, i.e., running tie payment system, is the
most labor intensive function ad employs between 43 and 52 percent of
the =. The share of labor committed to the deposit taking function
varies the most. The relatively high employment in Germany and the
U.K. in this function seems to reflect the relative importance that the
retail banking industries-place on coIl~g retail deposits compared to
other industries like securities and investment funds.

Having defined and measured the output and labor input in each of the three
functions of reti bankins we can now divide the output by the tiput for ea~
funtion and thus caltiate the functional productivities of retafl banking.

Produdivity in Retail Banking

U.S. labor productivity generally ex~s the functional nroductivi~ of the
European industries by 24 to 4S percentage points in each funcdon (U.S. as
100 percent) (Exhibit 2B-9). h the most labor intensive function, transacting
payments, the U.S. &o has a significant advantage over boti Germany and*? U.K.
We ptiy confirmed this finding by comparing four U.K. clearing banks and four
U.S. money center b-, which showed a large productivity gap in the payment
transaction function. Ordy German productivity in deposit-taking is slightly higher
than U.S. productivity and this might be pardy due to the lower transaction
intensity of German savings accounts, as mentioned earfier.

We can combine the three fu.nctioml productivity measures to compute an
index which reflects the ~ e~ated overall labor ~roductivitv levels in retail
banking in the U.S., Germany, and U.SC- C)bvious}y, the numerators of the
functional productivity measures cannot be added. But we -, for instance, define
*e US. produ~vity in each function as 100 percent and d~te for Germany and
the U.K a weighted average of their relative functional productivities in each
function versus the U.S. as shown in Exhibit 2W9. The weighting scheme shodd
reflect the relative importance of the different functions of retail barddng and
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CAUSALITY OF PRODUCTIVITY DIFFERENCES

IN THE RETAIL BANKING INDUSTRY
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shodd therefore be derived from the employment distribution (Exhibit 2B-8).1
Exhibit 2BI0 shows the rd~ We set U.S. productivity at 100 percent, and in 1989
the over~ producdvity of the German and U.K. retail banking industries was
32 and 36 percentage points lower. Taking the European countries as a basis,
productivity in We U.S. reti banking industry was abut 50 percentage points
higher than in Germany and the U.K.

Given this producdvity difference in retti banking between the U.S.,
Germany and the U.K, we now *CUSS he question of where these differences
come from.

CAUSES OF ~ OBS~VED
PRODUCTTVTTY DIFFEREN_

Exhibit 2B-11 sumrna~s our explanation of the differences in labor
productivity we measured in the U.S., Groan, and U.K retail banking industry.
We befieve that on the level of the production process, the major causes of the
productivity gaps can be found in differences of labor organization, usage of
automation and information technology, and, in the case of Germany, in
diseconomies of scale in small branches. On the second level of causality tiese
differences can be explained by a combination of relatively underdevdoped demand
and relativdy low cost pressure and competitive intensity in the two European
countries. As a resdt of thee contextual factors, the behavior and the decisions of
US., German, and U.K. ba~ managers mncerning how to run the banking business
are different, and different production processes witi different productivities are
created.

In the following section we W look more closely at the differenm in what
we called the producdon pro- and discuss which differences are important and
which are not. Then we wiU Wcuss in more detail to the market forces and context
and their interaction with management behavior.

Causality on the Level
of the Production Process

On the levd of the production process, the observed productivity differences
can generally be explained aiong four dimensions (Exhibit 2B-12).

~ Sin= the employment structure is slightly different from muntry to
coun~, we computti the overall labor productivity indexes for G-any and the
U.K. on a bilateral basis with the U.S. That means we caltiated the productivity
index of Ger-rnany and the U.K twice, using in each case the U.S. md the German or
U.K. labor weights. Then we took the geometic average from those two index
numbers as the final overfl productivity index for Germany and the U.K



Exhiifi *“12

HYPOTHESES ABO~ RELEVANT FACTORS
EXPLAINfNG PRODUCTIV~ DIFFERENCES IN
THE RETAIL BANKING INDUSTRY
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T Differen- in the pu~ut mix of the industries (i.e., differences in the

importance of the same services and in service variety or quality). In the
—

case of the U.K retail banking industry we think hat differences in service

mix and variety do not explain the overall producdvity gaps. Different

service levels, however, may explain a small part of the productivity gap

between the U.S. and Germany.

Y Economies of scale. Many German branches do not reach the-critical size

for operating in a productive manner. This lack of scale e~lains a

sigrdficant share of the German productivity disadvantage. ‘-

q Capital intensi~ (i.e., usage of automation and information technologies).

These technologies are major productivity drivers in retail banking and,

we believe, a major cause of the measured productivity differences. The

U.S. industry has spent more on these technologies and has more

equipment in place than its European munterparts.

~ Organizational differences which lead to a less effective and effiaent use of

labor. Even given scale and technology parity, differenm in organization,

process design and capaaty management are further important

~lanations for the productivity gaps.

In the followin~ we ,W lay out each of these causes in more detail.

q Different outuut mix as causal factor<

Since we measure the industry output on a relatively high level of

(functional) abstraction, we might lose some of the richness and the

diversity of industry output across countries. Different services might

have different inherent labor productivities, even when they fulfiil the ---

same function. The $ervice mix cotid therefore account for differences in

functional productivities. And the mix and variety of seMces in the three

countries is quite different.

- me U.S. retail payment system is heavily based on checks, whereas the

German systems use more than 50 percent dectronic-baaed transactions

and the U.K uses a mix of both (Exhibit 2B-13). The heavy Q of the

generally leas labor-intensive electronic payment instruments in the

European countries, however, shotid work to their advantage when it

comes to labor productivity.

- The mix of services provided is more similar for the deposit function.

R@ar savings accounts, accounts at building soaeties, and

comparable other deposit products acmunt for at least 70 permnt of the

deposit-taking output in each country. As mentioned above, however,

the usage intensity of these acmunts seems to be quite different across

countries, which again puts the U.S. rather at a disadvantage.
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Exhibit2B-13

FORMS OF RETAlL PAYMEmS -1989
Number of payments and cash withdrawals in billions

100%= 57.8

——
I

us. lJ.K Germany

Paper giro

Electronicdebii,
electronicc~edit,
electronh funds transfer

Credit cards
ctlecks/News

Cashwithdrawals
(mt ATM)

Source:Ba* for international Settlement(BIS): McKinsey analysis
XE.11% 119



Exhibit28-14

MEASURING OUTPUT IN RETAIL BANKING
USING COST-BASED OUTPUT WEIG~S

Functions

Transact

I

aymerrts”,
disburse
ash

{

Retail Taking
banking depustis

f

uLending
money

OutpM measures ●

Che*OWs cJeared 9

Paper cred~transfers ●

Standing orders ●

Directdebits ●

Electronicfunds transfers ●

Credit card transadions ●

Billscleared ●

Instancesof cash withdrawalat ●

munter
Regular savings acwunts ●

Contratial savings accounts/IRA ●

Savings bonds account#othe@CDs “
Time de~sit a~unts ●

Money market aaurtt ●

Buildingsoaety mntracts ●

Revolvingcredits ●

Installmentcredits ●

Credit card credits ●

Mortgages ●

Buildingsociety mnt~~s ●

Estimated
cost weight”’

. ..-— = Omput uni

1.0
1.0
0.4
0.2
0.5
2.0
2.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
0.5
1.0
4.0
1.5

1
3
1

10
1

J
Output un

Z payment
transactio

1

Output un
E deposti

acmunls

}

Output un
Z credits

outstandin

“ incIudingWlesale pa~nts in output and wholesale paymem staff in input
““ ~j~e based on Geman and US, oo~ per unit
Source: Functionalms! analysis (Fed); McKi~ey analysis
m.llsa)
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Exhibit2B-15

QUALIW DIMENSIONS OF RETAIL BANKING SERVICES -1989 ● High

o Medium
() Low

Qualhy crtteria Us. U.K. Germany Comment

Imerest rates

- Deposti

- Credit

Accessto branches -

- Location

- @ning hours

AccesstoATM services

- Network density

- Functionality

Service level in branch (watiing
and processingtime)

C?thersemice critieria

- A=ess to professionaladvise

- Willingness!0 customize

- Erroravoidance and resolution

- Timeliness

● 0
● 0

● Q
● 0
so

1Not evaluated

o bw interest on savings

●
accoutis in Germany, very
high interest rates on loans
in the U.K.

● Germany with the highest

CD
branch network densily

o U.S. with 207. - 60% more

o ATM’s per capita which have
more advanced functions

● Teller and platfom staffing
models used in U.S.

Source: M&insey
ZXE.119Slm

Exhtifi 25-16

BRANCHES PER 100,000 INHABITANTS -1989

43

31

100%
72%

69

160%

us. U.K.* Gemany*

Total branches 107,000 18,000 43,000

“ Wtihout postal bati
Source: MWnsey analysis
m-l 1=.om
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—- The structure of lending accounts also does not work in favor of the

U.S., which has the highest pr~ortion of labor-intensive installment

reedits. —

We tested the service mix effect by mdtiplying the different services of

one fictional output with their relative costs (Exhibit 2B-14). This

transforms the different services into a more comparable output unit for

each of the thr~ functions of retail banking and takes care of the “apples

and oranges” probla. The calculation of overd retail banking

productivity based on these wtighted output units reveals that the mix

effect does not explain the productivity differences. Instead, the concept of

a weighted output measure widens the gap because the service mix in

Germany and the U.K. puts them rather at an advantage relative to the

U.S. Using the weighted output units in the productivity comparison

resdts in a productivity advantage for the U.S. of 50 and 46 percentage

points versus Germany and the U.K, respectively.

We mentioned different grades of ~& as another aspect of output mix,

e.g., a check is not a check if one is cleared in two days and the other one in

5 days. And the delive~ of higher quality services might me higher

labor input necessary. We therefore evaluated several major dimensions

of quality in retail banking to see whether the U.S. industry “buys” its

higher productivity at the expense of lower quality. Overall, however, the

quality of U.S. retail banking does not seem to be lower than in the U.K.

and lags behind Germany only in the aiteria of branch density (Exhibh 2B-

15).

- U.S. service quality seems to be superior to the U.K. and Germany in

two areas Real interest rates are more advantageous for the consumer

and a dense and advanced Automated Teller .Machine (ATM) network

allows more convenient 24-hour banking.

Access to the branch network, however, is easier in Germany, where

the branch density ex~s the U.S. by 60 percent (Exhibit 2%16). The

German savings banks and credit cooperatives run an extensive branch

network which also rovers rural areas very well.

Service levels in branches are an important quality factor for the

consumer -use even the U.S. customer still goes into a branch an

average of about once a week. U.S. banks have studied customer

behavior and apply statistical staffing models for tellers to “control the

maximum waiting tie in the line (Exhibit 2517). The general

perception in Europe that U.S. customers always stand in lines might

be skewed by the par Manhattan market. We therefore mnclude

that service levels in U.S. branches are not generally lower than in

Germany or the U.K



Exhibi’I25-17

MAXIMUM WAnlNG TIME IN STAFFING
MODELS OF U.S. BANKS

CUSTOMER
DISCONTENT

High +

EXAMPLES

Low

o 2 4 6 8 10
MAXIMUMWAITING TIME - Minutes

● Average waking time 1.5- 2.1 minutesfor 92/o of customers

Source: Intewiews
m-llgm

Exhibit 2B-18

AVERAGE R~AIL BANKING ~Es PER BRANCH* -1989

U.K.

Us.

G-any

125% 19.3

100 152

55 10.7

Pemnt of
employment

Creditunions 7 8% I
Thins 16 27
Comrnerad banks 20 64

Creditmo~r~es 7 24% I
Savings banks 12 41

3 big commercialbanks 20 19

“ Total retail banking ernpbyees _ by number d bramhes; excludingpostal bank m Germany and U.K

Source: McKInsey analysis

M-llBm



Exhibfl2B-19

TELLER UTILIZATION AND BRANCH SIZE AT A U.S. BANK

AVERAGE TELLER -
UTi~TION
PeRenl

80 r

70

60

50

40
-3 teliers/

30 ‘ brand

20

10

0
Low High

BRANCH SIZE OR TRANSAC~ON VOLUME

Source: McKinsey anatysis

2xE-l19m

Exh~fi 2B-20

CUMULATIVE SYSTEMS EXPENSES
PER BANKING EMPLOYEE -1980-90
(AT PPP)

Us: 100% $62,300

7

U.K.” 76 47,400

Germany 68 42,600

“ Commercbl banking itiustry only
Source: McKinsey es?imate

%.11s 137



Exhibt =21

USAGE INTENSITY OF Am -~989
Transa&tiom per 100 in~nts

TRANSACTIONS PER
Am- - mo~ti
60

r

50

Lu

10

0
o 10 15 20 2830 35 40
ATMs PER 100,000 NH~lTAWS

“ U.S. : 79% of m~ly tramcthns (exclu*s ba~ inquiries)

U.K: Cash wit~rawals ‘

Germany: Estimate based on cash -rawals ~ ATMsof satings banks (majorsupplierof ATMs)
Source: B!S; annual re~fi spa-se; APKS; 8ank Network News
m.llna

Exhibti2S-22

TERWNALS IN BANK BRANCHES
EMPLOYEES -

us.

GerTnany

U.K

74

I
I
1

23 ---” ------ 432x---------4
I
1
I
t

tl
I
I

17 - . . . . . . . ..4.4x . . . . . ..-. i

I

“ U.S.: Retail tam (o- =Ikr andp~m) perempbyee in~etil ba~ -1989
Germany:Tetlerterminals and @afformterminals ~r e~byee in savi~ banks -1990

U.K.: Terrninak othar~n AM in U.K. ba~ per ba~ employee -1991
mrce: ~ANatiom ~ratio@Momattin Sumy; Amual repor! Sparkassen: MACE

1 t
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Overall, we come to the conclusion that pure quality differenms explain at

best only a small fraction of the productivity gap between the US. and

Germany. The productivity gap between the U.S. and U.K does not

ap~ to be ~ected by quality differences at ~.

q Different Scale as Causal Factor

Compared with the retail banking industries in Germany and the U.K, the

U.S. industry is more fragmented, with an average of only 3 branches per

institution, compared with 11 in Germany. U.S. banks therefore generally

do not have any scale advantages related to a bigger branch network. But

U.S. institutions could have a scale advantage on the branch level if

economies of scale in branches exist and U.S. branches were bigger.

U.S. branches are on average bigger than German branches. The credit

unions or credit cooperatives, the smallest institutions in both countries,

have about the same av~age size of 7 employees per outlet and account

ordy for 6 percent of employment in the U.S., but about 22 percent in

Germany (Exhibit 2E18). Consequently, the scale of German branches is on

average smaller. And scale matters, since bigger branches can generally

reap the benefits of scale due to higher total transaction volume in the

branch. This allows for inaeased utilization of the tellers, for instance,

from about 40 percent in a branch with about 3 t~ers to almost 80 percent

in a 8 teller branch, as an U.S. example shows (Exhibit 2B-19).

We estimate that about 5 percentage points of the 32 percmtage points

productivity differenm between the U.S. and the German industry are

explained by this factor. These economies of scale from lower average

branch size in Germany therefore contribute to but are not the most

irnport~t factor of productivity differences. By contrast, due to the larger
average scale of branches of U.K banks, they should have even higher

economies of scale than U.S. institutions. But either these economies are

not exploited by the org~tion or the scaIe effects are offset by other

ineffiaenaes in U.K. retail banking.

~ Au a“nan~ hnol as Causal Fa

The US. retail banking industry spent si~lcantly more resources on

systems and information technology per employee during the 1980s than

the two European industries (Exhibit 2B-20). The U.S. not only spent more

money on systems, but apparently invested it even more effectively to

inmease labor productivity. While systems expenses and power increased

heavily in both the U.S. and the U-K, oniy U.S. employment in the

banking industry stayed flat during the 1980s. We think that one reason

for that is the U.S. commitment to two new technologies that changed the

retail banking industry in the last decade ATh4s and on-line applications

in the branches.
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The US. banking industry invested heavily in automation
taologies like the Am. The density of the U.S. ATM ne~ork, as
weU as its functioned.ity,exceeds European standards. Taking the
transactions per ATM into account, the German usage intensi~ of
Am is only 36 percent of the U.S. rate (Exhibit 2B21). We estite
that the lower usage intensity of ATMs alone accounts for about 1 to
3 percent points of the productivity gap of the toti retail banking
industry (shift effect from manual to automated t~er servim).

The support of labor in the back office, at the t~ers, and at the platform
desks with on-he terminals is certairdy an important source of
productivity advantages. We estimate that the pmetration of these
applications in the U.S. si@cantly exceeds penetration in the two
European counti= -bit 2W22). Mthough the U.K. and Germany
have made impressive productivity improvements using these
technologies, the different penehation rate betwa the U.S. and
Europe indicates that there is much more room for improvement.

We cannot quantify the impact of automation and information
technologies on retd banking productivity in detail. We do believe that
their effective use is a major productivity driver in retail bardcing.
However, why managers use globally available techno}ogi~ to diffaent
extents, cannot beq-lained b~ diffm-mces in factor costs.- The cost of labor
has been about the same in d! three countries and managers should
therefore face a similar trade-off between labor and capital.

T Or~ani.zation as Causal Factor

Productivity differences which cannot be explained by any of the factors
discussed earlier must originate from differences in organization of labor,
i.e., the way labor is applied to provide services effectively md effiaently.
Although we coadd not quantify the differences in labor organization
across countries in det~, we found some anecdotal evidence to support
our hypothesis, that organizational - and that means manageable -
differences account for a significant part of tie productivity gap.

- U.S. banks continuously streamline their operations. Applying new
t~ologies, they centia.lize non-customer functions and reap the
benefits of scale, standardization, and specialization. More recently,
they started to retink the whole branch network organization and
rmtructured the network using a modular approach so hat only
setices needed by the specific local market are offered at each location.

The organhtion in U.K. branches is traditiona~y very rigid and
changes only slowly. Each branch is operated very much as an
independent “small bank” As a consequence, processes not directly
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rdated to customers are sw very much decentralized, e.g., ~e~ me
sti.Uenmded in th-ack office of each branch.

- In Germany, the organization in the extensive branch ne~ork is dso
rather decentralized. The emphasis on personal service led to the
prevalence of ~-servim branches with “ahigh degree of specialization
among branch employees, even in relatively small branches.

The organization of the +ce delivery process in the branches and
network is designed by bank management. Thus, differences in
organization reflect tiferences in the skills and objectives of
management. We do not think that there are general long-term
differences in (potential) skills of management and clerks in the U.S.,
German and U.K retail barddng industri~. Currents~ of the
management, however, are a function of the peculiar challenges and
environment of each industry in the recent past and thus they might be a
constraint for change in the short term. h any -e, we think that the
creation of a productive organization is mainly a function of the objectives
and motivation of management to design effective and efficient structures
and procedures.

Mormver, management Wo decides what mix of services it provides, and
how it exploits economi~ of scale and reaps the benats of information technology.
However, differences in demand, regulation and competitive presswe create
different objectives and incentives for management. Therefore, management’s
d~ions on the production pro-s differ and producdvity varies. Let us therefore
turn to the second level of causality to understand the different drivers of
management behavior in the retail banking industries.

.

Cadity on the Level of
Management, and External Faders

The approach that U.S. retail bank managers have generally taken to labor
producdvity has been motivated by a variety of pressures on their industry to
perform. Deregulation in the hte 1970s and early 1980s meated new threats to the
old way of doing business and opportunities for those who wodd innovate.
hmding astomers rewarded banks who lowered costs and improved services.
And competition within tie industry and with other industries (e.g., the security
indus~) meant ody the best managed banks wotid survive. Managers in the U.S.
therefore had great incentives to improve their operations. Largely tiough the deft
use of information technology, streamlining their organizations and @t
outgrowing in~lcienaes, retail bank managers responded to the pressures they
faced by raising the productivity of their industry. As a resdt they created the more
productive production process described earlier, and they now enjoy a considerable
productivity advantage over their British and German counterparts, who thus far
have not faced comparable pressures to perform.



The objefives and incentives of banking management h Germmy and the
U.K. and the resddng behavior have been different from that in *e U.S. Objecdves
and incentives have been formed by the spefic market forces and context in each
muntry. me ihe German reti banking industry has been almost completely
dere@ated, the pressure to innovate and inmease productivity was SW low at the
end of the 1980s. hd competitive intensity in the U.K. increased only after the
dere@ation of the early and mid-1980s. The major differen= in market forces and
context across fie three cotmties can be s~arized as follows

5 Underdevdoped demand in German y and the U.K.: While US.
customers are pri= sensitive and switch b- frequ~tiy, the Groan
customer is not yet very demanding. Relatively low accumulated wealth
(es-ally in the fit decades after the war) and tie emphasis by the
current asset holders on “soundness,” rather than on return, led to
relativdy price insensitive demand. German savers at the end of the
19W were still satisfied with low interest rates on their savings deposits.
This allowed the banking industry to raise savings funds at a very
attractive rate. h the U.K., the demand for tiancial stices developed
otiy fairly recentiy. k 1976, less than 70 percent of adtits had any accout
at a bank or building soaety and almost 60 percent of employ- were paid
in ash. By 1989 those figures had changed to about 90 and 25 percent,
respectively.

Retd banks in Germany are not forced to compete on rates: U.S. banks
face intense competition for retail assets from substitutes (e.g., money
market funds), other industries (e.g., investment banks) and new entri=
(6,000 new banks between 1960 and 1985). h Germany, however, the
competitive intensity is relatively low. Wgh non-r~atory barriers to

entry prevent new entries in the retati banking industry. The universal
bank concept allows cross-subsidizing and mhions mmpetitive pressures.
R@ation of some products (money market funds ti not be tiowed
until in 1993) prevented the invention of high interest substitutes for
savings acmunts. Since the prospects for advantages through price
competition for savings funds seem tited. German banks compete on
personal s=ice rather than interest rates.

q Relative low mst pressure in Germany and the U.K.: We US. banks
frequently suffered losses and were forced to stre-e their o~rations
and cost base, German banks never, and U.K. banks ordy recently,
@enced a comparable profitability squ-. The pressures and
incentives for German and U.K management to resticture fieir b=iness
and to improve their cost base si@lmdy are therefore very different.

~ Low mrn~titive intensity in the U.K: Until recently, the U.K. retail
banking industry was dotiated by the four big clearing bti that held
more than 50 percent of total batig ind~try U=tS -bit 2B-23). ~
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industry followed the rules set by these playera. only the r-t

deregulation of interest rates (19M) and increasing competition between

building soa%ties and banks (1986) led to a performance spread and

increased the competitive pressure in the U.K retail banking industry

(Exhibit 2~24). Before these deregulations, banks in the U.K faced

competition in their international and wholesale business rather than in

th~- retail business.

As a result of these factors, banking managers in Germany and the U.K. had

different objecdves for and made different decisions about running businesses and

competing from their counterparts in the U.S.

German bankers tried to get as many saving deposits at cheap rates as

possible. They, therefore, built an extensive branch network to maximize

the number of customers and thus savings deposits. And, given the

context of the German industry, it was very rational to pursue this

strategy, since regular and contratial savings products accounted for

almost 90 percent of total profits in the retail banking business in 1988.

Since price competition is limited, they stress personal service, which

leads to overstaffed branches, over specialid personnel and little

investment in automation and self-service concepts. In the end, the low

rates for savings funds drove the resourm of the industry towards low

labor productivity but high profitability.

U.K. bankers tried to perform only as well as their peera. There were only

Wlted incentives to outperform the competitors in the national retail

business. Accordingly, the management in the U.K paid more attention

to the international and wholesale business. Consequently, the strategy,

technology and organization in U.K. retail banking was not aimed at

achieving high levels of labor productivity.

We have discussed the causes for the observed differences in labor

productivity between the U.S., German, and U.K retail banking industries on the

two levels of the production process, and the external factors, which both influence

and are seated by management. Differences in pressure to perform and in the

degree of competition were the underlying major reasons for productivity

differences. Changes in those drivers of productivity will have particular impact on

the German and U.K. industries in the next years.

OUTLOOK FOR THE FUTURE OF

THE R=AIL BANKING INDUSTRIES

The pressure in Germany to improve labor productivity is increasing.

Almost 50 percent of the most profitable assets (saving acmunts) will shift in the
next decade to a more “educated” and demanding generation of customers. New

competitors like credit card operators offer customers attractive substitutes, the
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Exhhfi 2B-24

R=URN ON ASSETS (PRHAX] OF U.K. CLEARING BANKS
3 YEAR AVERAGE
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security and insurance industries are gaining market share from the banking

industry, and money market funds will be allowed in 1993. We therefore _ that

the German retail banking industry will undertake a major restructuring of its

branch network and that the banks’ business system will undergo significant

reconfi~ations, e.g., through automation and self-service concepts like

homebankfn~ but also through expanding in other business like insurance

(“Wfinti). The productivity of German retail banking will increase sharply

during the next decade.

The U.K retail banking industry is currently undergoing a major

restructuring. As pressure from new competitors (especially the building societies)

and the profitability squ= from recent loan losses break up the cozy retail

business, the need for productivity improvements becomes undeniable. A major

shakeout of employment will be the likely consequence.

The question, however, is whether this will lead to a convergence of the two

European industries with the U.S. industry in terms of labor productivity that

would close the producdvity gap. Robably not, because the U.S. banking industry

has not yet finished the current era of transformation. We expect massive market

share shifts through mergers and acquisitions in the next years and a consolidation

of the industry will probably lead to a more stable new equilibrium with the

survival of the most productive. Thus, the industry is likely to tither boost its

labor productivity again by two means: increasing output with the growing

economy and eliminating jobs in less productive banks.

POLICY IMPLICA~ONS

Our productivity mmparison of retail banking in the U.S., Germany and the

U.K. revealed significant productivity differences in favor of the U.S. industry. The

causality analysis indicates that differences in public policy are important causes of

this productivity difference. This has implications for U.S. and European public

plicy, in particular for mmpetition and anti-trust policy.

In the followin~ we highlight what in our view are the most important

issues for the policy agendas in the U.S., Germany, and the U.K. Overall, we think

that the policy agendas shodd focus on the idea of a mmpetitive, open retail

banking industry in which the major roles of government are making markets

work better and supporting the transition to an industry with high competitive

intensity.

To follow upon the der~tion that occurred in the 19g0’s, the U.S. policy

agenda should focus on additional steps to further encourage competition in the

retail banking industry.

q Federal and state banking regulations on ownership and merger and

acquisition nd= prevent market entries of non-banks (e.g., the Bank
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Holding Company Act) and impede market penetration by the most
success~ players (e.g., unit banking regulations). Further deregulation of
nation-wide b-g and branch banking should foster competition and
the transformation of the U.S. re@ banking industry.

~ wtrictions on the stice range of banks and thrifts (e.g., security and
i.nsurmce business) prohibit direct competition with related industies
and curb tie opportunities for innovations. Again, consumers are hkely
to benefit from a liberalization of these restrictions.

Fatig a major transition in the German and U.K. retail banking industries,
government and regtdatory bodi~ in these comtries shodd pursue a somewhat
different pohcy agenda.

$ h both countries, market entry is not restri~ed and reti banking
institutions are free to offer a wide range of services (with the =ception of
money market mutual Iunds in Germany, which will be liberalized in
1993). Forrna.Ily, the retail banking industries are already fairly
deregulated. Thus, further deregtiation plays only a minor role on the
poticy agendas.

As a resdt of deregulation in the markets, market forces W create
pressure to perform, and the competitive intensity in Germany and U.K is
likely to increase significantly in the near future. The transformation of
the industries seems inevitable. Competition, however, @ create
ftiures. Government and regulatory bodies therefore have to create
mechanisms for dealing with them. btitutions whi~ cotdd not compete
were handled rather poorly during U.S. cier@ation in the 1980’s.
European policy makers shodd try to avoid the mistakes which were
made in the U.S.

~ Avoiding bank failures and resoltig them quitiy during the
transformation of the industry towards more intense competition W
aeate a healtier finanaal sector and minimize the eff~ on the rest of
the economy. Maintaining high capital and accountig standards and
forang failing institutions to raise capital or to merge titi strong
institutions are examples of measures that cotid ~ the f~ures.
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Labor produ~vi~ h the retail banking industry in the U.S. was 32 percentage
points higher overall than in the -an hdwtry in 1989 and 36 percentage points
higher than in tie U.K industry (U.S. = 100 percent). A major cause of the gap on
the level of the production process is tie U.S. industry’s much more ~tensive use
of information technology (Exhibit ZB-Z5). Usage of information technology
contributed to the importanm of another causal factor of productivity differen~,
organization of labor, The U.S. tidus~s managers have ~ responding to the
intense competitive pressures on the industry in the last decade that have
mcouraged higher productivity. Managers in the U.K. have ordy recently begun to
face similar pressures and we expect that the indus~ will change drmatidy in
response. k Germany, managers operated until recentiy in an environment of
stable rates and demand. Again, this led to a lack of incentives and pressure for
improving productivity by creating an industry structure which wodd wrve
mtomers h a produtive and efficient manner.



C - PRODU~_ IN THE RESTAURANT INDUSTRY

~oughout the world, restaurants make up a significant part of the service
economy. The restaurant industry in the United States, for example, employs nearly
6 m.il.Iionworkers, but has become notorious for its low productivity and low wages.
The restaurant industry has an important symbolic place in internal American
debates about economic poficy. Some critics of U.S. economic performance have
viewed the growth of fast food restaurants as a sinister devdopment, and use the
phrase “hamburger-fipper” as a code word for the d-e of industrial America and
the loss of good manufacturing jobs. Government statistics report declining
productivity in the industry during the 1980s. Despite these rather bleak
perceptions, our review of international differences in the restaurant industry has
led us to some rather surprising findings about the economic impact of the U.S.
restaurant industry:

The U.S. restaurant indwtry has productivity levels that are slightiy lower
than those of the French restaurant industry and somewhat higher than
i.n Germany

Fast food restaurant not only have clear advantages in med throughput,
but they also are just as productive as ~ service restaurants on average
in terms of total service output per employee

Ml the international differences in productivity are in the full service
category.

This summary report will discuss our case study in five sections. First, it
provides as short overview of the industry and data issues relevant to the study.
Second, it discusses the issu~ involved in sdecting and interpreting a productivity
measwe for the restaurant industry. Third, the report summatis the results of
international comparisons. Fourth, it proposes a causality story in two parts. It
discusses at some length the impact of scale and format differences on productivity,
and it relates these production function differences to differences in market forces
and national context. Fifth, the report concludes with comments about the outiook
for tie restaurant industry.

DEHNNG THE I~USTRY

This case study evaluates the relative performance of the restaurant industry
in the U.S., France and Germany. We defined the restaurant industry as both fast
food, which includes outlets providing counter service from a limited, low price
menu, and the more general f~ service category, which includes establishments
providing table service. Restaurants in the M sewice category very often serve
alcoholic beverages; but because establishments that S* mostly alcohol (i.e., bars,
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taverns and pubs) generate extremely high throughput and margins, we have

excluded those types of establishments from our results. To the extent that the

remaining European establishments seIl more alcohol than their U.S. counterparts,

our productivity measures will be biased against the U.S.

The structure of the U.S. restaurant industry under investigation is quite

different from that of its French and German counterparts (Exhibit 2C-1). In the first

place, the U.S. spends much more per capita on restaurant meals of all kinds.

Americans spend two to three times as much per capita in full service restaurant as

the French and Germans. But the really striking statistic is the amount that the U.S.

spends on fast food, from 6 to 20 times as much per capita. The restit is that fast

food accounts for nearly half of U.S. restaurant spending, versus 10 percent in

Germany and less than 7 percent in France. To the extent that fast food restaurants

effiaently maximize throughput, we might expect this format mix dtiference to

contribute to higher average throughput in the U.S.

In every country studied, the restaurant industry has many thousands of

partiapants. Authoritative, offiaal data mmes from surveys and inquiries, which

track industry conditions and employment. However, the restaurant industry

typically has not been subject to the kind of intense data collection required by

government regulators of, for example, airlines, banks, or telecommunications. As

a result, the offiaal data that is available is generally limited to sales and

=tablishment data at a very high level of aggregation, with occasional notes on

margins and total employment, part-time, and unpaid employment. We have used

this offiaal data whenever possible, but we have also included private sources to

help model format differences and the impact of mix shifts.

DEFINING PRODU~~

Exhibit 2C-2 shows sales per employee at the industry PPP and value added

per employee at the final consumption PPP are the two primary candidates for

measuring labor productivity in the restaurant industry. The fust option is

essentially to measure the throughput of normalized meals. The second option

measures all restaurant services as valued by consumers in each economy. While

neither measure is perfect, we believe that both have power to help explain

international differences in the restaurant industry. This study uses value added

per empIoyee as the primary measure of productivity. Understanding this choice

requires some exploration of the key issues involved - specifically, how to define

industry output and make uency inversions

Defining the output

As in the retailing case, defiig an appropriate productivity measure is

problematic. On one hand, it is tempting to measure the throughput of meals as the

chief output. Yet we immediately recognize that some meals are simply not
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comparable; no one would argue that the output represented by dinner at Tour
d’Argent or Lutbce is the same as provided by a Big Mac, fies, and a shake at a drive
through window. me amount of effort, and labor, required to provide the different
level of food preparation, -m, presentation and ambiance are so fundarnent~y
dissimilar as to make comparison meaningless. As in retfig, there is a persuasive
argument that the red output of the restaurant indus~ is a bundle of setices, and
that the best way to measure them is by their value added. At the end of the day, we
Weve *at using sales or value added would probably make very litde difference in
the magnitude of measured differen=s. As Whit 2C-3 shows, margins are large
and stiar amoss countries. We infer that cost structures and value-added margins
are dso similar and that the sensitivity of our tiding to using sales or value added
is relatively small (less than 5 percent).

Making international conversions

But if the difference between sales and value added is minor, tie differences
between the eating and drinking component of the 1985 benchmark PPP and the PPP
for d mnsumption are very large. We can infer from this that restaurant meals are
relatively expensive compared with other goods in the German and French
economies. We assume this difference results from the relative higher average
quality and service of European restawants relative to the U.S. We choose to use
the final consumption PPP because it better reflects the perspective of customer
value and because the uncertainties of the PPP methodology tend to be concentrated
at tie industry level compared with the whole emnomy. It is worth noting that
applying the eating and drinking PPP is a simple matter, since it will systematidy
reduce G-an and French productivity by 7 and 24 percent, respectively, versus
comparisons made using fie W consumption PPP (Exhibit 2C-4}.

MEASURED PRODUCTIVITY
DIFFERENCES FAVOR ~E U.S.

At the highest levd, we found higher U.S. productivity levels in throughput,
although the picture is considerably different when we measure total service output.
Exhibit 2C-5 shows that throughput per employee in U.S. restaurants is
21 ~rcentage points Mgher than in the French industry, and 16 percentage points
higher than in German restaurants. Exhibit 2C-6 shows, however, that when quality
and the customer value perspective are taken into account, productivity in French
restaurants is 4 percent higher than in the U.S. and the difference in German and
U.S. levels narrows to 8 percent. me difference be~een these two ways of looking
at productivity is almost identical to the difference between the GDP final
consumption and industry specific PPPs.

The rdative iack”of difference between national productivity levels is
sqrisin~ especially considering the small size of average restaurants in France
and Germany (mbit 2C-7). While fast food and full service restaurants in the US.
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average over $400,000 in annual sales and 11 to 12 fd time equivalent employees,
average restaurants in France and Germany have a sales levd that is about on-
third as high and average ody 4 to 5 employees. This clearly raises issues of sale.
Unfortunately, comparable international data that would allow us to continue
down through format differences to functional level productivity differences are not
av~able. Therefore, our caustity story will examine the economic differences
between formats based upon the experience of restaurants in the U.S. and apply our
findings to international differences.

CAUSALITY

The production process in restaurants is technically very simple, which
allows both the use of the most marginal, least skiIled labor and sde economies,
with some exceptions, at relatively low volume. It is very labor intensive and the
cost of materials is usuaIly about 35 percent of sales. ‘Rds implies that sustainable
differenm in price and contribution are almost wholly the resdt of differences in
service, and that sales and valu-added per employee will both increase as the
“qutity” of the restaurant increases. The very large number of competing
businesses in the eating and drinking industry implies that the level of effective
consuer Aoice is high enough to overcome immediate concerns about monopoly
rent-t~g. However, Ml service restaurants suffer from a much higher degree of
mmplexity at each stage of production, with the resdt that they are under a large
disadvantage in terms of throughput. The most surprising finding about the U.S.
r~taurant industry is that fast food restaurants have average productivity, equal to
the average for Ml service restaurants. Our analysis leads us to reject the idea that
fast food restaurants redum overall productivity, or that they lower the average
productivity of the U.S. industry.

Exhibit 2C-8 shows that total restaurant sales are related to the amount of the
average check. Fast food restaurants almost always have an average price @ meal
of about $4. h 1987, restaurant at this price point averaged about $450,000 in sales
per outlet. Restaurants below $2 dollars averaged sales that are much lower than
average; in fact such establishments s- to be similar in size to the average
German smck bar. Fast food restaurants above the $5 price point have some
diffidty finding a market, as the d-rig average sales per establishment
indicates. Full service restaurants, by contiast, show a consistent increase in average
restaurant ~es as average mst ~ med increases. There are a number of very
s- low value establishments with price points under $7. nese establistienfi
are however, large in number, and account for 65 percent of Ml service restaurants
and 48 percent of sales. ~d~e range restaurants, with reeds priced between about
$7 and $15, begin to have average sales greater than the average fast food restaurant,
and they acmunt for 28 per~t of establishments and 38 percent of sales. Fin~y,
there are white table cloth restaurants with average meals costing over $15, are
7 percent of establishments and acmunt for 15 percent of total sales. Luxury
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restaurants, a subset of this high-end group with a price point over $30 per meal,
average more tian $1 mi~on in saies per establishment.

~ Full service restaurant economi~. me preceding discussion has two
important i.mpliations for our productivity measurement. First, ~
service restaurants as a class are extremely heterogeneous. It is therefore
understandable that wtie some white table cloth restaurmts offer a
higher level of service and are more producdve than fast food restaurants,
there are many full sefice restaurants do not. Second, the mix of fti
service restaurants can have as much impact on overall productivity as
the *of fast food and Ml sefice.

- Price effects on full service restaurant uroductivitv. The ~ surveys
also confirm our expectation that value added increases with price
point (Exhibit 2C-9).

- Scale effects in fil service restaurant Productivity. It is reasomble to
believe that scale effects exist in full service restaurants. Above some
threshold size, it must be possible to exploit the advantages of division
of labor in the kitchen and pantry operations. The operational
characteristics of table service ftii many of the requirements of
waidng line systems, much Eke retail bank branches. As the number
of tables and servers increases, managers find it easier to maintain a
high level of utilization. We can conclude, therefore, that economies
of sde probably exist at the outiet levd. Unfortunately, we do not
know their impact or limits, so we do not know whether most
restaurants have already achieved minimum efficient scale.
Measuring volue by sales, our industry group samples mix scale and
price point effects.

- kcome effects on format mix. In the retailing case study, we observed
tiat rising customer income has often been correlated with increasing
outiet productivity, and we hypothesized that increasing demand for
high value added or luxury setices codd create a mix shift effect in
the dir~on of higher productivity. It is possible that the sa.rneeffect
occurs in full service restaurants. If we use a U.S. comparison between
metropolitan Cleveland and Washington, D.C., we can see how
income affects boti market size and the distribution of demand. k
1987, the per capita income in ~eveland, adjusted for differences in
living costs, was 44 percent lower than in Washington (Exhibit 2C-10)
and per capita spending on restaurants was 45 percent lower. An
examination of the demand for U service restaurant meals shows
that the mix shift does occur, as Exhibit 2C-11 demonstrates. J-n
Washington, 20 percent of sales occurred in restaurants with price
points above $15 and 4 percent of sales at restaurants above $30. In
Cleveland, tie comparable percentag= f~ to 15 and 2 percent,
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respectively. U we examine the distribution for San Franasm, we find

that it is very similar to Washington, suggesting that diplomatic and

lobbyist demand is not overstating the size of the shift. However,

when we apply the average productivity for price point-defined

formats from Exhibit 2C-11 to the differing shares described by this

distribution, we find that only a 4 percent increase in productivity is

attributable to this format shift. Therefore, while the income effect is

real in full service restaurants, its overall impact is only about a tenth

of the size of the inmme gap which created it.

Fast food economics. Fast food formats are fairly simiiar in terms of the

economi=. They cluster around the $4 price point, and have similar

material and labor costs. Etilblt 2C-12 shows the cost s~cture for all

franchised fast food stores, which on average return almost 50 percent of

sales as value added. However, the impact of chains and scale on fast food

deserve some investigation because it has been suggested that they have

some bearing on international comparisons. In addition, differences in

income levels could have an impact on the size of the fast food market.

- Chain svstem imuact on innovation and or~anization. Exhibit 2C-13

shows that chain restaurants are 30 percent more productive, on

average, than independent operations in the same quality class. Chains

have advantages because they can share traffic generating advertising

and innovation in information technology, labor organization, and

food preparation. Moreover, innovation is easier in chain restawants

because product standardization makes the production process simpler

and more amenable to traditional means for engineering process

improvements. Scale both makes it easy to fund producdvity

enhancement projects and offers massive leverage in the rewards of

successful process innovation. As a result, chains can increase labor

utilization and demease labor intensity faster than they reduce prices.

This aeates a virtuous cycle that leads to increasing chain restaurant

productivity advantages.

- Scale effects in fast food. Exhibit 2C-14 shows that the scale advantages

in fast food are not nearly as pronounced as in full service formats.

~laent scale is reached at about $200 thousand in Aes. The increase

for restaurants above $600,000 seems to be mainly the result of

purchasing economies, sinm the ratio of throughput to labor seems

fairly constant. This meam that effiaent scale can be reached with as

few as 6 full time employees and and that relatively smaII stores can

achieve the same rate of labor utilization as large stores. This is

consistent with the idea that the simplified nature of the production

process allows effective division of labor on a very small scale in a way

that would not be true for full service restaurants.
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- Fast food customers. In spite of its low price point, consumers “become
significantly more fikely to buy fast food as household incomes rise
(Exhibit 2C-15). The reasons for this include both a greater abifity to pay
for what would oth-se be ordinary household services, combined
with a greater premium placed on time. These conditions are
especitiy pertinent when rising household income is a product of two
income families and inmeasing fernale workforce partiapation.
However, rising inmme does not necessarily inmease the share of fast
food. If we return to the Washin@on/Cleveland comparison, we find
tit the although fast food share in Washington was sma~er (40 versus
48 percent), toti spending on fast food was 52 percent higher per capita
($257 vers~ $159).

From our comparison of fast food and W service formats, it is dear that a
full s~ce restaurant must have an average price point of $8 to 10 and sales of
about $500,000 before it can be as productive as the average fast food restaurant that
d~vers 100,000 rneds per year. Exhfbit 2C-16 decomposes the effects of seMce
content and throughput to show that a fast fmd restaurant can produce a meal with
less than one third the workers of a ffl service restaurant, but that this advantage is
offset by quality differences.

U the same production processes and scale rdationships hold in Europe, we
can begirI to make deductions about the sources of differaces in measured
productivity. We can summarize the results by saying that while the mix of fast
food and full seMce restaurants contributes to a significantly higher U.S. level of
throughput, it appears to have no overall impact on total service productivity.
~ity eff~ in M servi~ restaurants must explain substantially dl of the
international differences.

There are three reasons to believe that the productivity of fast food does not
differ much across counties. First, fast food restaurants in Germany and France
have sales that are roughly equal to or higher than sales in herican outiets
(Exhibit 2C -17). For W tiee countries the averages are above the minimum
effiaent scale for fast food res~urants. Second, the companies that dominate the
US. market (Mct)onald’s, Burger fig, Pizza Hut) also dominate the French and
German markets. In fact, most of Europe has considered fast food chain systems to
be foreign and usually American. These companies make the transf~ of their
technology package a mtrd part of their strategy. Third, fast food restaurants in
Europe are almost always chain restaurants, so that we would expect to see very
litde in the way of productivity differences related to chain advantages,

If fast food restaurants areas productive in France and Germany as in the
U.S., substantidy ~ the productivity differences between countiies must lie in the
full -ice category. The share of fast food in Europe is so small that it hardly
affects the French average, and is offset by low productivity snack bars in Germany.
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This means that the differences between fu~ service restaurants is about equal to the
overfl difference.

X our Mefs about the effect of scale on full service restaurants are correct, we
would expect restaurants in ~y and France to suffer horn substantial
productivity disadvantages. ~ is not consistent with our results. One possible
explanation is that the average quality of German M service restaurants is higher
- in the U.S., or to put it in terms of a mix effect, higher than the average $8 to 10
price point restaurants. The average quality of restaurants in France must be higher
than in Germany. bother possibility is that French and Germans place less of a
utilitarian value on dining out and are prepared to accept slower seMce at about the
same price, allowing high labor utilization in low volume restaurants. Finally, it is
possible that restaurant sizes are similarly distributed so that almost * outlets are
~bove the minimum effiaent size. -

Market Forces and Context

The argument about differences in the mix and quaIity of restaurants
ultimately r~ects difference in each national market environment, including
market forces and competitive context. We will investigate these differing

the

conditions in terms of &emand factors, factor cost differ~nces, and policy &ferences.
Our overall finding is that demand factors have a significant, but mixed effect on
producdtity differences, that factor cost differences explain something about the
slower rate of evolution in the European industries, and that the effect of policy
differmces is mairdy indirect.

~mand factors. National demand factors rdated to income, urban
development, and consumption habits are a major factor affecting the
final mix of restaurants supported in any economy. h our case, income
differences help explain thes@ of the national markets for full setiice
restaurants, but format mix in this category has very little overall impact
on productivity. Higher income dso ~lains some of the much larger
U.S. market for fast fd.

- U.S. factors. Americans have higher real incomes than their European
counterparts and tend to eat more food away from home. However,
this does not necessarily meate a signifimnt full service restaurant
format mix shift that favors U.S. productivity. The national income
differen- are sder than the differences between Clevdand and
Washington, which suggested only a 4 percent difference. However,
the combination of high income and high female workforce
partiapation aeates a strong incentive to substitute cheap, fast food for
meals prepared at home with the result that the US. fast food market is
massively larger.
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~uroman fatiors. mere area number of reasons why the European
demand. for food away from home is much smaller than that of the
U.S., and perhaps smaller than we would expect, given differences in
national income. It is very common to go home for lunch in France,
because of longer lunch breaks and shorter commuting distances ody
12 permt report going to a cafe or restaurant for lunch. This iss~ six
times as mrnmon as going for fast food (Exhibit 2C-18). ~ addition,
there are indications that those who go to fast food restaurants in
Frmce tend to do so because they are fast, and not because they are
cheap. h fact, fast food consumption is more characteristic of office
workers, studenb, and rnidde management, who make up 83 percent
of French fast food customers, than of factory workers makeup ody 2
~rcent. Part of tie reason maybe that employers effectively subsi-
demand in a non-commertia.l channel by routinely providing
company canteens. Finally, it maybe the case that the high VAT rates
in Europe (18.6 percent in France and 14 percent in Germany)
dismurage marginal consumption of food away from home.

~ Factor cost differences. Restaurateurs ti Europe ad the U.S. face
fundamentiy different factor cost environment which help explain how
the industry structure has evolved. At the margin, Emopean costs for W
factors are higher. While this has implications for competition and *e
rate of industry development, it has htde net impact on productivity
differences.

- Labor costs. The US. restaurant industry benefits from a large supply
of minimum wage workers with relatively few employment rights.
This substantially inmeases management flexibfity. By mntrast,
established restaurants in Europe often benefit from the use of unpaid
family workers, while the soaal charges and employment protection
make paid employees very expensive at the margin. mbit 2C-19
shows that this -e in France. French restaurants use 32 percent
unpaid labor, but mar- paid workers are 28 percent more expensive
than in the U.S. Clearly, the impact of the high marginal cost of labor
in France is to give estabhshed restaurants using ftiy workers a
relatively large cost advantage.

- Land costs. - estate development in the U.S. has systematically
meated over=pacity, with the resdt that rents are Hld to the cash costs
of the marginal supplier. h Europe, the rehtive shortage of
development mew that new sites are in short supply ad rents are bid
up to the level of value to the most productive user. Good sites are
_ive and hard to find.

- Capital costs. Restauranteurs are mainly small entrepreneurs who
depend on accumulated savings and bank aedit for capital. The Us.,
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as a resdt of its high income and long history of high incomes, has
meated wealti in the hands of a large middle class. The U.S. has also
created overcapauty in its banking system. As a resdt, capital is more
readily available for small-entrepreneurs in the U.S.

Broadcast media costs. European broadcasters tend @be statmwned
and subject to more stringent limitations on tie amount of advertising
they can provide. As a result, air time tends to be bought by the
producers for whom advertising offers the highest degree of market
leverag-for example, soap and other consumer goods manufacturers.
Distributors are much less likely to operate on a scale that wodd
support broadcast adverdsing +nses. As a pratid matter, *S
raises the standard at which advertising scale can be atieved and
delays chain restaurant access to broad-resting on a current economid
basis in Europe.

Policv differences. Urdike other studies, there are very few direct policy
implimtions for the rataurant industry. There are few legal barriers to
en~ or etit in any country, and state or private ownership is not an issue.
We have argued that a number of indirect poficies rdated to tax,
compensation, and land use effectively reduce demand and create
mnomic barriers for new formats seeking to enter the market. h
addition, U.S. city development patterns continually create new iiving and
shopping areas, whi@ in turn meates new, under-served geographic
market segments. This also has implications for the development of
franchised formats, which we will disws briefly in the next section.

I~U5TRY OUTLOOK

Restauranteur behavior reflects these different market contexts. Two
entrepreneurs, one in France and one in the U.S., looking to enter their respective
markets might go tiough the checklist shown in Exhibit 2C-20. The Axneria
wotid often conclude that he shoadd bemme a franchisee of an established chain.
The entrepreneur in France wodd conclude that prospects are not as favorable for
expansion. h Europe, the commerad restaurant industry is smder than in the
U.S., and land, labor, and capital prices create higher barriers to entry. h addition,
new enhants in a market typically encounter competitors with lower cash costs and
an estabhhed customer tianch.ise. By contrast, many of the new enties in the U.S.
are entering new markets where there is litde or no estabhhed competition, or
where competitors are atially complaentary in building trfic (e.g., a pizza
restaurant locating near hamburger and chicken restaurants). The franchise fast
food chain format is highly adapted to exploit such markets, because it offers both a
proven technology package and instant customer recognition through br~ding and
its supporting advertising. It is therefore not surprising that fast food chains have a
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higher rate of penetration in the U.S. than in Europe. 5tiar1y, barriers to entry
and etit help explain the rdative lack of consohdation of European restaurant
industries.

me implication of the strength of franchising in the U.S. context is that as the
U.S. market continues to grow, fast food ~ take an even larger share of sales, as
has o~ed d~g the 198(k. SmW, low-value full service restaurants-ti
continue to become relatively less important in the overa.11mix. This W
necessarily inmease productivity at a higher rate than individud stores can achieve.
By contrast, there is litde reason to exp- European factors to change in the near
fume. As a restit, restaurants in Europe can be expected to suffer from a lack of
innovation. Productivity growth, except in the fast food sector, wiI1-tend to suffer.
As a restit, we can expect throughput differenm between restaurants in the U.S.
‘and in Europe to widen rather than converging in the future. At the same tie, the
total service productivity difference between the U.S. and France @ slowly
deue-.

***

h ~g the productivity of the restaurant industries in the U.S., France
and Germany, the level of labor productivity in the French restaurant industry is
4 per~nt higher tian in the U.S. and 12 ~rcent higher than in Germany. When we
measured throughput, restaurants in the U.S. showed a level of productivity
21 percent higher than in France and 16 percent higher than in Germany, prirnarfiy
on tie basis of a larger share of sales held by fast food restaurants.

When we examine our findings in tight of our caustity framework, we
conclude that the very close restdts preclude identifying any significant differences
in the importance of the causality factors. h terms of market forces and context, we
see very little impact from government policy, with the exception of the indirect
impact that labor r~ations hve on encouraging the use of unpaid family labor
and on discouraging new competition. A new policy factor - taxation - may have a
role in explaining why demand for food away from home in Germany and France is
so sti. Demand factors may play a role through European consumption of
alcohol and small market size; but it is not dear that either of these factors explain
much about producdvi~ at the outiet Ievd. Management behavior is agti the
ratiod M between the market context and the actual production processes, or
formats, employed, but it is not clear in this case that managements’ decisions
contribute to signifimt productivity differences.



D - PRODU~~ IN GENERAL

MERCHANDISE R~AILING

in the world’s leading economies, distribution trades make up about

20 percent of total employment. Even after excluding food, fuel, and other non-

durable goods, the retailing industry is the largest employer in the servi~ sector in

the advanced economies.” In the U.S. and Japan, general merchandise retailing

accounts for about 10 percent of all employment in European muntries such as

German y, general retailing provides ktween 8 and 10 percent of all jobs. Si#lcant

differences in retail productivity between countries therefore have a major impact

on overall productivity, and an even greater impact on “relative s-ice sector

productivity. The restits of our case study on general merchandiw”retailing

producdvity lead to three conclusions

General merchandi= retailing in the U.S. has higher overall productivity

than in any other country, with the possible exception of Germany

Differences in retailing productivity reflect differences in national inmme

and industry organization

Prospects for future productivity growth depend on overall national

income growth and on liberalization of retailing regdations.

GENERAL MERCHANDISE RETAILING

MORE PRODU~ IN THE U.S.

The overall finding of this H stidy is that the U.S. retailing industry is

more productive than the British, German, French, or Japanese industries. This

part of the study summary contains a discussion of the reasoning and analysis that

led us to inclusions at the national aggregate level. The first two subsections are

technical in mture and deal with the problems of choosing a useti productivity

measure and study methodology for mtionai aggregates. They contain references to

notes in the appendices which elaborate on certain points of the argument omitted

here for the sake of brevity. The third section presents national resdts for labor,

capital, and total factor productivity.

Defining a Productivity Measure

Applying the mncept of producdvity to manufa-g is clear in prinap}e, if

problematical in practi~ a company produ- tangible goods (tons of st~,

automobiles, widgets) per unit of input, typically per worker-hour. The problem of

measuring productivity in retailing is a good example of how setices are different.

There are a number of plausible answers to the question, “What is output in

retailing?” Each of these answers involves a partid~ way of looking at the
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refig funcdon and a point of view about the optimal structure of the industry.
The question of input is more straightforward, but not clear cut. We therefore
assessed different definitions of productivity k the retailing industry, and arrived at
valu~added per full-time quivalent em~loyee (FIE) as the best single-factor
productivity measure for the purposes of international comparisons.

91 Ou@ut of the retai~~ industrv. Aademics have identiled at least six
major ways to measure the output of a ret~g system (Exhibit 2B1).
These measures can be thought of as forming a spectrum t-hat ranges from
a focus on tangible goods sold to an analysis of very conceptual measures
of customer utiity. Each measure has both advantages ad disadvantages,
and there has been no consensus among academics about which is best.
These measures fall into three groups: throughput, customer surplus, and
finanaal. In an idd world, we codd measure the consumer surplus that
retailers generate. Practically speaking, consumer surplus is not
measurable; and in any event, retailers are compensated for their services
by the margins customers are Wing to pay. These retailer services
extend, in most cases, beyond simple distribution to other dimensions of -
customer service, including convenience, ambiance, and a cluster of sales
floor services that make the customer’s shopping experience more
effiaent and effective (Exhibit 2B2). From our point of view, the best
proxy for measuring the quantity and quality of servi~ delivered is value
added at factor cost. Appendix A discusses alternative measures in more
detail. We recognize at the outset value added is not, however, a perfect
output measure. Two objections suggest themselves. First, countries may
vary in their degree of verticaI integration in the retailing industry.
Second, oligopotistic behavior may ardficially inflate margins. The key
issue here revolves around our assumption that competition adequately
forces prices to the level where they reflect the marginal value of s=im
to the customer versus other uses of his money. We propose to use the
value-added measurement and subsequently assess whether and in which
direcdons lod practices may tend to distort the measure.

~ kputs to the retailin~ industry. Depending on the question you wish to
address, a -e can be made that eitier capital or space or labor is the most
important input factor for measuring productivity. It is dear that each
store format weighs the importance of its input mix elements differently.
From our perspective, it is both meaningfti and practical to use full-time
equivalent workers (~) as the primary single factor input. At the
national level, we will use inventory as a proxy for merchandising assets
because it represents the buIk of a retailers non-financial, non-real estate
assets. For a discussion of otier inputs, see Appendix B.



Methodology

3

h order to m&e cornp-ns of national aggregate data, we were forced to
make a number of decisions regar&ng methodology. This section details our
decisions to limit the scope of the inve~tigation, a note on some spal
characteristics of the industry, a note on the sources of our data, and the reasoning
&d our deasion to make international comparisons using Household
Consumption Purchasing Power Parities from the UE~.

~ Scope of this investigation. To maximize comparability across countries,
we limited the smpe of the study to stores that ~ consumer dwables and
semi-durables, excluding automotive goods. This includes retailers shg
clothin~ consmer detionics, home appliances and home furnishings,
and speaalty retailers selling jewelry, cameras ad OhW g~s. fis
group can be broadly thought of as consisting of department stores, other
general merchandisers, and their key competitors. The home
improvement (do-it-yourself or DW) speati~st and hyperrnarket formats
have been excluded for the purpose of maintaining comparability.
Henceforth, we wiIi refer to retailers collectively as the retig tidustry.

q Smaal charatieristics of the retailin~ indusw. h every country, the retail
kdustry has many thousands of partiapants. U~e tdecom and
banking rettig is not diretiy regdated with respect to investment and
pricing. As a rest.dt, functional data about the retailing industry has never
been coil-ed systematically. Furthermore, the industry is made up of
companies that are dissimilar in very fundamental ways, and a large part
of any analysis must involve the comparison of disstiar formats and
business practices. Consequendy, we adopted an objective of fiding a
balance between measuring productivity differences and explaining their
causes.

~ Data source. The raw data for the comparisons of producdvity on the
highest level come from official surveys and inquiries by the five
countries, which track industry conditions and employment. However,
these surveys do not distinguish between formats as ret~ers understand
them. At best, they distinguish between multi-category retailers (e.g.,
department stores) and speaalists, and distinguish among specialists on
the basis of the kinds of goods they sell, for example, betwwn shoe stores
and furniture stores. A discussion of data sources and currency
conversions is found in Appendix C.

q International com~arison and conversions. h making international
comparisons of finanaal measures, we encounter the problem of
comparing output e~ressed in different currenaes. The basic issue is
whether to use market exchange rates or Purchming power ptities ~~).
In keeping with our basic concerns that the volatility of exchange rates
distorts the non-traded activities in an economy, we believe that using a
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purchasing pow= measure increases comparabfity. However, this invites
the question of whether to use the PPP for the whole economy or the PPP
for household consumption The former equ~ the value of income of
retailing sector expressed in t= of claims on the whole economy. me
latter measure represents value given up by consumers in exchange for
retig services and is ~ghtly preferable We have chosen to make our
comparisons using the fial household consumption PPP exchange rates.
We have not conducted double deflated translations (i.e., at both the reti
and wholesale levd) to W point because appropriate wholesale PPPs are
not avdable.

Aggregate Productivity Restits

The aggregate restits of our Wysis of national statistics show that the
general merchandise retailing industry in the US. has higher productivity * the
indutries in any of the other leading economies in terms of labor productivity,
capiti productivity, and total factor productivity. k labor productivity, the
difference ranged from only 4 percent in the case of German retailing to more than
50 permt in the case of Japan, with the productivity levds of U.K. and French
retders lying between these extremes (Exhibit 2B3). Although experienced
observers expected to discover low productivity in Japanese retailin~ the magnitude
of the Japanese retailing labor productivity gap was s~rising. In capi~
productivity, measured by value added per unit of inventory, resdts showed the
same general pattern (Exhibit 2D-4), although Japanese retailers appeared to be more
effitient at leveraging inventories than their French counterparts. The di.ffer=ces
between U.S. and German capiti productivity ievels is even smaller than the labor
differences, and U.K retailers appear to be relatively more productive with capital
than with labor.

We Cal-ted toti factor productivity by constructing a weighted average of
the capital and labor productivity values. We used a simple weighting scheme
based on the proportion of labor in Japanese retail value added, which is
approximately 60 percent. This caldation gives a relativdy heavy weight to capita.I
productivity, compared with using the German or U.S. labor weighting of about
70 permt. Neverthdess, the overa~ ra.rdcingsare identical to the labor producdvity
r-gs (Exhibit 2B5) and we began to see that the U.S., Germany, and the U.K.
form a rdatively close groupin~ w~e Japanese and FrenA retfig produces
stiarly low total factor productivities.

The 4 percent difference between the U.S. and German productivity lev~ is
very small, and it raises an issue about kterpreting this fiding. Relatively large
degrees of mcertainties inherently arise from the use of aggregate data, the PPP
conversion factors, and employment statistics. We conclude therefore that the case
for stating that retailers in the U.S. have higher productivity than in -any is
rdativdy weak and wodd nd to be demonstrated on the basis of other tiysis.
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PRODU~ DIFFERENCES REFLECT
DIFFERENCES IN NA~ONW INCOME
AND lNDUS~Y ORGANIZA~ON

Two fundamental forces appear lo ~uence rettig productivity. First, a
s~tial evolution occurs in retig in which more productive store formats
replace less productive forma=. However, the speed at which this format mix shift
can occur is constrained or spmed, as the case may be, by national income effects
and by regulation. Exhibit ~ summarizes the combined effects of national
income and retti industry devdopment in creating high productivity retailing.
The U.S. enjoys an 18 percent lead in retailing labor productivity over the LJ.K
(U.S. = 100), prirnafiy on the basis of income effects, a 56 percent lead over Japan,
and a 31 percent lead over Franm, because of both income and format mix. The U.S.
has a very smti lead of 4 percent over Germany beeuse an adverse format mix (a
high share of employment in general merfiandisers) offsets some of the income
effect and because a relative lack of competition in Germany may mow retailers to
inmease value-added margins while limiting services, such as longer opening
hours. Our measure of German productivity is thus possibly overstated.

The international productivity comparison indicates that the U.S. is more
than a generation ahead of Japan and dso leads, to a lesser degree, Franm in the
pr~=s of this sM. ~phtitly, the potential improvemmt is more substantial in
these countries, and we shodd expect to se evidence of powti trends toward
reorganization and consolidation in French and Japanese retfig. We can explain
this process and its effect on productivity in terms of the existing market forces and
context in tie different countries, mmagernent behavior and the production
processes management chooses, and a model of industry evolution.

Market Forces and Context

One of the obstacles that has tended to frustrate attempts at irttaationd
retailing has been the fact that different countries offer very different market
environrne.nts. These differences are rooted in differences in demand factors and
regulation. We ti discuss differences in land costs when we assess their proximate
effects on productivity.

T Demand factors

@mand factors include the effects of the level and distribution of income on
consumer purchasing patterns. We have also included the implications of changes
in buying patterns related to branding of consumer goods.

- Income effects. Overfl national income differences may play a role in
=plaining differences in measured productivity. First, increasing
median income is associated with an increasing share of spending
directed away from groceries and pureiy functional semi-durables and
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durables as customers begin to place a higher value on convenience,
fashion, and otier less utitarian attributes. Most academic inquiries
have found a corrdation between income groti in an area and
increasing retti productivity. Second, a wide income distribution can
stirndate the relative level of sales of luxury goods, which have very
high margins and value added. This appears to be the -e in the U.S.
and the U.K.1 The overall effect wodd be to shift sales towards more
_ive, exenti~, dtifly si@cant goods. A customer at
Saks or hod’s or Mitsukoshi pays for and expects more comfortable
surroundings, a more convenient location, more ornate f~turing,
more personal atiention from more M#y trained staff, and a choicer
selection of merchandise than her counterpart at Wart. A
comparison of a sample of general merchandisers and- women’s
apparel specitists in the U.S. supports the conclusion that the stores
who ddiver these higher value sewices generate a higher level of
value added per employee (Exhibit 2D7).

Devalued demand for certain retailing services. In the U.S., consumer
branding for certain kinds of goods has removed the value that
consumers place on stor~based product information and most of the
merchandising service. For these goods, the combination of massive
advertising support for rdatively few SKUS, and the availability of
fuUy comparable product information, based on either an active user
literature (where unit costs are high) or direct experience (where unit
costs are low), means that a customer knows what he is going to buy
and what its price will be within close limits before entering a store.
When this happens, the ordy remaining services required are
distribution and general customer convenience; mmpetition is likdy
to become more nearly a price game. Department stores are fiding it
diffitit or impossible to compete uder such circumstances, which are
perfect for such category-~er ret~ers as Toys R Us and ticuit Ci~,
and for highly effiaent mtdti<ategory discounters such as Wal-Mart.
These new formats have adapted their operations to this environment
by changing their input factor mix to achieve superior financial results.
Despite its low labor productivity, for example, Wal-Mart has
outstanding capital producdvity and total factor producdvity well
above its mid-range competitors {Exhibit 2~8), as we~ as superior
profitabfity. The ability of low cost retiers to shift more product
categories into category ~ers and discount than.n~ tends, on
average, to reduce measured U.S. labor productivity per transacdan.

1 We ~ ~n~ude from measures of inequality h the distribution of
consumption that consumption was already less equal in the U.K than in France,
Germany, or the U.S. at the start of the 1980s. Btiletin of Economic Research (44: 1,
1992).
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Rewlation and market development. While retailing is typic~y

considered an unregulated industry, international comparisons reveal

that government r@ation powerfully affects the structural options

retailers can chmse. Many governments outside the U.S. have been

extremely active in r~atin~ the operating renditions of retail trade

(Exhibit 2D-9). Therefore, in advanmd economies, government store

opening and competition poliaes have a d-lve effect on the pace of

evolution in the retailing industry.

- Store opening Uolim. Governments can protect small retailers by

preventing retailers with new, more productive large-scale formats

from entering the market. Why small retailers feel the need for such

protection will be discussed in the next section. France and Germany

have regulated against new large scale formats, while grandfathering

existing dep~ent stores. Japan’s Large Scale RetaiI Store Law

effectively prevented consolidation and protected mom-and-pop stores

in very large numbers until its recent liberalization. By contrast, the

U.K. and U.S. r~ate rettilng store openings loosely and indirectly

through land use planning at the local level, and new stores have

benefited from a bias to allow openings in both countries. It is worth

noting that as the resdt of the adverse impact discounters and dismunt

speci~ty stores are having on traditional town centers, Britain is

reversing its presumption in favor of allowing new, large-scale formats

in space not already zoned for rettilng.

- Other competition DO Iicies. Government can adopt a range of policies

regarding competition and inter-firm relationships in the supply chain.

The U.S. atternp~ to maximize the consumer surplus by prohibiting

resale price maintenance and price discrimination within the supply

chain. This effectively strengthens the negotiadng power of retailers in

general at the expense of producers. But this type of r@ation also

increases inter-channel competition among distributors by

diminishing the ability of producers to protect small outlet systems

against large outlet discounters. By contrast, resale price maintenance

and price disaimination are mmrnonplace in Japan.

Germany redu- the opportunities for retailers to compete by

r@ating the fr~UencY of sales events and store opening hours. For

example, leas than 30 percent of German shopping hours are outside of

office business hours (Efiblt 2D-10). American shopping inters offer

nearly three times as many evening and weekend shopping hours, and

Bridsh stores offer nearly twice as many. This restriction has the effect

of making it much more inconvenient for German customers to shop

outside of urban centers and high streets, which in turn discourages

new mmpetitive entrants in general, and large scale entrants in

parti*. The net impact of these poliaes in Germany is to encourage
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..

a kind of stiemate among retailers and to redua the opportunities for
new ch-els in new locations. As a result, we wodd expect a
somewhat lower level of innovation and competitive intensity in
German retai.ling.2 .

Management and Production Process

Since the retailing indusq contains so many competitors, we do not believe
tit it wotid be useti to try to make high level distinctions between management “
behavior at the national level. h study leads us to believe that managers have
similar producdon processes available to them, and that any given store format WU
generate similar output in any of the advanced economies. Aggregate differences
thus depend upon the mix of formats in the industry. We find that the other
aspem of the production process - smle, capiti intensity, and sW] of labor - are less
important than industry s~ctu.re and output mix for ~plairdng national
different-.

Format to Format comparisons. There is titde evidence of productivity
differences between countries at the format level. Department stores show
stiar productivities and processes ti all five countries. Results from
McKinsey’s benchmarking study of European department stores suggest
that Aes per employ= are rdativdy constant and that Aes per square
meter depends largely upon the density of personnel. Comparisons with
staffing patterns in Japan show that the Japanese department stores
maintain Ievek of staffing density that have no equal in the Western
mnornies. Interviews with specialty retiers suggest no productivity
different- within a comp=y across the Triad countries (Exhibit 2D-11).

Smle effects. Large outiets enjoy scale advantages over smaIl stores -in the
same product cat~ories and ~Mce class for se~eral reasons. On the cost
side, big stores can leverage the fixed costs of administration over a large
des base. Researchers have found that large stores should be able to
achieve productivity improvements for both labor and capital. h
national mmparisons show this expected effect in Exhibit 2D-12. As
average store size increases, both labor and capiti produ~vity increase.
W scale effect dews big stores to b~d traffic through lower prices and
better selection. This advantage, mupled with the ability to support hge
advertising spendin~ ensues that large stores enjoy top-of-mind
awareness with customers and become the destination where customers

2 It has been suggested that reducing sales events might reduce demand
surges and thus Wow more level capaaty planning. Shotiening opening hours, on
the other hand, would tend to increase daily demand surges, mitigating the bentits
of more level u.rdikely demand and greater hourly throughput on labor utilization.
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Heve they will have the highest probability of fiding goods they want at
attractive prices. The rdti.ng higher traffic lev~ rtiorce faster
inventory throughput and more efficient utilization of labor, which, in
turn, lowers costs. Exhibit ~_13 shows that a decreasing market share
held by smaIl retailers means increasing producdvity. h the U.S. and
U.K, the market share held by bigger firms is very large. However,
relevant sde varies widely by store fomt, and can be offset to a large
degree by clustering individud stores in high traffic areas, for example in
urban high streets and regional shopping malls.

~ Information Tech.nolo~ and capital intensi~. The issue of capital in
retailing is more complex than in other service industries, because there
are three fundamentally different types of capital involved: information
technology assets, r~ ~tate assets; ‘ad inventory. While advan=s in IT
have &n critical to the commercial success of many formats and firms,
we have not found differences in national applications of IT that are
separate from foxmat mix differences. With respect to the importance of
re~ estate, we have reached the somewhat un~pected cond~sion that the
effects of red estate do not explain labor productivity differences. Finally,
we mnclude that inventory does not leverage labor in a way that explains
differences in labor productivity.

- ~. Ithas been ar~ed that high costs
for space in Europe and Japan lead to lower labor productivity, because
retailers take on increasingly marginal labor to generate additional
sales to pay the rent. From a store manager’s perspecdve, however,
rent % a mostly fixed cost. By contrast, labor is a variable cost Profits
can be maximized in a given spare by adding labor undl the mar~al
contribution of labor equals its marginal cost. T’his means that retaiiers
~ seek the optimal employee density (based on their format and
value proposition) on the basis of contribution of employ-s. T’h.i.s
ought to be true regardless of the cost of space. We therefore do not
Neve that high rents lead to higher employee density and thus lower
labor productivity. Further discussion of the relationship between
spare costs and labor productivity can be found in Appendix D.

- hvento~ and labor ~roductivi~. When we observed higher labor
productivity in high end stores, we hypothesized that differences in
capital intensity might explain some differences. We have already
discussed the impact of real estate on labor productivity. Therefore, we
are left with explaining the impact of non-real estate assets on
productivity. Of these, the most important is inventory. Exhibit 2D-14
shows that for a sample of general merchandisers in the U.S., there is
little if any relationship betw- the amount of merchandise in
inventory per employee and the total output per employee. Wart has
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twi~ as much inventory as Sears, but they generate the same value
added per employee.

~ or~anization and still of labor. Our case study has yi~ded no evidence to
support the proposition that tiational differen~ in labor organization and
skiU, separate from store format, are a sigrdficant source of national
productivity differences. We have found tit there is much more formal
training for sales clerks in France than in Britain or the U.S. However, the
techrdcd burdens pla=d on the bulk of retail workers, especi~y in the
stores, are rdativdy simple. This is not to Mtie the importance of
tig as a key to commercial success, or the quality of labor as a key
determinant of kbor productivity. Exhibit 2~15 shows this relationship
between the cost of labor and labor productivity for a sample of retailers in
the U.S. For us, the more important part is that apparent equivalence of
formats suggests that companies are able to achieve equivalent technid
trainin~ and that national ~erences are not sigrdficant.

Evolution of Industry Orgfiation

If the mix of formats is the primary deterrrtinant of national productivity, the
conditions under which the mix changes over time are an important issue. In ti
secdon, we first discuss simple mix effects between mdti-category stores and
speci~ts. Second, we dismss the role of rdative productivity among head-tehead
competitors as a driver of mix changes. Finally, we describe the similarities in the
evolution of the retailing industry across countries.

Irn~act of cat~orv mix. The most fundamental mix issue revolves
aromd tie role of mixed retailers (“general merchandisers”) versus
xal~ stores. Exhibit 2D16 shows overd productivity disaggregate
into these two basic categories. M effectivdy functiotig labor market
wodd shift employment over time from less productive sectors to more
productive sectors as successti ~ demand more labor and
unsuccessful firms go out of buskess. This mix shift in employment
wotid therefore explain an increase in average productivity. At the
highest level, this story is unfolding in our case study of retail industries,
for example, in the U.S. and Japan. According to employment statistics,
the weakness of mtiti-category stores in the U.S. is not merely an accident
of the current business cycle, but part of a long-term trend to redeploy
labor more productively. The employment share of U.S. mdti-category
rettiers has fallen from 56 percent of general merchandise employment
in 1972 to 46 percent in 1986. By mntrast, Japanese employment in mdti-
category stores contiues to ticrease.

~ Labor productivity and corrunercial success. It is worth remernberin~
however, that managers are not seeking higher productivi~ for its own
sake, or large sca3e labor market effectiveness, but higher profitability and
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commerud success. Having high labor or even toti factor productivity is
not a guarantee of commercial success. Poor cost control can mdo the
benefits of high productivity, and formats that rquire very fitie capital
per employee are in a good psition to achieve high levels of return to
capital. mere is * the issue of competitive segmentation. We wotid
_ higher producdvity to be signifiat when stores compete head to
head for the same titomers with the same products. This helps us to
understand the Wd-Mart anomaly. Despite epitomizing the concept of
“productivity” for industry insiders, Wd-Mart appears to have lower labor
productivity than some department stores and mass merchandisers, who
offer a more robust mix of services. The dismunt generti merchandiser is
by definition a low -= format. We shotid note here that mtegorizi.ng
a format as low service does not mean they do not give good, or even
=ceptional, setim relative to their pfice position. But W~-Mart has not
competed head-t-head with advanced, metropolitan stor=. Historically,
it focused instead on reorganizing retailing in wa.1 areas. Based on its
productivity, Wal-Mart is well positioned to dominate urban discounters,
but not, we believe, urban category Wers and chain speci~ts. The Wal-
Mart story is also being replayed in the competition now going on in Japan
htween general merchandise stores (GMS) and the tradition mom-and-
pop stores.

~ -pite differences in input costs- most notably in real estate costs-
among the sample countries, retfing industries appear to pass through a
series of evolutionary stages of structure, characterized by two critid
transformations [Mbit 2Dl~. Each of these transformations involve a
shift horn less productive formats to more productive fomats.

- StaRe ~ retailing. hcreases in rnidde class incomes meate an
opportunity to consolidate retailing in large general mer~andise
stores, moving business away from sm~ ret~ers and their supporting
distributors (Exhibit 2D-18). At this point, the general merchandiser
has a productivity advantage because of its lower costs, achieved
through rationalization and standardization of the intermediate
distribution functions. This phenomenon is oc curring in Japan, where
ItmYokado and its GMS imitators are in a race to exploit fibertition
of the Large SAe Reti Store Law by expanding stores, increasing
locations, and rationalizing distribution. Wal-Mart is effecting this
stage of consolidation in rural areas of the United States. b France, the
success of the hypermmket format is an e.xarnple of this migration to
more productive general formats.

~ta~e ~ retailing. A second transformation, to Stige IU refi~
occurs as s@alty stores begin to combine systematized distribution
and advanced merchandisin~ to the disadvantage of general
merchandisers. In essence, specifits are able to undertake
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intermediate distribution, but at a lower cost due to lower product

complexity (fewer SKUS), while offering more targeted, higher value

services at the retailing end. Smaller formats are grouped into malls,

where they enjoy the samg trtilc-building “destination shopping”

convenience that large scale department and specialty stores enjoy,

with an even higher level of store variety. The U.S. is clearly going

through this transformation, as seen by the rise of discount specialty

formats such as Toys R Us and chain specialists such as The Limited.

The same kind of format innovation is occurring in the U.K. - though

not typically in a shopping mall context - where high income segmenB

exist. In Germany, consolidation in retail chains is very advanced, and

S@*StS show a pronounced productivity advantage over generalists.

The productivity improvements assoaated with these industry

“transformations can be seen in Exhibit 2D-19. In general merchandise, department

stores have a 75 to 80 percent labor productivity advantage over the small mom and

pop stores which still remain in the U.S. It is easy to see how Wal-Mart could have

a decisive labor productivity advantage over its local competitors, while bailing

mid-range department stores; and its well-known mpital productivity advantage

makes its overall cost advantage dominant. At the same time, labor productivity in

s@~tY Stage ~ retiers such as The Mlted and Toys R Us is 30 to 50 per-t
higher than comparable Stage II general merchandisers. The same pattern applies to

the DIY home improvement industry, although the transition from Stage I to

Stage II is apparently less abrupt in terms of productivity differences. Stage III

project specialist Home Depot has a commanding productivity advantage over large,

traditional hardware and lumber stores.

PROSPEffS FOR FUTURE GROWTH

Our findings suggest that the retailing industries in all five countries is, or should

be, in a promss of structural change, although in different directions. The Japanese

and French have the strongest incentive to speed consolidation, while the U.S. has a

strong interest in completing the next phase of retail evolution. The magnitude and

timing of the change depends on national income growth, and in some cases

regulatory change.

Increasing income. International retailing is becoming a reality.

Anecdotal evidence shows that mangers can successfully transplant their

business systems auoss international borders. Examples include IKEA,

Toys R Us, and merchants of popular culture such as Tower Records. It is

=guable that transplanting truly high productivity formats from OVerSeSS

could aeate a two stage jump, increasing output per capita without reap

to overall increases in mtional income. However, the experience of U.K

retailing suggests that this is unlikely. By our measures, British retailing

has successfully completed the organization of its retailing system and is

an innovator along some dimensions toward a higher-value speaalty
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structure. However, it is not dear that moving employment betw=n
categories could have much effect on overall productivity. Except for
tourist trade (of which bndon has a stiortg share), domestic reti trade
servims are tied to stores and.typicWy mot& exported. fierefore, it is
urdikely that the value captured by retailers can systematicWy inmease
faster than the spending power and demand of tie host country. Most
academic obsewers have noted the powerfully positive effect that income
growth has on productivity in retailing.

q Remlation. Liberalizing laws against the establishment of large stores
speeds consolidation of the retai.I industry, and has been opposed by small
retailers for exacdy that reason. Japan’s rdaxation of its Large -e RetaiI
Store Law has created a dynamic environment in which Japanese general
merchandisers are rushing to build and expand stores, and to capture the
value contro~led by wholesalers. By contrast, Ewopean pro~ction of sma.U
merchants has slowed the development of French and G-an retailing.

Poliq Implications of the General
Merchandise Retafiing Case Study

Governrnent polides regarding economic development, supply chain
relationships, and allowable retiiling practices work together to meate the different
strumes of retig distribution that we actually observe. In many cases, these
poliaes have created restricdons to retail industry development, and these
restrictions must be removed before retail productivity convergence can occur.
However, it is tikely that city development poIicy can be altered to much effect in
the short run. The effects of altering supply chain rdationships vary with the
supp)y and distribution structure of each industry. Therefore, the best opportunities
for inmeasing productivity lie in the liberalization of anti-competitive ret~g
regulations. We conch.lde that su& liberalization, in and of itsti would probably be
suffiaent to start a process that wotid close most of the productivity gap.

q Development Policv. It is worth discusstig the impact of government
devdopmenti policies in order to understand their relationship to more
specific retailing poliaes. We have argued that i.ncume distribution policy
has a direct effect by changing the levd and qtity of demand for re-g
servi-. & important indirect effect comes from the zoning and
transportation infrastructure poliaes rdated to aty plannin~ land use,
agrititure and the environment. Governments exert a great deal of
influence on population densities, the availability of new building sites,
traffic patterns, and real estate costs. These ti turn affect the costs of
entering a market and thUS the rate of new entries and competitive
pressure. The development pattern of high density, high traffic, and high
margirtal real estate costs in Germany and Japan, and perhaps to a shghtly
lesser degree in France, has slowed the introduction of new, high
productivity formats. However, it is beyond the scope or ability of this
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report to make recommendations about poticy in these fundamentd,
complex and intmdated areas.

~ Supplv chain mlicY. In the area of supply chain policy, on the other hand,
the U.S. has taken the lead in ~stablishing two important prinaples. First,
the U.S. tries to m~ competition between alternative distributors by
prohibiting discrimination not based on costs. While U.S. retailers
typitiy regard tie Robinson-Patman Act as an anti-trust law which is
maixdy honored in the breach, foreign observers view it as a important
balancing mechanism ktween the power of suppliers and corporate
customers. New retailing companies in the U.S. can tout on receitig
reasonably competitive prices from producers. Second, the _ation of
almost all resale price maintenance prevents producers from protecting
-ting distributors from the effects of price competition with new, low
cost formats. The combination of these polities increases &ect
competition between retders, forces producers to stand ap=t from the
contest, and gives produms an incentive to take advantage of new, more
productive distribution channels, even at the expense of old and valued -
customers.

~ Retail r~uiations. Governments in Germany, France, and Japan have
seen fit to protect ~ting retailers and their suppIiers and wholesalers by
preventing retailers with new, more producdve formats from entering the
market. The best tools for this discrimin ation are laws limiting opening of
lage scale stores and the regulations timiting store opening days and
hours. That governments view these regulations as necessary is
instructive on two comts. First, it suggests that the impediments meated
by resticdve devdopment policy and unregulated suppfier rdationships
are not suffIaent to prevent the widespread entries of new competitors.
Wend, it implies that shopping in small, expensive, high service stores is
not a cultural preference; consumers in these countries cotid be expected
to patronize large, cheap stores if they had the choice. These regulations
are not deeply rooted in histo~ the hi *W and other Euopean
restrictions on large stores ordy date from the early 197U’S. We believe that
removing the restitions on shopping hours, h Germany for example,
wodd inmease the ability of stores, including new formats, away from
employment centers to attract tr=~c. This in turn would cause a sh~eout
among dsdng retailers, lower real estate prices in the tity centers, and
create lower barriers to entry for new formats at the best locations.
Relaxing restrictions on large scale retailers, subject to zoning restrictions,
W also have the effect of for~g evolution in product categories where
there is a low degree of cultural sensitivity, SU* as consumer el-onics,
appliances, housewares; this process is tieady underway in toys (Toys R
Us), furniture (IKEA), and home improvement gmds (Castorama).
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***

After meastig producdvi~ h general mer~antise ret-g according to
value added per W-time @valent ~ployee, we found lahr producdvity
Weren- between rettiers in the U.S. =d in G-my of 4 percent, of 18 percmt

compared witi British reti=, of 31 percent compared with French retfiers, and of
56 percmt compared with retailers in Jap=. ~ferences h national incomes and in
the mix of fomts retailers use account for the bti of tiese Wfermces in
productivity (-Elt 2D-~). ~tier productivity grows i.n tie re-g industries
in these countries will depend on growth in mtiond incomes artd in changes to
re@ations affecdng the formats available to rettiers.
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OUTPUT OF THE RETAILING INDUSTRY

Academics have identiled at least six major ways to measure the output of a

retailing system (Exhibit 2D-1). These measures can be thought of as forming a

spectrum that ranges from a focus on tangible goods sold to an analysis of very

conceptual measures of customer utility. Each measure has both advantages and

disadvantages, and there has been no consensus among amdemics about which is

best. These measures fall into 3 groups throughput, customer surplus, and

finanaal. After considering these options, we believe that value added at factor cost

is the best proxy for the qu~:ty of services that customers value.

Throughput. At one end of the analytical spectrum, output is the number

of physical goods that pass through the retailing system. This view treats

retailing as a purely distributive function and asserts that producdvity is a

matter of effiaent throughput. It may be possible to discuss changes in

producdvity in specialty stores that sell ordy one kind of good. However,

the problem of comparability becomes insurmountable when analyzing

ms.dti-category stores, not to mention entire sectors of heterogeneous

stores selling a fundamentally different mixes of goods.

Custo mer sumlus. At the other end of the analytical spectrum, observers

have pointed out that customer surplus codd be considered the real

output of the retailing system. This surplus is a utility measure that

wodd ideally quantify the convenience, information, and even pleasure

customers gain from the shopping experienm. This measure is attractive

in that it con~tually addresses standard of living issues. A slightly less

intangible customer value would measure the capabfity of a retailing

orgardzation to meet demand, that is to say, the level of demand a certain

configuration muld meet. The problem is that definition would measure

capaaty rather than true output. In addition, both of these customer

surplus measures have serious drawbacks in terms of the cost and time

required to collect and evaluate meanin@ data on an international scale.

Financial measur~. Between these two extremes lies the approach of

applying financial measures that retailers commonly use. The two classes

of finanaal outputs are sales throughput, and margin and value-based

measures.

- Sales throueh~ut. Sales is a very common measure of output, and one

that retailers typically use for their internal planning and control. It

has the merit of being relatively simple, easy to understand, and fn

wide practical use. It is logical for individual retailers to use sales-based
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measures -use sales are the t.dtirnate source of cash and profits. ”
Mormver, witi a format, sales, margins, and fixed costs enjoy a
relatively consistent relationship. However, sales represent the sum of
d producing and distrib~ting functions to that point, rather than a
pure output of retailing. This Mts the usefulness of the sales
measurement in comparisons between countries that have
fundamentally different retailing industry structures. Furthermore,
the use of a Purchasing Power Parity exchange rate for consumer goods
to make international mmparisort has the effect of reducing sales to a
measure of relative throughput.

Mar~in and valu~based measures. Gross margin and value-added
share a number of characteristic= that make them usfi. First, they do
not include value created by suppliers, whi~ Wows us to compare
countries with different distribution structures. Second, margins begin
to address the issue of quality differences quite directly: retail managers
are forced to make a trade-off between quality (assodated with high
margins) and quantity (throughput) in order to maximize the product
of margin and throughput. Third, margin and valu-based measures
r~ect the fact that most retailer spending is not diretied at throughput,
but instead is used to defiver a mix of services including product
information, mnvenience, and merchandise selection. In aggregate,
margin represents the value tiat consumers have assigned to all
retaifig services purchased. There are, however, important
differences between moss mar~n and value added that lead us to prefer
va

●

ue added. – -

Gross martin. Total ~oss mar~, expressed in nornind curreng
units (not k Percent],-is meaningful t; managers be=use it is eqial
to the cost s~cture a retailer can support. However, gross margin

tiphCitiy includes cOStS- such as rent, utilities, and advertising -
which are purchased seMces.

● Value Added. Value added excludes such external charges, which
are properly the output of other industries. We f-s on value
added at what is died “fa~r rest.” This measure excludes net
indirect taxes - such as U.S. sales taxes and internatioti VAT
taxes-and subsidies. These taxes do not affect relative cost position.

hduding consumption tax- wodd introduce measurement
differences that are purely a function of gov~ent tax policy.
Using this value-added measure focuses on pre-tax returns to
capital and labor. ~ to capital take the form of operating
profits (Earnings More L~come Taxes) and capital consumption
allowance (depreciation). Returns to labor include all forms of
compensation, including fringe benefits and social charges.
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A case can be made for either capital or space or labor as the most important
input factor for measuring producdvity. It is clear that each store format weighs the
importanm of its input mix elements differently. From our perspective, it is both
meaningful and practical to use W-time equivalent workers (FI’E) as the primary
sin@e fa~or input.

~ ,=. Measured in traditional terms, ret~g has low”capital intensity.
Even the most capiti-intensive format has ody 50 to 60 cents of capital
for every $1 of sales. However, almost no one would say that capital
productivity is not important to retail companies. Like all businesses, they
need to manage capital carefully in order to stay in business. Furthermore,
the very low Capital requirements of stores like Wal-Mart make it possible
to earn superior returns on capital and capture value for shareholders,
even with low margins. We wiIl use capital as an explanatory variable in
interpreting the outcome of labor productivity.

~ SPace. Rewas typitiy consider space as the most precious input. W
is rational, because store managers consider space as the Ht to their
capaaty. Most fied costs are related to the space a store occupies, and
measuring output against capaaty makes sense for store managers within
a company. It is not dear, whether comparing space productivity across
formats or internationally is useful. Accurate measures of aggregate
retfig space are not available.

q Labor. Retailing is very labor intensive, and labor plays a dominant role
in the retailing cost structure, even in high property cost markets. Using
labor immediately relates our fidings to the overall project’s
understanding of national productivity differences, whi~ are labor-based.
Data is gener~y avatiabie in all countries, even though it is not always as
stritiy comparable as we might like. We use FuU Time Equivalent ~)
workers because of differences in the usage of part-time labor. Therefore,
we have made adjustments based on national samples that indicate the
use and hours of part-time versus fall-time workers.
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DATA SOURCES AND CURRENCY CONVERSIONS

The raw data for the comparisons of productivity on the highest level come
from official surveys and inquiries by the five countries, which track industry
conditions and employment. However, these surveys do not distinguish between
formats as retailers understand them. At best, they distin@h between mdti-
category retailers (e.g., department stores) and specialists, and disdnguish among
~a.tists on the basis of the kinds of goods they seI.1,for example, between shoe
stores and furniture stores.

q Industrv Conditions. Every 5 years, the U.S. Department of Commerce
conducts a census of retail trade. It collects information on establishment
Aes and cost sticture, and organizes its aggregate data by Standard
hdustria.1 ClassMcation (SIC) code. The last census was in 1987. ~ -
performs a similar survey for Japanese retiers on a trierutial basis, and
pubIished its most r~ent results in 1988. The British Central Statistical
~ce performs a biennial inquiry. Neither the Japanese nor British
tiorts collect -t structure information in anything like the detd of the
U.S. Census. me German Stadstische Btmdesamt and ~5EE in France
conduct more regular surveys.

q Em~lovment data. Wifi the exception of the Japanese ensus, the
mtioti statisti~ distinguish between fti-tirne and part-time workers.
EC sueys on average hours worked in the distributive trades have
shown that in German y, France, and the U.K, part-time workers averaged
about 20 hours per week, compared with about 40 hours for a full-tie
worker. Therefore, we treat part-time EC workers as eqti to on~hal.f ~.
The concept of ~- and part-time i.nJapan refers more to status b the
organization and fringe ben~ts than to actual hours worked. Japanese
retailers stated in interviews that part-time workers, or arubeito, typic~y
work a 4Ghour week. We therefore treat Japanese employment tow as
equal to the number of FTEs. h the US., the Bureau of hbor Statisti~ .
performs annual surveys of estabhhments to establish numbers of
employees and average working hem, again arranged by SIC code. We
therefore mdtiplied total employment by average working hours divided
by 40 to estimate U.S. ~ by SIC code.

~ Comuanv-sues “fit data. As we probed beneath the national statistics, we
were forced to rely industry statistics and more anecdotal evidence. We
used industry sourms, such as, the National Retailing Federation’s annual
fianaal results survey of the U.S. department store industry and the
Corporate ht~gence Group’s survey of U.K. retailers. We developed
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samples based on the annual reports of publicly-traded companies

believed to be representative of different formats. We built upon previous

McKinsey studies of the economics of different formats and benchmarking

studies of dep~ent store @ormance. To develop a point of view

about industry evolution and the role of inter-format competition, we

supplemented this data with interviews of experienced retailing

consultants and retailing executives, especially in Japan. By necessity, we

have avoided relying tm heavily on such data in the measurement phase

of the project. Specifically, we have not attempted to perform a statistically

compelling analysis that might link overall industry producdvity with the

mix of pardcular formats.

Currency translations in this study are based on GDP PPPs frem the 1990

OECD benchmark study. National GDP deflators are used to estimate PPPs for 1987

to 1988. These PPPs are applied to change all currenaes into U.S. dollars of

equivalent spending power.
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SPACE COSTS AND LABOR PRODU~VTTY

It has been argued that high costs for space in Europe and ]apa lead to lower
labor producdtity, because retailers take on increasingly marginal labor generate
addition sales to pay the rent. From a store manager’s perspective, however, rent is
a mostly fixed cost. By mntiast, labor is a variable rest. Profits can be maximized in
a given space by adding labor untiI the marginal contribution of labor equals its
marginal COSLThis means that retiers W seek the op~ employee density
based on their format and value proposition) on the b~is of contribution of
employees. This ought to be true regardless of the cost of space. W“efierefore do

“not believe tit high rents lead to higher employee density and thus lower labor
productivity.

The abfity of retailers to generate profits drives the rental value of a given
location, and rents cannot be sustained above near the rent-free profits by the most
productive retailer. h the long run, increases in retail space productivity cause
increases in rat, not the other way around. Exhibit 2D-21 shows mat rents are a
funtion of spare productivity for a sample of U.S. retailers. This implies that a
better measure of the productivity of labor at the company level wodd adjust value
added to correct for real-estate market distortions, such as above- or below-market
rents caused by long-term contracts, or the under valuation of owned property
purchased long ago. However, this is simply a matter of making the adjustment to
improve rne~ernent rather than a fundamental economic trade-off. Uncounted
rent in our aggregate statisti~ ranges frorn 13.5 per~t of value added in the U.S. to
14.2 permt in Germany to 15 percent in Japan. hcluding rent in value added
would make m difference in overall rankings or in the magnitude of the measured
productivity gaps.
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Unti recently, the telemmmunications indus~ Wa.Sone of fie ~~t
worldwide bastions of re@ated, mostly stat~wned national monopolies. But the
198u’s brought dramatic regulatory changes in several muntries. British Telecom
was (ptiy) privatized in 1981 and the old Us. AT&T was broken up into eight
pieces in 1984. Japan Iiberali.zed its telecommunications market in 19%. h Europe,
the European Commission has shown increasing regulatory leadership and major
changes in ownership and re~ation are under discussion.

Despite this common thrust towards dere~ation, privatization and
competition, however, different countries are stil pursuing different national
strategies and the discussion about which way and how far to go is certainly not
soled among the members of the European Community. We think that a better
understanding of the relative performance of the telecommunications industries
will help b this discussion. As the telecommunications industries internationfi,
a soud point of view on the relative performance of telecom companies becomes
increasingly important in developing mrporate strategy, as well.

This case study mn contribute to this discussion in two ways.

First, our measures of labor and capital productivity give the first top level
insights into the relative performance of the telecommunications
industries. Our resdts show that the U.S. tel~mmunications industry
has a higher capital productivity than Japan and the major European
countries. k terms of labor productivity, however, tie differences
between the U.S., Japan, and France disappear.

Second, our mustity analysis suggests that differences in organization of
labor are the most important protite reasons for the measured
diff=en~ in labor productivity. Those differences in how labor is apphed
ultimately have their rmt in the various objectives and incentives that
managers face. We conclude that in the absence of competitive or
regulatory pressure to redum cosk and inmease productivity, the efforts of
the current monopolies and dominant competitors generally have not
made much effort to change and increase productivity.

We start our analysis with a deftition of and brief introduction to the
tdecomrnunications industry. h the two major parts of this case smdy, we first
measured productivity and productivity differences among telecommunications
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industries, then analyzed the causal factors of productivity gaps. We have also

drawn some conclusions about the implications of our findings.

DEFINING THE TELECOMMUNI@TIONS INDUSTRIES

The telecommunications service industry in each country studied is highly

concentrated and can easily be defined by the monopoly or competitors which form

it (Exhibit 2E-1). In our definition, the telecommunications industries encompass

the major telephone service providers in each economy, which are roughly

comparable to (former) national telephone monopolies such as France Telecom or

Deutsche Budespost Telekom. Even in the U.K and Japan, the national carriers

Bridsh Telemm and N1’T acmunt for at least 95 permnt of the employment in the

industry. Compared to the industries in the other four countries, the U.S. industry

appears *mt fragmented. But even in the U.S., the local exchange carriers, which

account for about BO percent of industry employment, operate as regional

monopolies in their core business, the “plain” telephone service. Ordy in the long

distance segment did we observe mmpetition for telephone services in the U.S.

The telecommunications industries in our definition capture about 1 percent

of the employment in the emnomies.

Given the common past of the industries as mtional telephope monopolies,

the basic services provided and functions tifled by the industries are fairly

similar. We made ordy a few adjustments to ensure suffiaent mmparability. All

industries install, maintain and operate various networh (e.g., voice, data, cellular,

paging, telex and other networks) and offer a range of network services to business

and residential customers. We adjusted, however, for equipment manufacturing,

cable TV and call mmpletion servi~ (the “U.S. operator”) to obtain a more

homogenmus business system sample among the industries. In the U.S., Japan and

the U.K, we did not try to capture all the privately owned networks, bypass and

value-added network providers which are permitted to operate in these countries.

Before we turn to the productivity analysis, we will briefiy discuss the nature

and main characteristics of the telecommunications industry. Telecommunications

is still a highly r@ated, capital intensive fixed mst business with extremely high

barriers to entry.

T Even after the wave of derm lation and privatization in the 19BOS, the

telecommunications industry remains one of the most heavily r~ated

industries in all muntries, although the degree of r~ation and

government intervention varies (Exhibit 2E-2). The U.S. and Japan are the

most der@ated and competitive industries, followed by the U.K

Competition, however, still does not go very far. As Exhibit 2E-3 shows,

over tw~thirds of the U.S. employment is sdll hired by the strictly

monopotid local exchange carriers or their holding companies. On the

other hand, more than 19 percent of U.S. telecornmtication labor works
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in a competitive market environment, in contrast to the monopolized

stat~wned strongholds in Germany and France.

Telecommunications is an extremely capital intensive business. While

the labor rests as a percentage-of total rests range from 32 to 42 percent,

capital costs (depreciation plus interest ee) account for up to

50 percent (Exhibit 2E4). About 75 permnt of the capital e~nditures is

spent for the local network, i.e., for access lines (the local loop from the

customer to the first switch) and for local switching (the central offim

switches) (Exhibit 2E-5). The major driver of investments and costs is

therefore the numk of access lines in the network. About two-thirds of

total capital expenditures is related to this part of the network. A high

utilization of the access lines in terms of calls per access line is key to an

economical utilization of the invested capital.

High capital intensity means high fixed costs in the telecommunications

industry. Labor rests are fairly fixed, as well. Even in the long term, we

estimate that only about 15 percent of the U.S. labor costs varies with the

traffic (i.e., calls) in the network (Exhibit 2E-6). About 85 percent of labor

costs are fixed costs related to extending and maintaining the network and

to extending and maintaining the customer base. The cost or output

driver in these functions is proportional to the number of access lines,

rather than to the traffic in the network.

Even without re@atory barriers, the capital intense and high fixed cost

mture of this b&iness &eate high entrv ‘barriers to any pot&tial new

competitor. This is why at least the residential telephone business, for

example, is sdll widely perceived as a “natural” monopoly which, for

economic reasons and for the benefh of the consumer, can only be run by

one company under the close supervision or even ownership of the

government. Technology, however, is about to challenge this

conventional wisdom. With the improving performance and economics

of (digital) radio technology, it is foreseeable that most households codd

choose from at least two providers of local telephone exchange services if

‘@story barriers came down.

This background information will be helpful in the following discussion of

the relative productivities of the telecommunications industries and the causes of

the observed differences.

MEASURING LABOR PRODUCITVITY

IN THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRIES

fiit has to answer the basic of what the
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questions we W discuss the measured productivities and attempt a first
interpretation of the results.

The Concept of Produ&vity in tie
Telecomrnhcations Industry

When it comes to measuring productivity, the telecommunications industry
shows a pedarity which distinguishes it horn other industries. This peculiarity
hes in the output of the industry: for gmd reasons, customers and produ~s might
have different notions about the output of the indus~. ~pendirtg on what you
perceive as the “real” output, you might have a different input concept for
measuring productivity, i.e., with either hbor or capital as the most important input
of the industry. We will argue, however, that the producer and the customer points
of view can be reconded by applying the concept of total factor productivity.

For most industries, the customer can answer the question of what the output
is. In the case of the telemmmunications industry, the residential customer will
reckon that he understands “making calls” as the service of the telephone company
for which he pays. He tight add that Hg accessible” is a service, too, and the
business customer might bring up the aspects of data transrnis sion and faxing.
However, they will say hat traffic is what they perceive as the service of tie
telephone company.

Now, ask the produca, i.e., anybody who works in the t~ep~one com~an~.
He does not produce w nor does he transmit data. me employee ti probably
state that he serves the customer dire~y when he or she needs infomtion, has
questions regarding the b~ or a problem with the he. As Exhib~t 2E-6 showed,
however, it is more likely that the employee is engaged in installing and
maintaining the network or working in management and overhead fundons. h
other words, the ernploy~ are creating and maintaining a network or system
which Wows customer to make c*. But they are not d.irecdy involved in the final
stage of servim delivery as it is viewed by the customer.

Exhibit 2E-7 summarizes in a simplified way these customer and producer
views of the production promss of the telecommunications industry and the
impli~tions for measuring produ~vity. Labor is producing the network and
providing direct customer service. When rneasuing labor productivity, the output
has to be measured along these dimensions. The number of access lines of the
telephone network appears to be a good proxy for tie approximately 85 percent of
employees who are engaged in the access network of the system and in maintaining
*e customer rdationship (compare Exhibit 2E-6). For the approximately 15 per-t
of labor deployed in the trfic related parts of the system (e.g., maintaining and
operating the switches or providing directory s~ice), we concluded that the
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This capital is used by the customer at his demand when he or she makes a

call. With the exception of call completion services, which we excluded from the

productivity Comp-n, the usage of the network and the service ddlvery to the

customer does not require any further labor input. From the customer point of

view, the primary service of the telephofie company is provided solely by the

network. Measuring capital productivity by using a tiaffic measure as output (e.g.,

calls) and a capital measure as input (e.g., network capitaf stock) rdects the

productivity of the telecommunications industry from the customer point of view.

In the end, however, both mncepts of productivity have to be reconciled. The

production process of a telephone company is a two-step function labor creates

capital and capital provides services. But the telecommunications industry as a

whole can ordy be productive if both production processes are effe@ve and effiaent.

In oth~ words, telecom employ= “shodd build an effective network which

provides services customers want and the telephone company “shodd do this

effiaentiy so that the customers are also willing to pay the price to buy these

servims. Both aspects can be captured when labor and capital producdvity are

combined in a total factor productivity measure of the telecommunications

industry. Total factor productivity takes both outputs (the network and the network

services) and both inputs (labor and capital) of the telecommunications industry

into account. We computed total factor productivity as the factor cost-weighted

average of labor and capital productivity.

What is different about the telecommunications industry that caused us to

diverge from the approach we followed in the other case studies, in which we

~ppfied the concept of pure labor productivity and did not explicitly take the capital

input into account? It is not just that the telecommunications industry is very

capital intensive. The airline industry is, too. It is that in the telecommunications

industry, pure labor productivity does not reflect the service ou~ut as it is perceived

by the customer. This has been always the case in the other industries we looked in

which labor - at least in some functions - is always involved in the delivery of the

final service to the customer. We think that measuring productivity in a market

economy shodd take this customer perspecdve into account, since the customer is

the final judge of the dtimate economic value of the output delivered by the

industry.

Exhibits 2E-8a-b show the output and input measures used for the

productivity mmparison in this case study and based on the rationale discussed

above and s~ in Exhibit 2E-7. Not surprisingly, in terms of access lines,

the U.S. telecommunications network exceeds the size of the networks in the other

countrie. The traffic intensity in the U.S., however, is also remarkable. While the

U.S. is roughly twice as large as Japan and about four dxne as big as the European

countries, the number of calls made is higher than in Japan by the factor of 7 and

higher than in the European countries by the factor of 14 to 20. The two input

measure we used are full-dine equivalent employees for labor and the capital stock

invested in the telecommunications network for capital. This measure was
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Caldated by accumdad.ng the capital expenditures for plant and +tipment ‘
between 1980 and 1989 (without depredation) and converting it into 1985 U.S.
dollars by using the 19M PPP for capital expenditure. A combination of these four
output and input measures r-ults in the labor, capital, and total factor
productivities for the six countries, whi~ we W compare.

Differences inProductivity Among
Me Telecommunications Industries

C?urproductivity tiysis of labo~, capital, and total factor productivity in five
countries reveals that the U.S. telecommunications industry has a higher capital
and total factor productivity than Japan and the European counterp~. h t-s of
labor productivity, the productivi~ difference is somewhat sm~er; comparing the
U.S. with France and Japan makes the differences disappear.

T’he labor ~roductivitv index is based on two labor productivity measures:
calls per fill-time quivdent employee (PIE) and access lines per ~
(Exhibit 2E-9). & discussed earlier, more employees work in access he or
customer-rdated tictions. Based on the U.S. cost structure, we weighted
the access he measure as 85 percent and the call measure as 15 percent
when we mrnputed the labor productivity index. The telecommuni-
cations industries in France and Japan show basically the same levels of
labor productivity as the U.S. The relative position of Germany and the
U.K. match the pattern we found in other case studies.

Exhibit 2E-1(1 shows two measures of cauital Droductivitv. Both measures
use calls as an output. Measuring the input, however, is more
problematic, since it requires measuring the mpital invested in the
network to provide the ~. Especially for international comparisons, an
easy-teuse measure of the network capi~ codd again be the number of
access lines. The resdting measure “calls per access hes” (which can *O

be interpreted as utilization of the network) assumes that the network
capital increases with the number of access Lines. While this is certainly
directionally correct, the measure f~ short of capturing the aspects of
ne~ork structure or moderniza tion. We therefore used a do~ar measure
of invested stock of network capital as input for our capital productivity
measure, as discussed earlier with Exhibit 2E-8b. The resdting capital
productivity, measured in* per do~ar of tivested network capital,
demonstrates a higher U.S. levd in capi~ productivity of about
50 percentage points versus Japan and the U.K (U.S. = 100 percent). By
this measure, capital productivity in France and Germany is only at about
a quarter of the US. levd. The major reason for the low capital
productivity in the European countries and Japan is the relative low d
intensity or network utition in these countries. The output (calls) in
the capital productivity ratio is much higher in the Us. Dfierent
investment patierns and r~ative equipment prices on the input side
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probably contribute to explain the differences in capital productivity.
Overall we H that the capital productivity figures in Exhibit 2E-10
show a realistic pattern of relative capital productivity among these
countries.

~ We created an index of total factor Rroductivitv by dculating a weighted
average of the labor and capital productivity indices (Exhibit 2E-1 1). The
weights are based on the cost rdationship tieen capital and labor
mbit 2E+ for the relative weight of labor and capital cost in the
different countries).~ The higher U.S. level in total factor productivity
over Japan and France is based on higher capiti productivity in the U.S.
Germany’s total factor productivity is significantly lower than its labor
productivity due to Germany’s very low capitti productivity. The rdative
nosition of the U.K. versus the U.S. remains much the same whichever
~roductivity measure you look at. Taking both the producer and customer
perspective into account, we can state that U.S. total factor productivity in
the telecornmtications industry is about 20 to 50 percentage points
higher than the productivity of Japan and the major European
counterparts (US. = 100 percent).

When we track labor productivity over tie we observe that the rdative
productivities after 1985 have remained basically unchanged, with the exception of
France Tdecom, which ex~ed the U.S. industry in measured labor productivity
in 1988 (Exhibit 2E-12). The German and U.K. relative productivity contiued to
slowly decline. Also Japan’s productivity growth did not exceed the U.S. rate. We
will now take a closer look at the possible causes of the observed productivity
differences.

~USES OF THE OBSERVED
PRODUCT’MTY DIFFERENCES

Exhibit 2E-13 summarizes our view on the causes of the producdvity
differences between the telecornrntications industries. k our caustity analysis we
@ first take the producer point of view and analyze more thoroughly the possible
causes of tie observed labor producdvity differences on the level of the production
pro-. Then we will turn briefly to the question of why capital productivity differs
among we countries. we the causal factors for the labor and capital productivity

1 Sine the relationship of labor and capital costs differs from country to
muntry we calculated first two indices of total factor productivi~ the fist using he
U.S. labor/capital ratio and the ~nd using the labor/@pitd ratio of the other
coun~ (bilateral comparison). The final total factor productivity figure in
Exhibit 2E-11 is the average of the two results.
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differences are not the same, they have common underlying reasons. These reasons
t factors of management behavior, namely the regulatory andare the dete~

competitive environments in which the telecommuni=tions companies operate.
The objectives and incentives that an industry environment places before
management cause management behavibr that fosters or impedes the development
of a more productive and innovative industry. We ~ discuss these issues at the
end of this chapter.

labor Produtiti@ CaWes on the
Levd of fie Production Process

@ the level of the production processes of an industry, we identified four
general categories of possible causes: economies of scale and capital ~erences, and
differences in output mix and organization of labor. We @ argue that output mix
and organization are the main proximate fatiors of labor productivity differences.

~ As far as the effects of scale and network technolo~ are concerned, it is
Meved that the following network characteristics might impact the iabor-
productivi~ of the telephone carriers.

- Network scale measured in access hes: Given the huge number of
employees in managerial and overhead functions, we hypothesized
that there ~e economies of de in the telecommunications business.

- Network growth measured in net growth of access lines: Using a stock
measure of ou~ut (access lines) codd put faster growing tiers at a
disadvantage when they allocate more of their workforce into
-pandin~ rather than maintaining and operatin~ the existing
network.

Network density measured in ac~ hes per mile of cabld: It is
widely hypothesized that providing td~omrnunications services in
mal areas with lower popdation densities involves inherently lower
productivity.

- Network topography measured in access &es per centraI office switi
Network architecture and concentration shodd be a driver of the kbor
input for mainttig md operating the switches and - network
and shotdd tius affect labor productivity.

2 ~s measue s-s to be superior to an access hes ~ square mile
measure since it takes automatidy ordy populated areas into account.
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Network technology measured by the share of eltionic (digital and
analog) or elec&o-mechanical switching technology in operation: It is
cornmordy tieved that digital switching technology is more labor
e.ffiaent than tie prior technology generations.

The countries in our comparison vary quite significantly as far as these
factors are concerned. ‘While the U.S. has *e largest network and an
average net growth of access hes, the U.S. also has by far the lowest
average density mwured in access bes per square mile. Exhibits 2E-14
and 15 ShOW signifimt differ~C= in swittig technology and
topography. Based on the international data by muntry, however, the
power of a factor tiysis to idendfy the explanatory importance of these
factors seems limited. Besides data restrictions, the environmental factors
under which the national telecom companies operate appear to be too
different to be separated from tie sde and t~nology factors. However,
the U.S. industry structure gives us a small “laboratory” in which we can
test the effect of scale and technology. About 50 local exhange carriers
(LECS) operate in the U.S. uder comparable r@atory environments.
The LECS differ, however, very much as far as our scale and technology
factors are concerned (the number of access hes ranges from 160,000 to
14 tiion, for instmce). Given the detailed information each LEC files
with the U.S. Federal Communications Commission (FCC), we were able
to run a multiple regression with independent variables measuring the
factors mentioned above and several productivity measures as the
dependent variable.

Exhibits 2E-16 and 2E-17 s~arizes the results of this analysis artd
Exhibits 2E-18 to 2E-Z2 support the findings with some additional single
variable correlation. A first look at the R-squared reveals that ody in the
case of the second regression (access hes per operational employee) do the
five independent variables yidd a sadsfactory correlation. And the
standard errors are fairly high for most of the independent variables.
However, we can draw some cortdusions from W analysis.

Network scale does not seem to have any positive impact on labor
productivity. N LECS have a fairly stable ratio of access hes and
employees (Exhibits 2E-18 and 2.E-19).

Network growth does not ~lain the productivity differences we
measure among the U.S. MCs.

- Network density * has almost no explanatory power. Given the
very high standard error, the negative impact as indicated by *e
mtitiple regression is probably meaningless. And a simple regression
between density and producdvity leads to the conclusion that density
does not matter very much when it comes to labor producdvi~
(Exhibit 2E-19).
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topography has a positive

regressions indicate that
impact on productivity.

10

the network
When productivity

is measured in terms of access hes @ cash cos~, network topography
is the major productivity driver. The importance of the network
topography to labor productivity, however, remains unclear, since it
does not show a strong effect in regression 2, although we would expect
that the operatioti persomel is most affected by the network
structure.

- The single most important factor for labor productivity seems to be
network technology. h the first place, this CO- our hypothesis
that technology matters. The result, however, is cou.nterintuitive in
that we measure a positive effect of tiog dectronic switching
technology, while the impact of digitd technology (and not
surprisingly, the impact of electr-mechanid technology) on labor
productivity is negative rather than positive (Exhibits 2E-21 and 2E-22).
We do not have an =planation for this finding at the moment and it
could be a coinadence. However, the regression shows analog
electronic switching technology as the single most important factor in
=plaining productivity diff=ences among the LECS k the Us.

While the regression analyses do not make a convintig positive case
about the causes of labor producdvity differences, we can draw the
negative mnclusion that neither of the scale and technology variables
analyzed are Iikdy to explain the productivity differences we measured
our international comparison.

in

M regression analysis, however, did not cover all aspects of t~ology
used in the telecommuni~tions industry. We did not look at nor do we
have any evidence of different usage of o~~ce technologies or planning
and orgardzation tools for management. Given the number of office and
clerical workers in telecommunications, this cotid be a significant source
of productivity differences. Due to lack of data, however, this is no more
than a hypothesis at this point. We therefore have to look for other
explanations, such as differences in variety and quality of servi~
provided in the different countries.

The outuut mix, i.e. quality and variety of services provided, differs
among the telecommunications industries in several respects. This could
affect our measured productivity and the productivity differences we
observe since our output measwe does not take aI.1aspects of variety and
quality into account (although we made some adjustments in
employment as far as caIl completion servies and cable TV are
concerned). We think, however, that these shortcomings in our
productivity measures work somewhat to the disadvantage of the
measured productivity in the U.S.
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Exhibit 2E-23 poin~ out that the output variety of tiephone servi~ is
significantly higher in the U.S. than in the other countries in our
comp~”on. me wide range of functional services which require
sophisticated int~gence in the network exceeds the services available
elsewhere. This reflects tie Worldwide lead of the US. in innovation in
telecommunications during the 1980s. me U.S. industry has also shown a
consistent pattern of leadership in other telecommunications servies, like
cdtiar phones, and therefore enjoys a higher penetration of mobfie
phones and pagers, for instance. While the wider output range of the U.S.
is not captured by our output measure, we were not able to exclude the
input necessary to provide these services. M labor productivity measme
tierefore underestimates the output, or overestimates the input, of the
U.S. industry relative to other countries with more limited service
offerings.

hternational indicators of relative service quality are very limited and do
not seem to be very reIiable. However, we indirecdy conciude from the
high penetration of analog and digital elaonic swit~g equipment in
the U.S. that the U.S. service quality is in no way inferior to the qu~ty in
other coutries. The US. does not buy high productivity (relative to
Germany or the U.K., for instance) at the expense of lower -ce quaIity.

In our caustity analysis so far we have looked at sale, network
technology and service qtiity and variety. None of these potential causes
has turned out to be a major causal factor for the obsaed labor
producdvity differences. This means that, as a residual factor, differences
in or~anization of labor have to explain most of the productivity
differences we measured between the U.S., France and Japan on the one
hand and Germany and espedally the U.K. on the other hand. h other
words, a thorough reorganization of their businesses and changes in fie
responsibilities, processes, and tasks of their employees should ~ow U.K.
and German management to dose most of the productivity gap.

Codd British Td~m work with 140,000 instead of 240,000 employees?
We do not know the answer. It is true, however, that France Telecorn
runs a slightly bigger network than British Telecom with about
150,000 employees and that even NTT operates a network double the size
of the U.K. network tit.h only 20 percent more employees. Based on these
observations, we hypothesize that higher staffiig levels mairdy explain
the vq low productivity of British Tdecom and -to a lesser degree- the
low productivity of the German Telekom. In monopolies which have
operated in a rdativdy stable environment amder litde pressure nd with
few incentives to inmease productivity this is not an implausible finding.
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Capital Productivity and Demand

We argued earlier that capital productivity is a cruaai ratio in the

telecommunications industry. It measures how much service the

telecommunications network provides t~ the economy and how effectively the

invested capital stock is utilized. The differences in capital productivity we

measured and showed in Exhibit 2E-10 can basically be explained by factors which

cause either a lower/higher capital input (dollar network stock) or a higher/lower

network output (calls).

~ Keeping the output performance of the network f~ed, our capital

productivity measure can be lowered if relatively more investments were

spent to build one network versus another. This can be the case if capital

-ditures are allocated in a more or less effiaent and effective manner

or ti we measure the capital accumdation during different stages of

investment cycles. An investment policy, for instance, which gives

priority to the ~ansion of the ac~s network rather than to increasing

the switching and trunk transmission capaaty might not lead to an

optimized output of the network if the switching and trunk capaaty is the

overloaded bottleneck in the whole system. While we observe this

phenomenon in some developing countries, we did not find evidence

that the telecom companies in our comparison have not harmonized

their acres, switching and transmission capaaty of the network equally

well. In the case of Germany and the U.K., the switch-fnt~ive network

topography might be one explanatory factor for their gap in capital

productivity relative to the U.S. However, we think that differences on

the output side of capital producdvity are more important explanatory

factors of differences in measured capital productivity.3

~ In our view, the major drivers of differences in capital productivity are

traffic economies in telecommunications. About two-thirds of the

network investments are spent on the access part of the network. Access

lines, however, have ordy a low average utilization and are not the

bottleneck of the whole system. In order to leverage the capital invested

in the access network, it is therefore key to ensure a suffiaent @paaty of

the switches and trunk transmission and to spur demand and overall

3 mere might be, however, a pricing effect which is not taken care of by the

capital expenditure PPP which we used to convert cumulative investments from

mtional currenaes into dollars. Telecommunications equipment might be

overpriced in countries, for instance, which have a less competitive equipment

industry due to a tradition~~ very strong position of national eqtipm~t

manufacturers (e.g., Alcatel in France or Siernens in Germany).
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trtic in the network. he to these utition economies between fixed
investments and traffic, we expect that countries with a high traffic, i.e.,
W per customer, have the highest capital producdvity.

As the comparison of 4 per ;ccess line showed, the U.S. has the highest
demand per access he, which is causal for the high U.S. capital
productivi~ (Mbit 2E-10 earlier). This raises the question of why-
demand is higher in the U.S. than in other countries. We see basically two
possible explanations.

First, one might reckon fiat different counties have different customs
and that people in Europe just use their tdephone less often than U.S.
citizen beeuse European communication needs and preferences are
different. The fact, for instate, that U.S. households move twice as
often as European households indicates a different need for long
distance communication. From this point of view, CMS per access line
and over~ network utilization wotid be lower in Europe because
customers do not demand more output from the network. They are
content with the amount of service provided by the network and are
willing to pay the higher price for each output unit caused by the lower
utilization of the system. What we measure as a difference in network
productivity would then simply be a reflection of consumer autonomy
and the decision to consme less telephone service. This perception is
supported by the finding that in the U.S. the number of calls per
telephone has k fairly stable over a period of 35 years (Mbit 2E-24).
This imphes that the scale of demand, and thus capital productivity, is
a titural phenomenon which cannot be managed. While we think
that this might be -e, we dso beIieve that scale of demand for
telecommunications s~ices is not Wed but reactive to the prie
signals set by rnanagaent.

- Within limits, managers can change the size of demand if they take
advntage of the price elasticity of demand, the second explanatory
factor of scale and capital producdvity differences among economies.
Several studies have looked at price dastiaty of demand for tdephone
services in the U.S. Exhibit 2E-25 summarizes the resul= and shows
the range of price dastiaties found in different studies using different
methodologies. Although the findings vary, we conclude from the
pattern in Exhibit 2E-25 that U.S. demand for telephone services:

● Is more elastic in the long run than in the short run

“ k ordy dastic for long distance * and not for local services

● Reacts to lower prices with longer calls rather than tith more *
(which might explain why the number of C* per telephone stayed
almost flat in the U.S.).
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These tidings have important irnpfications for prim policy,
profitabfity and capital productivity in the telecommunimtions
industry. If ma.nagaent aims to maximize profitabi.Iity and is not
impeded by re~atory res~ctions, then it is ratiod to cut prices for
long distance servi- (assuming a price elastidty of -2S, a price cut of
10 percent wodd in the long run increase revenues by 15 percent) and
to increase prices for local service (assum.i.nga price el=tidty of a.7, a
price increase of 10 percent wodd in the long m result only in a
decrease in demand of only 7 percent). ~ pritig policy wodd
increase both profitability and capital productivity, since revenues and ‘
traffic would inmease. After dere~ation in the 1980s, both the U.S.
and the LJ.K industies foI.lowed this pricing strategy, which *O
abandonti cross-subsidies of local calls by long distance calls
(-bit Z-26).

Since demand for some telecommunications services is elastic,
demand can be pardy Muenced ad managed. Judging by the real
revenues per long distance call in Etibit 2E-27, the U.S. industry
apparently recognized MS and used pricing policy during the 1970s and
after der~ation in the 1980s to increase demand. Compared with its
counterparts, the U.S. industry seem to pursue a more aggressive
pricing strategy to leverage its capiti stock and increase its capital
productivity.4

We have seen that differences in smle of demand not ordy r~ect
differences in consumption patterns and preferences, but are dso pardy
the result of management decisions. Capital productivity is therefore to
some -tent controllable by management. Furthermore, capital
productivity is not independent from labor productivity, but is linked by
the cost/prim mechanism. Low labr productivity in the end leads to
higher labor costs per output unit. Since prices in the long run have to
cover costs, a low labor productivity will thus lead to higher prices, which
tend to depress demand and capital productivity. Management therefore
shodd not treat capital and labor productivity independently.

We ~ mow turn to the question of how poficy and re@ation affect hbor
and capital productivity in the tdecomrnunications industry. ~ again leads to
the question of how the industry environment motivates managers to pursue
productivity enhancin~ productivity neutral, or even productivity impeding
mat+es.

4 This is not the case for France Telecom, which reduced is prices even
more aggressivdy than the U.S. between 1978 and 1988.
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Regulatory Environment
and Management Behavior

The outstanding characteristic of this industry is that we are not looking at a
market industry, but at, in every coun@, a very regulated industry dominated by
regional monopobts, which in some cases are even state owned. mat means the
market competition can fulfiIl only to a small degree, and sometimes not at a.U,its
funtion as an incentive and control system for managers that fosters productivity
and innovation. Market competition is instead replaced by government
r@ations, by an independent r@atory body like OFI’EL, or by r~tions of the
tdephone company itself. Incentives to run the telecommunications industry
productively have to mme from a regulatory body, and must sirndate market forces
just as the threat of entry or price competition wodd.

Regulation as a proxy for the market forces is, in the telecommunications
industry, the driving force behind the production process created by management.
R@ation partidarly affects the organization of labor, which we hypothesized to
likely be the single most important factor in explaining the labor productivity
differences on the production process level. X our hypothesis is correct and there is
a link in this industry between regulation or market forces and the production
process, we should be able to hypothesize about at least two questiom

q why is labor productivity in the U.S., Japanese and French industries on
the same level?

q Why do we observe the productivity differences between the U-K and
Germany versus the other three countries?

We discuss these two questions country by country and look for evidence of
how r~atory forces fail to motivate or succeed in motivating management to be
more productive.

The main reason why U.S. labor nroductivitv is not higher is that, in the
biggest part of tie industry, the pressure to change is still relatively low.
Exhibit 2E-28 illustrates that although the U.S. has deregulated the
tel-mmunications industry, about 70 percent of the industry’s
employees s~ work for regional monopolies, namely the Regional &ll
Holding Companies. Japan and the U.K are in roughly the same stage of
deregulation. Another indicator that the productivity pressure has been
rdatively low for the lion’s share of the U.S. industry is seen in the
employment trend since deregulation in 1984 (Exhibit 2E-29). We
AT&T, faced with competition from Ma and Sprint, reduced its
employment by about 25 percent in 6 years, tie seven Bell companies still
have the same employment as before deregtdation. ~ation does not
allow competition in the local exchange areas and the ra-f-rw
r~ation that was in force until recenti y did not encourage labor
productivity improvements through cost cutting either. Given this
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kdustry environment, we shodd not be surprised that the U.S. industry
does not show a produ~vity lead in labor productivity as it does in the
other ca~ studies. As in the other industries, the U.S. telecommuni-
cations industry does not operate in a mmpetitive market which provides
incentives for improving productivity.

Y The tdecommuniations tidustry is the ody case study which shows
J~. at the same labor productivity level as the U.S. The explanation -
be -in Exhibit 2E-30, which shows the growing while still low level of
competitive intensity in the industry. More than 60 new Type-1 carriers
with their own network facilities have entered the industry since 1985.
Most of them, of course, specialize in market niches and do not yet
compete in the main residential market. The emerging pressure was
strong enough, however, to cause price reductions of 30 to 55 percent. me
competitive position of ~ is dso weakened by the regulator, ~,
which tends to keep ~s prices (which need approval) high to give new
competitors a clear competitive advantage. As a result, ~ has reacted by
thoroughly restructuring its business.

France Telecom made a big leap during the 1980s in terms of network scale

-d technology. It now leads the six countries in degree of digitalization.
me network grew by 70 percent beween 1980 to 1990 [Exhibit 2E-31} while
real prices d-eased by almost 8 percent per year. What made this
leapfrog in technology and network base dso a productivity jump is *at
France Telecom kept its employment fiat during this time. We therefore
think that two rawer politid decisions (modernizing the network and
keeping employment down) hdped France Tdecom outgrow a lot of its
ineffiaenaes during the 1980s. This example shows that even a state-
owned monopoly can change if the pohtical will and leadership exist.

g Until 1989, the DBP Telekom was part of the Ministry of Post and
Telecommunications and was headed by that Minister, Telekom had no
pri~g authority and politics and iobby groups made any changes in the
pricing structure extremdy diffidt. Today about 50 percent of employees
are still avil semants, and the unions are very strong. Geman Telekorn
had no incentives and - in an extremely pofitical environment - only
limited means to increase its productivity.

~ The low productivity level of British TAecom can only be explained by
higher staffing levels, as we discussed earher. Mthough British Telecorn
reduced its staff between 1984 and 1987, employment went back up again
undl 1990. Surprisingly, the price cap re@ation in Britain so far has not
succeedti in inmeasing productivity. he explanation, however, mdd be
that the relatively low labor costs per employee in the U.K allowed British
Tdecom to cushion the cost presswe of the price cap re@ation with
lower compensation instead of with less labor input (Exhibit 2.E-32).



We have discussed tie different regulatory regimes and the different market
context country by coutry. We found that re@ation and market context place
different incentives and pressures on management to increase labor productivity. It
can be argued that the labor prdutitity differences we measured are -y
~lained by a mmbination of the external factors, management behavior and
Werenms k organization of labor.

O~OOK FOR ~E FUTURE OF ~
TELECOMmI~~ONS IWUS1’TUES

We see three major dimensions along which the
industies are going to chmge in the next decade.

telecommunications

9 k@ation and privatization are likdy to proceed in Europe. But the
U.S. also has high potential for liberalizing its telecommunications
regulations and bringing more competition into the industry.

~ T~ology wfll assist in fostering new entries in the industry. Entry
b~ers will come down as digital radio technology becomes economical.

q Restricted in their home markets and encouraged by opportunities in
Eastern Europe, teiecommun.ications service providers til increasingly
internationalize.

This means that the old stable world of telecornmuications with national
monopolies wi.L?break up and many opportunities for competitive strategies will
arise. To the extent to whi~ tiese strategies are based on competitive cost
advantages, the importance of labor and capital productivity will increase
dramatically. National telephone mmpanies @ no longer be able to operate in a
sheltered home market unthreatened by competitors or possible failure.

***

Our measurement of labor producdvity shows for 1989 the telecommunic-
ations industries in the U.S., Japan and France at the same level of labor
productivity. German labor productivity is at about 80 percent of the U.S. level, and
labor producdvity in the U.K. is under 60 percent of the U.S. level. With regard to
capital productivity, the Us. has an advantage of at least 50 percentage points over
all the other coutries (U.S. = 1(KIpercent). h terms of total factor productivity, we
measured a productivity gap between the (U.S. = 100 percent) and the otier
counties of 23 percentage points (Japan) to 48 percentage points (Germany).
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At the level of the production process, we infer that labor organization is the

primary cause of labor productivity differences (Exhibit ZE-33). Differences in capital

productivity were caused by the higher U.S. utilization rate of the network, caused

in turn by higher demand per customer. Higher demand for telephone services in

the U.S. may be rooted in dtural differences. However, the U.S. industry has to

some extent stirndated demand and thus network utilization with its pricing

policy, which takes advantage of the price elastiaty of demand (especially for long-

distance calls). This capital has been deployed more offiaally. The utilization

enhantig strategy of the U.S. telecommunications industry is probably a

consequence of private ownership and price regulations which preserve profit

incentives for managers.

However, the telecommunications industry in each country studied is

heavily regulated and consists of one or more regional monopolies, which have

little in~ntive to improve labor productivity. This is the reason why we in the end

see France and Japan on the same level of labor productivity as the U.S. With about

70 percent of industry employment still working in monopolies, the incentives for

U.S. managers are not very different than for managers in the other countries. As a

resdt, they do not create a production process with higher labor productivity.



CHAPTER 3: SYNTHESIS OF PRODUCT’MTY RESULTS

The case stidies of productivity in five different service industries have
clarified the issues discus~d in Chapter 1 regarding comparisons of productivity
among nations, and the results support Chapter 1’s overall conclusions about
relative levels of productivity in the market sectors of leading economies. U.S.
industries generfly continue to show a Mgher level of productivity than their
European counterparts, and Japan’s industries show a lower level of aggregate
productivity than Europe’s. These differences tist in both manufacturing and
stices. According to the caustity analyses in the s-ice industry case studies, the
reasons for differences in service industry productivity center heavily on
management behavior, which is itself determined in large part by incentives and

constraints from public pofiaes and re@ations. The most important polides and
regulations determining productivity are those governing competition. This
suggests that unless changes in those pohaes are made, productivity differences at
the national level W persist.

In this chapter we draw our conclusions from our case studies described in
Chapter 2 and discuss in more detail:

q The extent to which the productivity comparisons at the industry Ievd
correspond with the comparisons at the market GDP Ievd

~ The general causes of productivity differences that are evident from the
service industry case study comparisons.

I~USTRY CASE STUDIES
SUPPORT GDP ANALYSIS

As we stated in Chapter 1, the international statistics on overall productivity
in tie leading economies raise considerable uncertainties. The general pattern
indicates that the U.S. has a slightiy higher level of overall productivity than
Germany and France and a si@lcantly higher ievel than Japan and the U.K.
However, inconsistencies among PPP benchmarks and a lack of consistency among
nabona’f employment data sources make it difficult to determine whether tie
d.ifferenc~ are actually larger or smaller than the estimates we showed in Chapter 1
(and repeat in Exhibit >1).

We mncluded tit the otiy way to resolve these questions was to analyze
productivity at the industry levd. At that level, we were able to identify an
appropriate ou~ut measure for each industry, and verify that output data and
employment data were consistent. Manufacturing productivity data across
countri~ has been available on various bases before. As we reported in Chapter 1,
Pilat ad Van Ark made an important breakthrough in such industry-based analysis
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employee would be sfightly sma~er than suggested by our top down
measurement.

Since the market service industries comprise over half of total market GDP
(Exhibit *2), productivity differences in these industries in large part determine the
overd productivity differen= among market economies. To identify possible
measures to e~nate both the observed differences between individual industries
as well as the overall producdvity differen~, we fist need a better understanding
of the sources of productivity differences in service industries. Do common factors
explain the differences we observe? Are there factors that could ody be changed
over the long ten, such as labor skills? Or are there obstacles that codd be removed
quickly, such as regulations? We ti now turn to these questions as we look across
industries and generalize about causes of productivity differences we found in each
case study.

CAUSES OF SERWCE INDUSTRY
PRODU~VI?Y DIFFERENCES

In each of our case studies, we described our conclusions about the causes for
differing levels of productivity in service industries. These conclusions are based,
for the most part, on analyses described in the case. Our analysis was guided and in
some ~ supplemented by the judgment of our McKinsey colleagues who gave us
the benefit of their years of client service experience in relevant industries around
the world. We concluded that each of the causes of productivity differences falls
into one of three groups of factors (see introduction to Chapter 2): external factors,
which include market conditions, government poliaes and regdations; the
behavior of managers; and production process factors. Exhibit 3-3 summarizes the
relative importance of the different causes of productivity differences in each of the
stice industry case studies.

As Exhibit 3-3 indicates, we believe that the behavior of managers plays a
pivotal role within the chain of causality which results in the productivity
differences in the case studies. However, we wiil first discuss in more detail the
causes on the levd of the production process and on the level of the external factors
before we turn to management as the iink between companies and tieir
environment.

Production Process Factors

Where there are large differences in productivity, there must be significant
differences in the way production factors are cornbinti, or in the scale of producdon.
The production process is the way in which an individual - combines those
factors md conducts its business. The proximate causes of productivity differences
show up here. Possible proximate causes are tie output mix, economies of scale, fie
vintage and intensity of capital, and the organization and skill of labor (see
Chapter 2 for de~tions).
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Om causality analysis on the level of the producdon process identified at least
one important source of productivity differences in four out of five industries. In
the following section we W higtiight the major findings of our case study work
across indusbies in search of a pattern of causali~

W In each seMce industry studied, the outPut mix, i.e., the mix, variety and
quality of stices, is quite different among countries. Overall, however,
we conclude that differences in output mix have litie explanatory power
u causal factors of the measured productivity differences.

The exception to this case was in the general merchandise industry where
tie output mix proved to be an important explanatory factor of the
measured productivity differences.2 One of ke main determinants of
productivity here is the particular mix of store formats for providing the
services of retailing. We conclude that, while there are only minor
productivity differences across countries for the same format, different
fomats have different productivities. As a resdt, the si~~cantly
different mix of formats across countries leads to a significant difference in
overfl retailing productivity (e.g., the large market share of small retailers
in Japan versus the U.S.). As we discussed earlier, these format mix
differences in the general merchandise industry are an outcome of
differences in retd competition poficy.

Not every differmm in output mix causes significant differences in
measured productivity. Thus, in the airline, retail banking and restaurant
industries, differences in output mix played only a secondary role in
explaining the productivity differences.3 h fact, the high frequency of
fights in the huband-spoke system in the U.S. airline industry works
somewhat to the disadvantage of the U.S., and the heavy use of electronic
payment instruments in the European retail banking industries helps
narrow the measured productivity gap with other countries.

Furthermore, one important conclusion of our case studies is that higher
productivity in the U.S. industries was not achieved at the expense of
lower service quality or restricted service offerings. In fact, we found that
U.S. industies often offer a broader service range than their counterparts.
Examples include the frequency and number of destinations in the U.S.
hu~~d-spoke airhne networks, the variety of deposit services in U.S.
retail banking and the many telephone services offered to U.S. residential
customers.
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q Based on our case studies, we conclude that economies of scale are not the
most significant source of the measured labor productivity differences.

Somewhat surprisingly and contrary to common perceptions, we did not
find evidence that the obvious difference in market or total industry scale
between the U.S. and the other countries is a source of tie labor
productivity differences in our case studies. All the industries we
analyA seem to have a sufficient market size within their geographic
boundaries (countries as a tie or Western Europe in case of the airline
industry), which gener~y allows companies and their outlets to achieve a
mi.nimurn critical size beyond which scale economies have only a Umited
positive effect, if at W.

Ultimately, any bentits horn economies of sde have to be reaped by
companies and their outlets, which are the two remaining possible sources
of scale economies. Economies of scale. however, can only be a causal
factor of producdvity differences if the mmpanies and their oudets have
on average developed a bigger scale of operation. This is not generally the
case. Retail banks in the U.K., for instance, are signifimtly bigger than
even the money center banks iocated in the U.S. AIso, the average ouflet
she of an average bank branch in the U.K. exceeds the average branch S*
in ~e U.S. Moreover, the importance of scale of a single company or
outlet diminishes because companies and their outlets can contract out the
scale sensitive elements of their business system. kdividual banks in the
U.S. can contract out their check or loan processing to tieir correspondent
banks. Airlines in Europe can contract out certain maintenance or ground
handling routines to other airlines.

However, companies located in the U.S. and their outlets, in some cases,
have a larger scale and advantages from economies of scale, h the case of
the German retail b-g industry,4 about on~quarter of emplofient is
working for institutions with an average subcritical branch size. We
estimate that about 5 percentage points of the 32 percentage point
productivity difference between the U.S. and German industry can be
qlained by this factor. Di.seconomies of scale from lower average branch
size in the German hdustry are th=efore a contributing but not the most
important factor of productivity differenms.

In the European airline industry,5 a restructuring and concentration of the
industry mdd lead to some scale benefits in such areas as rnarketi~ Aes
and maintenance. k the maintenance function, airlines in Europe
operate on average a much smaller fleet per plane type. Tn order to

4 See Banking Case page 9.
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compensate for this scale disadv~tage, European-located airlines to some

extend pool their maintenance efforts. However, because the current

practice intieases the mmplexity of the maintenance function, we expect

that maintenance operations are less effiaent. h the sales and tickedng

and general mrporate functions, at the margin, labor productivity cotid be

inmeased if a restructuring of the European airline industry led to larger

airlines. While economies of scale certairdy are a contributing factor, we

think, they are not the major factor for the productivity differences. In the

end, scale differenm and scale effects only affect some airlines in some

fictions in Europe.

The scale disadvantages in the German retail banking industry and the

European airline industry are not an inevitable consequence of smaller

companies but rather reflect organizational choices or impeded industry

restructurin~ respectively. So far, management in Germany has had

incentives to maintain an extensive network of subscale branches and

thereby maximize the number of deposits because of the high spreads

earned on low-interest savings deposits. In both cases the scale

disadvantages are therefore manageable, either from the company or the

industry point of view.

We looked at the intensity of capital and the vintage of capital used. In

other words, we analyzed to what extent the labor input is leveraged

differently across countries either through a larger or more modem

physical capital stock. Again, this factor played a smaller-than-expected

role in the explanation of the productivity differences.

Differences in the ratio of labor inputs to capital inputs can occur if the

same capital goods are not available in all countries or if managers decide

not to use as much capital in their industry as managers in other countries

do. We did not find a case where productivity differences derive horn

differences in the availabtity of capital. The hardware technologies used

in the U.S. industries are also available to managers in Europe or Japan, so

access to hardware technologies is not a factor in explaining productivity

differences across countries. But even while technologies are uniforrrdy

available, managers make different decisions about how to mix labor and

capital in the production process. As a consequence we observe differences

in the use of capital.

- In the case of the retail banking industry, we identified important

differences in the intensity of capital usd.6 Banks located in the U.S.

have invested considerably more in information technology than

those in the U.K. or Germany over the last 10 years. The more

intensive use of automated teller machines and on-line terminals in

—

6 see Banking Qse page 9.
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the U.S. has led to higher labor productivity levels than the U.K. and
German industries achieve. The retail banking case exemplifies the
importance that capital in the form of hardware technologies can have
in improving the productivity levels of employees.

- The vintage of capital used, partly explained the capital productivity
advantage of telecommunications companies in the U.S.7 They have
introduced more efficient electronic and digiti switching quipment
md fiber optic transmission ~ with a capacity to accommodate an
enormous volume of information transmittal. Per do~ar spent, these
new hardware technologies can provide more service output at higher
quality.

~ We did not find evidence that pure differences in the skill of non-
mana~erial labor caused the observed productivity gaps.

We years of education, formal training, and other inputs to labor skills
can be measured, skills themselves and their impact on labor productivity
are almost impossible to measure and to distinguish from labor
organization. Thus, our conch.asion is based prirndy on the judgment of
our McKinsey co~eagues that individud skills among U.S. service
indus~ employes are not higher than in other countries. In fact, the
uent perception is fiat the skill differences between the U.S. and the
other muntries in some cases work against the U.S. (e.g., a more
thoroug~y trained average bank employee in Germany). If this
perception is correct, the producdvity differences would probably be even
larger if the skills in the U.S. were as high as in other countries.

There are several exp~anations for our somewhat surprising finding that
non-managerial skill differences do not cause the productivity gaps we
measured. First, we might just have picked those industries where skiU
differences either do not exist (e.g., all pflots an fly) or not important for
productivity (e.g., better trained banking clerks in Germany are not
necessarily more produdve if they cannot apply or do not need all their
skills in the branches).

More important, we observe tie trend that more and more skills are
included in or supported by “systems”. Employees in fast food restaurants
or at scanner cash registers are _ed to be friendly but they do not have
to be highly skilled in terms of their manual or cognitive abilities. Highly
s~ed employees, of course, design the purchasing, distribution, and
%tchen” system for the fast food chain. In retti banking, information
technologies and systems help clerks at the tder windows by sticturing
procedures for handlirtg customer requests. These examples illustrate that

7 See Telemmmunications Case page 12.
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“Mgh sW” are not an absolute but a relative concept. Managers and
system speaalists can btild procedures and information systems into their
organizations which allow even “low s~ed” labor to be very effective
and productive. h other words, it is not the absolute sWI levd of
employees that counts but correctly matching employees with certain
skills and jobs requiring those sW. Our - studies indicate fiat U.S.
companies manage this match so weIl that we mdd not identify
differences in employees~ levels as an important causal factor of
productivity differences. We have counted the “skill” differences from
more productive “systems” under organization of labor.

~ The most important factor explaining productivity differences in the
production process is the or~anization of labor. This is the way labor is
used to provide the service output in combination with the other input
factors.

Differences in the organization of labor include, for instance, differenms in
how labor is divided>n speafic tasks, how core processes are designed,
and how capacity is planned and adjusted to a volatile wor~oad. These
d.ifferenms have a high impact on labor productivity and they can be
isolated when functional productivity is measured. To assess the
explanatory power of org-btiond-differences for the measured
functional productivity differences, we checked first for differences in
output mix, economies of sale, or differences in capital input. If these
factors did not qlain the productivity gap, we turned to labor. As long as
we did not identify significant skill differences, and we never did, the
(residual) causal factor must be the way labor is applied (organized).
~ough this process and very often with the confirmation of anecdcstd
evidence arid the assessment of McKinsey industry experts, we identified
the organization of labor as the prev~g cause on the level of the
production process.

h three of the five case studies labor organization ~ed out to be the
single most important causal factor.8 A good example of a labor
org-tion difference is in airlines, where the maintenance productivity
for the European airline industry is significantly below that of the U.S.
airline industry, even though the safety and reliability performance of all
the major airhes is very close. This organization of labor difference also
applies to ground personnd. Airlines in the U.S. mfitain a productivity
lead in ground person.nd despite the fact that converdng to a huband-
spoke system caused a higher labor tiput. Another example is retail banks

—— —

8 ~ ~~e k page 15, Ba.rdd.ng Case page 10, Tdecomrnunications Case

page 11.
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in tie U.K., which still encode checks in branches, while banks in the US.
have centrtid this function and gained productivity.

As with scale and capital intensity, the organization of labor in the
production process is manageable in general. Labor laws or union
agreements can constrain management as to how to apply a workforce.
But union agreements are not fried and can change over time either on
the corporate or on the industry level. Organizations mn be changed and
productivity differences caused by organizational differences a be
overcome.

K organizational and other manageable differences are the major reasons for
tie productivity gaps, the imphcation is that productivity differences are neither
acadenti nor inevitable. Roductivity differences are a consequence of different
management deasions which create the production process. But why do managers
not choose more productive organizations and production processes? To find an
answer to ti question, we have to analyze the external factors managers take into
account as they create and improve the production process within their companies.

Externa.I Factors

AU magement behavior is driven by incentives determined by the =t-al
factors of market forces and the policy context. We found that in our case studies,
market forces were not as influential as public policy and regulation. The market
forces which drive the differences in productivity are demand factors and rdative
input prices (which also indirectly reflect differences in factor availabfity).
Competition and concentration rules, as well as government ownership, are tie
most important factors in the cont~t of public policy and re@ation.

q We found tit demand factors affect productivity in general merchandise
retailin~ telecommunications and, to a lesser extent, in retail banking.9

h general merchandise retailing higher lev~ of income and wealth
in an economy provide great potential for higher levds of productivity
in this industry. This effect sterns from the higher levels of service and
quality demanded by higher income consumers. The provision of
these Aces requires a better educated, more skilled, and better paid
set of workers than in firms serving low income customers. “High
sefice” formats have higher productivities than “low sefice”
fo-ts. The degree to which higher productivity is achieved for the
whole industry is determined by whether managers exploit the income
advantage by successftdly segmenting demand and tailoring formats to
the higher income segments.

9 ~ Wtaihg Case page 5, Telecommunications Case page 12, Banking
Case page 12
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- In telecommunications, capital productivity and total factor

productivity depend heavily on the volume of calls, which leverages

the high fixed investment and maintenance costs in access lines. In the

U.S., demand per customer is much higher than in the other countries

studied, in part because of pricing structur~ designed to exploit

demand elastiaty and very likely also because of soaal customs. This

demand difference translates into a higher utilization of the access

network and a higher capital and total factor productivity of the U.S.

telecommunications industry.

The behavior of retail bankers in Germany also appears to have been

si@lcatly influenced by the nature of customer demand. Over

recent decades, this demand has emphasti security and safety rather

than higher returns. This type of demand is understandable for

generations who experienced the high inflation of the 1920s, the

depression of the ‘30s, the destruction of assets in the ‘40s, and an anti-

inflationary money supply policy more recently. However, this pattern

of demand will change with the post-war generation, which has grown

up in an era of economic and political stability. As a consequence,

bankers in Germany win no longer be able to avoid price competition

in the future, and increasing profitabtity pressure will lead to higher

levels of labor productivity.

h the short-term, these differences in demand restrict the opportunities of

management to improve the productivity of its operations. However,

demand will change if supply constraints are removed and consumer

preferences can be changed in the long run. Corporations can give their

customers incentives through price signals to change their consumption

towards a pattern which allows a more productive and cost effiaent

production process. Thus, managers can develop strategies to create and

bentilt horn th~ changes in demand. If the industry is open to

newcomers, entrepreneurs may create and exploit these opportunities if

the old players do not.

~ We also found that Werences in relative inuut prices do not explain

national productivity differen~. We found that the prices of labor and

capital are suffiaently close in most industries to make very little

difference.

Y The most important external factor determined by public policy and

r@ation is the comuetftion and concentration roles set in a muntry or

for a specific industry. Among the various mmpetition roles, those which

foster or impede the freedom to enter the market and to offer setices at

unrestricted prices are the most important. Wherever in our case studies

we observed regulatory interference with one of the basic market elements

(freedom of entry, pri~g), the affected industry seemed to pay for the

interference with lower levels of productivity.



U entzy &to industi~ and markets is allowed, then d~-tic mmpani=
will have incentives to develop innovations that improve value to the
customer by offering more service per do~ar. If there is vigorous
competition, new entrants cannot charge Mgh prices or gain market share
by innovating and then resting on their laurels. Competitors til respond
to tim kcreases or price decreases by introduang improvements of
their own, which ti cause prices to f~ and value to be transferred to the
customer (the mnsmer surplus). Thus, in order to earn superior rem,
corporations have to continuously innovate, eitier by offering better
sdm or the same Ace at lower prices. Innovation and market entry
thus condnuously provide pressure towards higher productivity levels.
Each innovation tempordy creates a mono~ly or an oligopoly.
However, if concentration or antitrust ties allow and enforce high
intensity competition, then the oligopolies are competitive. They arise
ad are then destroyed as new oligopolies with superior innovations are
fomed. If long-term monopolies and oligopolies are not allowed, then
corporations gain only a temporary performance advantage from each
innovation. But the continuous process of innovation generates
ticreaskg vaiue to the comumer and higher productivity on a sustained
basis.

Differen= in the magrdtude of the freedom and threat of entries (and the
resdting market concentration) explain much of the differences in
productivity found in airtines, retail banking, general merchandise
retaibg, and telecomrnunications.1 O

- New entrants h the U.S. airline industrv at the time of dere~ation
triggered a fundamental industry restructuring. h this case, the
appearance of new competitors spurred established competitors to
considerably higher levels of measured and unmeasured productivity.
kordcally, most of these new entrants have subsequently exited the
market, even though they had a low cost position. They lacked the
sustainable route networks and the scale to provide the convenience
customers wanted from nationwide hub-and-spoke systems. h the
U.S., unprofitable airlines have exited at a high rate, but in Europe the
pubficlymwned national flag carriers have not been a~owed to f~ or to
be taka over, in part for public sensitivity reasons. Whereas
competitive intensity is extrexndy high among airlines in the U.S.,
each of the European routes is a r@ated duopoly, on which prices are
fixed. At least until very recently, the competitive intensity was
,relativdy low among airhes in Europe and the pressure to perform
and increase productivi~ was relatively low.

lo See Airlines Case page 16, Banking Case page 12, Ret~g Case page 11,13,
Telecommunications Case page 15.
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- In the U.S. retail bankinz industrv, estabkhed competitors were also
spmed to higher levels of productivity by the appearance of new
entrants and products (e.g., money market mutual funds). @ the
other hand, in the highly concentrated U.K retti banking industry, the
four large banks maintained relatively constant market shares. Their
fiancia.1 perfomanm moved up and down together for years prior to
the recent finanaal deregdation in the early 1980s. Such behavior
suggests low competitive intensity.

- h general merchandising the appearanm of new formats (“category
killers”) has significantly increased fie productivity of general
merchandising in the U.S. by driving less productive, older fomats out
of the marke~ Legislation in other countries, however, protected
established retailers from new entries of more productive retail
formats. While this presemed the cument industry structure and
employment, it has hurt innovation and productivity in these
industries.

We think that the surprisingly large productivity differences between the
U.S. and Japan in many industries and between their overfl economies
are a consequence of very different approaches towards competition and
anti--t policy. Japan has adopted poliaes that favor estabkhed
economic interests over general efficiency. It has sdected key industries to
be externally oriented and competitive, and this strategy has k
tremendously successful in autos, consumer electronics, semiconductors
and so on. But Japanese government and management has, by formal and
in.formd means, protected much of Japan’s economy from domestic or
international competition. The comparisons of U.S. and Japanese
manufacturing productivity in Chapter 1 suggest that if U.S.-based
companies in industries such as food processing could enter the JapWese
market, through exports or by setting up operations in Japan, they could be
very competitive. Within the service sector, large retailers have, until
very remtly, been prevented from opening stores in Japan by laws that
require that small local merchants approve new competition. Japanese
poticymakers beheve that these restrictions are justified because they
preseme soad harmony and avoid the disruption of individual fives that
wotid restit from unrestricted competition (we will discuss this trad~ff
in detail in Chapter 4}.

~ Go vemment ownershi~ is another productivity driver set by policy. State-
owned corporations are not under the same pressure to produce profits for
shareholders as privately-wned corporations are. Moreover,
governments attempt to achieve their employment objectives more
directly through stat-owned corporations. Social poliae in Europe
aimed at avoiding labor dislocations can most effectively be implemented
through stateowned entities.
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Ownership differences have undoubtedly been important explanatory

factors in the cases of the airline and telemmmunications industries,

which are still sta-wned in some countries.11 We know of instances

where the managements of state-owned airlines were constrained in their

strategic options for improving productivity and, for instance, expliatly

not dewed to reduce cosb by laying-off employees. We also believe that

the higher productivity levels of the private telecommunications industry

in the U.S. stems partly from the pressure to produce profits even within

the still r@ated environment. In this case, government-owned

companies in Europe operate in an environment which is sheltered horn

competition by government policy. They are urdikely to have the

incentives or to feel the pressures to increase labor productivity if it wodd

make unpopdar measures necessary, especially if those measures

included sacking employees.

The impact of differences in labor rules and union ameements on

produdvity has been under discussion for at least the past decade. But the

empirical evidence from this discussion on whether unionism has a

generally positive or negative effect on labor productivity is still far from

conclusive. We b&leve, however, that whtle labor roles and union

agreements in industries with low competitive intensity may significantly

impede efforts to increase labor producdvity, they dtimately phy OdY a
secondary role in explaining productivity differences between industries

with high competitive intensity.

This is also the conclusion of Freeman and Medoff, who emphasize the

importance of competitive markets rather than the degree of unionism in

explaining the productivity of a company or industry.

“Like everyone else, unions, management of organized plants, and

workers are more likely to devote effort to productivity-augmenting

activities when they face the gun of mmpetition. Indeed, in a

competitive sector, ordy the unions and management that are able to

raise productivity to offset union wage gains will survive in the long

run. “I 2

Our case studies support the hypothesis that while different labor rides

and union agreements might pose short-term barriers to change and

inaeases in productivity, their influence is in the long run secondary to

11 See Airline Case page 17, Telecommunications Case page 16.

12 Richard B. Freernan / Jam= L. Medoff, What Do Unions Do?, New York

19B4, p.179



tie mmpetitive forces in the market place.~3 %pite s~ong unions, labor
in tie U.S. &tie industry went through tremendous disruption after
deregulation let competitive forces separate winners and losers. We see
similar trends in the U.S. telecommunications industry, which has
recently begun to mmpete on cost by streamlining its labor force. We dso
expect that growing competitive forces in the European airline industry
will overcome labor ties and agreements in the pursuit of higher
productivity.

The described external factors influence the behavior of management.
Differences in competition rules, for instance, create different incentives and
constiain~ for managers pursuing a productivity enhancing strategy. As a result,
management may create different production processes which have inherently
Werent labor produfivities. We will now take a closer look at the pivotal role
management plays as the Iink between the =ternd factors and the elements of the
production process which direcdy impact productivity.

Management Behavior

~mgers are the link between external factors and production process factors.
The causal differences found at the production process level suggest that managers
in the U.S. have significantly different skills or pursue different objectives than
managers in Europe and Japan.

M of the production process factors that contribute significantly to explag
producdvity differences are uder management control at the corporate level. The
most important factor ~laining labor productivity in the cases of airhes, retail
ban.kin~ and telecommunications, for example, is the basic organization and
efficiency of labor. Managers in one country must innovate and do something
different than managers in other countries to achieve higher productivity (see box
facing page 15 for a discussion on productivity and innovation). If we assume that
managers behave rationtiy, i.e., they pursue their objectives as best as they can and
respond to external incentives when they ddde which objectives to pursue,
tiferent management behavior must be explained by differences either in the skills
of managers or in the objectives they pursue. We argue that both are titimately
determin ed by the environment, or the external factors, which management faces h
various industies and counties.

$ Skills of ma.na~ement. We believe that there are no general inherent
differences among management abilities or natural talents amoss tie
countries we are looking at. No dturd, soaal or physical differences
would generally prohibit managers in France, for instance, horn
@orming as well as those in the U.S., given the same environment.

13 ~ fi~es Case page 17
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Managers in the U.S. are not inherently “better” or more talented than

those in Western Europe or Japan, and vice versa.

However, in a static view, management skills, i.e. the ability to perform in

a given environment, vary withii industries and among countries at any

given point in time. But we find that to the extent there are skiIl

differences at the industry level, they are determined by market renditions

and national poliaes in a dynamic process. Managers and their skills

deveiop within the context of a certain environment and they may not be

able to adapt to and survive in different environments. The historical

environment may have led to the selection of a set of skills which equip

managers to perform well in the current but not in a new environment.

Management changes may be necessary before the higher productivity

potential of new environments can be achieved. In prinaple, this

interaction between external inmntives and constraints on the one side

and incumbent managers on the other side shotid lead over time towards

an optimal match between environmental requirements and

management skills. Or in other words, every environment gets the

management it demands.

q Qbiectives of mana~ement. The objecdves which management decides to

pursue largely dictate management behavior. Like skills, the objectives

sought by management are a resdt of the external incentives and

constraints. Managers take into account market conditions and

government poliaes and regdations in setting objectives and making the

decisions to build, organize, and operate the production process, which

generates productivity performance. AS we discussed earlier,14 the most

important incentives for management in the service industries are set by
legislation and r~ation governing these service industries.

Oxdy in very rare cases can managers act independently of external factors

in choosing the objectives they want to pursue. In highly concentrated

industries, e.g., in telecommunications, a few individuals and their values

may have a large impact on the objectives sought and the behavior of a

whole industry. However, the objectives pursued are usualIy shaped by

the economic, political and soaal environment of an industry. If the

external context changes, the objectives pursued will change and the

prtiuction process and productivity will change along with them.

We concluded that productivity differences across industries center heavily

on differences in the objectives pursued by management. Management’s objectives

can be sorted by two Characteristic= by organizational focus (management itself, the

mmpay, and ~ety) and by type (economic and aoaal), as shown in Exhibit 3-4.

We observe different objectives for each categog. Productivity maybe one of the

14 ~ ~der “ExtemaJ Factors” in this chapter.



PRODU~IVITY ~ ~OVATION

Mthough we did not investigate innontion as thoroughly as productivity, our findings
intite that, in the industries we studied, those located in the U.S. are often more innovative
than those in Europe and Jaw. ~ovation is therntiuction ofeithernewor improved
@ucts and tices into the marketplace, or the use of new means in the production p~.
In that sense, an industry or company is innovative if it providm continuously new -ces or
mntinuously finds new~ todeliver them ona significantscale.Thisnotionof
innovation emphas~ the result mther than the process of innovation.

figher meati @uctivity and higher innovativeness, it -s, go hand in hand.
We believe that when a company in~ productivity, it often does so by using improved new
~ or by in~ucing new, inherently more productive -Ces. We - that the same
factors which H to productivitydiffem~ among industries can cause diffmm in the rate
of innovation, A competitive indus~ environment, for instance, which allows market retries
and ~ts can set the incentives to rnamgers to foster both ptiuctivity and product andprocess
innovation.

In our case studim, the higher innovativeness of U.S. industries became appanmt when
we compared output mix and usage of information technology. After World War ~, the U.S.
banking indus~, for ins~nce, took over leadership in innovation from the UK, ad many new
~ either originated in the States or were &t introduced th~ on a hd bask. Reomt

~ples include - checking and savings accounts and AThtl’sas deposit takers.
bvation in this caw also exknds beyond hardware to the orga~tion of labor. For example,
U.S. banks have adopted organizational changes such as sing]~he, multi-server waiting k
(“snake qumes”) to in-se utilization and improve customer ~m.

The US, telecommunications industry was the leader in new twhnologies and ~
at least ~ti.1 the end of the I*. A comparison of ~ o= to residential customers
shows that the U.S. telephone mmpanies provide a larger variety of ~ces than other countries
do. h the ~ of the airline industry, deregulation unleashed new services (e.g., ~ent flyer

p~~) and tet%nologi* (&g., hub-and+poke SCM-. In the genml merchandise
retailing indus~, we o~ a high rate of innovation of new retad formats in the US. and, to
a slightly laser d-, m the TJ.K

We are not impl~ however, that the U.S. has any kind of monopoly on innovation.
Examples of important innovations tim other countries are easy to find. In airlines, Sii Fddy
Lakr intiu~ regularly d~ded, no ~ transatlantic mnsportation. fi gen~
merchandise retailin~ IKEA and Castomma are two of the pioneer catego~ killers, and Japan’s
Ito Yokdo is an acknowledged world leader for innovation in information based strategy and
logisti~ tivation -n occur in any country, wh- the conditions are right,

If our hypothesis tit the more productive industries am also the more innovative ones
is m=, it has imprtant impbtions for our conclusions aht the productivity differences
thatco~m -cc. Com@tive industries with a high rate of innovation normally
cannot avoid giving some of the value of their innovations as a surplus to their customers. This
-* a ~ for our ~uctiviiy ~ti. We cannot measure or adjust for thispartof the
ind~ output, but we include the input needd to produce it. Our productivity measures will
thtim, ~d to understate ~uctivity of more kmovafive industries.



economic objectives management has for its company, Certairdy productivity is
neither the ofiy objective management should pursue at any given point in time
nor is this objective necessarily in harmony with other objectives. Managers have
to make trad~ffs among different objectives.

We believe that managers in the U.S. make different trad~ffs when they
fomtiate and prioritize their objectives and that the choices are primarily
deterxrdned by extemd factors. Managers in Europe and Japan pursue ~titidy
more social objectives, whereas management goals in the U.S. are heatiy focused
on econotic objectives. Thus, in the U.S., managers focus more on p~suing
productivity, while in Europe and Japan, managers trade productivity against other,
possibly social goals. Our case studies support this hypothesis to some extent.

~ h the U.S. airline indus trv, the primary objectives pursued by
management after deregulation have been purely economic: gain market
share in important markets and build an attractive route network and
strong customer base to be profitable and survive. Increasing the value to
the customer15 as well as lowering costs and increasing productivity
helped management to pursue these gods. Examples of increased value to
tie consumer include the increased frequency and variety of connections
following the introduction of the airlines’ huband-spoke system in the
U.S. These innovations have been introduced by airbes bemuse the
penalty for not adopting them wodd be loss of market share and,
eventually, exit from the market. Such is not tie case for airlines in
Europe, which, at least during the 19WS, have been protected from the
possibility of new entrants that might provide higher vtiue outputs to
customers and thus take market share. The pediar environment of the
European airline industry therefore allowed its management to trade off
the economic objectives of their companies against other objectives, such
as mtiond prestige, employment, and social harmony in their companies.
Labor productivity apparently did not have a high priority in the hierarchy
Of pUrSUed objectives.

The management objectives pursued in telecommunications are
somewhat different because, as a local monopoly, telecommunications
continues to be a strongly r@ated industry, even in the U.S. However,
in private U.S. telecommunications companies, owners have provided
profitability incentives for managers that are considerably stronger than
fime for managers in the publicly-owned European and recently
der@ated Japanese industries. And even before der~ation,
regulation in the US. ~owed managers to make additional profits by

Is h our terminology, value to the customer includes both the measurable
output of tices, such as passenger miles flown or payments cleared, as well as
unmeasured outputs that increase the consumer surplus.
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introducing new technology and cutting costs in the periods between rate
adjustments. So seeking profitability objectives, even in a regulated
environment, has stimulated management to make productivity
improvements. tik.ing at the time after deregulation in the U.S., Japan,
and the U.K., it bemmes obvious that market fores caused management
to concentrate even more on pursuing objecdves such as customer
satisfaction, profitabfity, and productivity.

~ In retail bank.in~ management in Germany and the U.K. ~uld satisfy
profitability objecdves r~atively easily in environments in which new
entrants wifi high value products (higher interest rates) have not been a
threat, at least until very remfly. LOW interest rates on deposits have
assured profits, and competitive pressure to cut costs or increase
productivity with other means has not developed, restiting in low
competitive intensity in the industry. Again, management codd focus on
objectives other than productivity without being hurt by competition. In
the U.S., non-conventional competitors (e.g., money market mutual
fids) forced retail banks to raise interest rates and lower costs after
dere@ation in the early 1980s. The competitive forces at work have
forced managers in the US. to pay most of their attention to the economic
go~ of their banks. Therefore they took advantage of huge advances in
technology, which provided major opportunities for labor productivity
and profitability improvements. Technology and capital have been
avaiIable equtiy in each of the countries studied, but these opportunities
have been qloited to a greater extent by managers in the U.S.

General merchandise retailing is much less regulated than airlines, retail
bankin~ or telecommunications. h a totally deregtiated environment,
economic sucmss and productivity in every country would be determined
by whether managers codd successtiy segment demand and match the
variety and quaIity of gwds they offer in a partidar shopping @enm
(fomat) to what a partidar segment wants. Such innovation codd
generate large profits, at least until competitors aught up. Besides
improving the value for the customer by increasing convenience through
longer opening hours and a greater variety of products, managers codd
a.ls-ocut costs and increase productivity by shifting to an industry structure
~t Mated wholesaling. However, in countries like France,
Germmy, and Japan, some remaining re@ations We the large scale retail
store law discouraged these economic incentives. Instead, these
r@ations give management and proprietors of sm~ retail outlets the
oppotity to pwue “jobsecurity*’and protect their interests against
newcomers. Economic success is no longer reqtied to stay in business,
the importance of economic objectives drops in the eye of the manager or
proprietor, and chances to Lnmease productivity are not e~loited.



Overall, our case study findings support the hypothesis that the objectives
pursued by management vary with the environment in which management
operates. The more strongly the industry environment encourages competitive
intensity, the more management is forced to concentrate on pursuing objectives
related ‘to the mnomic w-d-being of its company, and the m-ore produ~vity seems
to benefit. On the otier hand, the less =ternal factors encourage competitive
intensity the more, it seems, ~gement can pursue other, particularly non-
economic, objetives and the more likely it is that productivity suffers.

Understanding this relationship between public policy, the business
environment, management behavior, and productivity raises the question of what
the options are for pubhc policy and regulation to create a productivity enhancing
business environment and balmce this god against other sodd goals. In other
words, where does productivity stmd in the soaal policy context and what are the
implications of our findings for public poIicy? We address this question in the next
chapter on productivity and policy.



U our conclusions are anywhere near right, there are unexploited
opportunities for productivity improvement in the service sector of Europe and
Japan (and in service industries in the U.S. as well). The achievement of these gains
would mean a measurable narrowing of the existing gap in real income per ~son
between the U.S. and the other large advanmd industrid nations, so the stakes are
not trivial.

An essential part of ow argument is that exisd.ng differences in service sector
productivity are not simply the symptom of a technology gap, of the unexplained
availability to firms located in the U.S. of some technological knowledge that is
inacc=sible elsewhere. There are differences in technology, and we have
documented some of them; but where they exist we think they reflect deeper factors
in the market and regulatory environment within which businesses operate, and
especitiy in the intensity of competition to which service sectors are routinely
exposed in the various Comtries. Many of the productivity-enhancing innovations
we have observed are organizational rather than technological. They, too, are
primarily an adaptive response to incentives originating in the market
~VirOnment, as fiuenced by public po~cy.

S0 questions remain. What can governments do to encourage service
tidus~ - to increase productivity? hd how likely is it that the required policy
changes ~ actually take place? To answer them, we must take a more dyntic
view of tie interaction between policy and the miaoemnomic processes that drive
productivity, paying special attention to the competing poficy objecdves that have
led governments to create barriers to productivity growth.

PRODUCrrVrIY DYNAMICS
- ~ ROLE OF GOVERNM~

So far, our productivity analysis has had a static character. h Chapter 3, we
looked in detail at the ways in which the production process, management, and
extti factors determine productivity in industries. We tio discussed tie
hierarchy between them and how they interact. However, we only analyzed
productivity at one point in tie and in one direction of causality, and we did not
close the loop and show how industry performance feeds back to the elements
which determine productivity in the fist place. Does industry productivity
performmce over time affect the higher level external factors in the environment
in which the industry operates?

We think that, at least in the long run, there is such a “productivity cycle”
conn~g the critical drivers of producdvity - competition, management behavior,
and innovation - back to the policy environment and fundamental demand factors.
Exhibit 4-1 frustrates the d~arnics of this cycle in a simplified way. External factors,
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especi~y public policy ~d regulation, create a competitive env~onment which, in
turn, heavily infiu~ces managaent objectives and behavior. Pursuing its
objectives, management meates and changes the prodution process through
innovations and higher capit~ investment, which improve the labor productivity
of the company and, dtimatdy, tie industry. me productivity cycle then provides
a feedback loop to the ext~ factors. Productivity is an important determinant of
the economic and soaal well-being of the society. U the well-being of the people
falls short of their qectations, in the long tm they may try to change things. This
will occur duough changes in d-and or through the political process although not
in any mdanical way.

This productivity cycle has important imphcations for managers. Where
productivi~ gaps exist, managers can ~ct rising pressure for change. fiese
pr=sures may exhibit themselves in changed consumer behavior or foreign
competition. mere obstacles are rooted in regdation and policy, however, desire
for change will be expressed in po~tical terms. Some samples might illushate the
use of this model.

&fore privatization, British Telecom’s (ET) output quality was perceived to
be very low. Consequently, there was a growing discorttent among its customers

which - arnp~led by press coverage- increased the pressure on policym*ers to
change regtdations and ownership. These changes occurred and increased the
perfoma.nce pressure on BTs management. In reaction to the changed
environment, management changed the production process and BTs productivity
increased perceptibly.

Another example comes from the German retati banking industry. Given the
historical ba&ground, German customers have been satisfied for decades with
relativdy low interest rates on their savings accounts. However, as ownership of
assets shift from one generation to another and access to a broader range of financial
intermediaries and services increases, customers are becoming more demanding
and discontented with the current service offering. Consequently, the demand
pattern is changing as customers shift their assets from savings to other investments
with higher yields. Competitive pressure will increase, management wiIl innovate
and in fie end banks will offer higher rates on savings accounts.

E the ody objective of government poticy were to increase productivity, the
policy implications of our case study findings would be straightforward: tailor the
r@atory and macroeconomic conditions and tax policies to make the productivi~
cycle work But we know that governments actually have many other objectives,
which ties the matter much more Complicated.
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PRODUCTMTY - POHCYTRADE-OPPS

Policy reflects the outcome of a process which makes trad~ffs among a
number of objectives, not W of which are income and wealth related in the
traditional sense. The choim a society makes reflects a number of factors, some of
which are questions of technid political organization, and some of which reflect
deep dtural and ptiosophical positions. It is quite true that in many cases, “the
public good” is traded off in favor of private, special interests. h any event, it is
sufficient for our purposes to describe the economic elements affected by these
choices as either on the output or the input side of the productivity equation.

Environmental protection, ensuring public safety (e.g., airI.ines
maintenance r@ation) or consumer protection (e.g., deposit insurance,
food and drug purity) are examples of regdations concerning non-
rnarketed industry outputs and production processes as such. If market
forces alone cannot control undesirable outputs, government re@ates the
output directly. This regulation m affect productivity. There is,
however, a broad consensus across the OECD countries that governments
play an important role in trading off these goals against more narrow
“economic” gains.

~ The other set of trade-offs is prirnafly concerned with labor input and
employment. For instance, labor laws regdate job conditions, rules about
industrial safety are intended to prevent accidents, and unions are
involved by law in decisions about changes in the organization and
m~tion of labor.~ Most disputes about productivity versus other
gods concern a permived trad~ff betw~ productivity and employment.
~s is not surprising because income from employment is still the major
souce of income for tiost W individuals and employment is also the
primary mechanism of inmrne distribution in dl countries. K
productivity is increased, it is assumed that a given level of output will be
produced with a stier workforce. That suggests to many ~ple that
productivity increases W lead to layoffs, unemployment, and income
loss for a large part of the population. At the end of the road they fear a
sodety plagued with unemployment, hopelessness, mime and social
unrest.

At the most basic level, increased competition implies that there will be
winners and losers, at least temporarily, in the economy. So the simple prescription

1 Whetier this government r@ation is at the expense of productivity
gains remains uncertain. fie counter-argument goes tiat treating employ= more
like partners on a long-term basis rather than anonymous “factors of production”
increases motivation, skills, and productivity of the labor force.
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to increase productivity by increasing competition must touch a sore spot for many
policymakers. But is there always a conflict between productivity and employment?
Does increasing mmpetition and productivity always mean displacing labor?

Displa*g labor is not tie same as increasing productivity; neither is it the
only means for achievinghigher producdvity in a company or tidustry. The source
of most productivity increases is innovation, defined as new ways and technologies
for producing goods and services. ~ovation changes the production process and
the nature of output and normally increases labor productivity by increasing output,
by d-easing labor input, or by doing both. In other words, one outcome of
increasing productivity in a company may be that employment stays constant while
labor is redeployed in ways that inmease output. This is an approach taken by many
highly producdve Japanese manufacturers; and this is, in itself, not a bad thing.
When innovation leads to reduced labor requirements, however, innovation sets
free human resources which may be laid~ff and returned to the labor market. h
that sense displacing labor realizes productivity gains made possible by innovation.

Productivity wtil be higher, however, when management uses both means to
foster productivity. If an economy restricts itself to inmeasing productivity without
displacing kbor from its current uses and without using the labor market to re
allocate resources, the economy is uniikely to achieve aIl possible gains in
producdvity. This is because creative and productive use of people is restricted to
the n-t best ideas within companies instead of the next best ideas within the whole
economy. We think, for example, that the concept of major companies in Japan
which guarantees M&long employment together with a low turn-over in the labor
market will impede the economy from a&ieving the most produtive a~ocation of
labor. By voluntarily restricting lay-offs, these Japanese companies put themselves
in the position of needing to outgrow their inefflaenaes by increasing output in
their old businesses or by growing into new business, This system provides security
and stability for those people who are employed. But Japan provides the social good
of preserving e~dng jobs at the expense of higher productivity in the economy as a
whole. This discussion illustrates how we must distinguish between existing jobs
and future jobs.

Productivity and Existing Jobs

It is cetiy true that achieving increased labor productivity often requires
displacing labor. h this sense, the trad~ff between productivity and employment
in existig jobs is real. For workers in a particular plant or office, a produdvity
increase can be either good news or bad news. Productivity increases allow
companies to hold down production cost and prices, which can stimdate the
demand for goods nd seMces provided ad lead to higher employment. For some
companies or tidusties, however, if demand is not very responsive to price or if
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the price level is faUin& for example, due to intense international mmpetition,

producdvity incr-es will end up displaang workers. There are clearly costs

associated with the disruption of individual lives when market forces are allowed to

operate without policy mediation. These costs have to be weighed against the

ben41ts of higher productivity and higher average standard of living.

One of the consequen= is the proliferation of regulations and other poliaes

whose expliat goal is the protection of spedlc jobs and incomes. Most often,

although not always, it is manufacturing employment that is protected, even when

service employment is more common and more promising. This practi~ is more

common in Europe and Japan than in the U.S. although it can be found

everywhere. Such potiaes may occasiondy be defensible, if they are intended and

implemented ordy to preserve soaal harmony and cohesion by smoothing the

shocks associated with rapid emnomic change, and if the benefits are large compared

with the rests. The policies and regulations often have complex effects, not foreseen

by policymakers. In partitiar they maybe a bad bargain because they give

temporary shelter to existing jobs and inmmes at the expense of future jobs and

incomes.

We agree that government has an obligation to promote and maintain a high

level of employment, given labor-supply conditions. But we believe that

governments sometimes try to till their obligation by adopting poliaes that

inhibit productivity growth, especially in the service sector. ~ese poliaes shodd

be r~xarnin ed frequently and honestly. When it is found that they have

substantial costs, these should be admitted and alternatives shodd be sought. Most

often alternative poliaes will be available that protect aggregate employment with

less discrimin ation between sectors and less darnage to productivity.

Productivity and Future Jobs

In fact, there seems to be a widespread misunderstanding about the mture of

the trad~ff between productivity and overall employment in existing and future

jobs. High productivity does not generally go along with high unemployment. For

an ~nomy as a whole, rapid productivity growth need not mean slow

~P1oYment growth or fiing Unemployment, because output is not fixed and can
expand enough to sustain high employment. Rovided the appropriate

macroemnornic poliaes are followed, GDP will grow faster over the long term

when productivity growth is faster. For example, unemployment in the U.S. was

lower in the 195Cts and 19* when productivity growth was relatively rapid than its

was in the 197h and 1980s, when productivity growth was slower. Workers

displamd from one job by productivity increases will generally find other jobs in a

dynamic and growing emnomy and they will mntribute to the growth of GDP in

their new positions. The prime responsibility of government is to maintain a
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There is probably an optimal degree of job security, high enough to reduce
resistance to innovation and productivity increase but not so high as to make
innovation unprofitable or impossible. The optimum may be too diffidt to d#me
precisely; the important idea is that both extremes maybe undesirable.

European polia= which place a higher premiurri on income equality and are
intended to encourage mployment may have instead discouraged it. ~pite, or
even because of its greater emphasis on effltienq, the U.S. economy over the past
30 years has shown a remarkable ability to create new jobs. Wpid job creation has
enabled the U.S. to move from having the lowest percentage of working age
population employed among the leading economies in 1973 to having the highest
permntage in 1989 (Exhibit 4-2). This has led to lower total unemployment and
- consistently over time - to lower long-term unemployment in the U.S. than in
Europe (Exhibits 4-3,4-4 and 45). The job meation performance in the U.S.
undoubtedly sterns from strong innovative and entrepreneurial behavior. Even
with its relatively high rate of employment ~owth, the U.S. economy maintained a
significant lead in labor productivity.

HexibiIity in the Labor Market

Combining producdvity growth and labor turnover with low reemployment
requires a flexibl~ iabor force “md effective labor markets, along with sensib~e -
macroeconomic poliaes geared to high aggregate employment. Observations on
labor turnover and the duration of unemployment spdis suggest that the labor
market achieves more complete and rapid redeployment of labor in the U.S. than
Europe and Japan. Perhaps for this reason, custom and legislation in Europe md
Japan tend to favor employment stability at the expense of flexibility, while the
emphasis is reversed in the U.S.

h the 1980s, both the growth of demand and the flexibility of emplopent
arrmgements in the U.S. have made it easier to accommodate productivity

in

impr~vements that resdt in job displacement. The process in~olves a cornpticated
interaction of aggregate demand, the compositionof labor demand as Muenced by
technology and the deliberate design of job requirements, and the supply of SW
embodied in the labor force. Recent experience leaves no doubt &at the purstit of
ficiency meates both winners and losers. In the U.S. the losers have been
concentrated at the low-skiIl end of the labor force. We share the growing con-
about the increase of poverty and income inequality. It seems dear that the right
way to attack these probl~ is through education and trainin~ not through the
inhibition of productivity gains.

It is also usually wrong and often titless to blame unemployment on
productivity increases. The sources of persistent high unemployment in Ewope
have k car-y studied in academic institutions and international agenaes.
The typid finding is that ~sistent unemployment arises from failwe to
adequately stimtiate aggregate demand. This may in turn be a reaction to fears
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about the rigidity of labor markets. U barriers to mobility within a country keep
workers from mo~g horn one region or industry to another, or if social propams
dfinish the motivation for rdocation and retrainin~ then these policies should be
recognized as contributing to unemployment. It is inefficient and unnecessary to
achieve social go~ by methods that reduce aggregate output.

IWLI~TIONS OF OUR WORK

An important interpretation of the productivity differences described in this
report is that they reflect the remaining differences between the economic and soad
polities of tie leading economies of the world. Whether the poticy differences
between the U.S., Europe and Japan WM narrow is unknown and unknowable.
Europe and Japan have explicitly placed more value on social objectives and
maintaining social harmony. The extent of the sacrifice in economic performance
that is incurred as a resdt of policies designed to achieve other objectives is unclear.
However, our analysis at the sector and industry level which frequently indicated
productivity differences between 20 and 40 percent suggests that the cost maybe
significant. There is no “right” answer about how to balance economic performance
and soaal objectives, and we have not analyzed the benefits of achieving soaal
objectives. In demomaaes, soaal and economic objectives are balanced through the
pohtical process, and the balance changes over time. Our restits suggest, however,
that the productivity of the leading economies will not fully converge as long as the
balance between social and economic objectives differs among those economies, or
dess ways are found to pursue soaal objectives that weigh less on innovation and
effiaen~.

The bottom fine is, higher produdvity leads to higher material (not
necessfiy social) well-being. We Hieve therefore that “making the productivity
cycle work” is a valuable governing thought for the role of government and
economic policy in a market economy. We believe that, in the long run, any-
roadblocks in this productivity cycle will be overcome by consumer pressure and
preferences in combination with the political process and market forces. If we accept
this pres~ptiorr, an important role of government should be not to btild any
roadblocks which might hamper the dynamics of the productivity cycle in the fust
place because this would only postpone a inevitable process at the expense of the
-nomic well-being of the current population. But a purely negative policy is not
enough: governments must devise poliaes
balance other social goals more effectively.

Productivity and Competition

that both promote competition and

~ we described in Chapter 3, openness to competition is probably the most
important cati factor differentiating the service sectors in the U.S., Europe, ad
Japan. Other si@cant factors are dtised there as well. To some extent, the
ongoing opening and extension of the European market to semices as WW as goods
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wilf automatically provide an intensification of competition. h some cases this

-Y ~ow ~ ~cre=e ~ SCde to companies that can successftily expand into
newly-accessible markets at all. Others will lose market share and eventually be

displaced, possibly by rivals based in other countries, or based in no parddar

country at all. Our preliminary finding is that economies of scale are not the main

vehicle for productivity increase in service industries. A more important effect may

be the e~ansion of firms with the flexibility and aggressiveness to innovate. In

some cases the spur of more intense competition may be enough to transform f-s

that have used dominance of a Iocaf market as a way to evade the need to increase

produfivity. In other cases, passive firms will fall by the wayside.

~ process can be accelerated and made more complete by changes in public

policy. Formal and informal re@ations, and formally and informally enforced

practices, are an important part of the environment in which services are produced

and marketed and from which firms get their incentives. Nations, and the service-

producing businesses resident there, will be better placed to increase producdvity

and at least have an opportunity to profit from that increase, if the public policy

environment is more suitable to the sort of competitive flexibility that seems to be

favorable to productivity advance, in the sectors we have studied.

The conmete policy proposals implied by this general statement may differ

from place to place and sub-sector to sub-sector. In general, however, our studies

suggest that the important elements are. (a) the reduction or elimination of barriers

to entry that now characterize certain state-owned (airlines) or merely doaely-

regulated service industries, (b) the relaxing of regdations that severely limit the

abtity of mmpedng firms to redeploy labor and other resources when that is

necessary to adapt to new technologies of changed markets, (c) the easing of

restrictions that work against the capaaty of service-produang firms to take

advantages of economies of scale where they exist, and (d) the imposition and

enforcement of prohibitions of anticompetitive behavior on the part of business

firms themselves, through market-sharing, pricefixing agreements, and the like.

Other laws and regulations that have the effect of lessening competition to

entrenched firms (and thus restricting the possibKh.ies available to up and coming

-) may serve other social purposes. This may be so for restrictions on land use,

for some environmental r@ations, and, of course, for health and safety

r@afiom. Once again, this situation calls for some creative social engineering

designed to achieve the desired goals in ways that are more compatible with open

markets and competitive pressures.

Competition and hbor Market Flexibility

Much more than this is requir~. As discussed earlier, many of the poliaes

and practices that limit competition serve some other desirable end. ~s is most

obvious in the case of the labor market. The ability to lay off unneeded workers is

~y a major advantage to a labor-intensive, service-producing firm trying to
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adapt to a changing environment. Even if it can be shown to be advantageous to the
“economy as a whole,” it is just fie opposite to the workers who lose their jobs.
There is no partidar justice in fitting the costs of uncertainty and change on
individual workers. Wo convincing case has been made that they are compensated
for bearing this risk by higher wages, especially not in soft labor markets.) It is moot
whether a more fletible and mobile labor market would tend, on the average, to
have a higher or lower unemplopent rate. More turnover tends to raise
unemployment rates, but too litde flexibility may do the same, for two reasons. It
works against productivity gains; that is why we are discussing the issue at all. More
subtiy, the knowledge that they cannot discharge unneeded workers makes firms
less -g to hire them in the first place; part of the cost of hiring is the expected
cost at the other end.

The moral of this story, we believe, is not that policy shodd give upon labor-
xna.rketflexibility. It is that any such policy must realistically be part of a package
that compensates for the loss of job security in some other way. The components of
such a package might include, in varying proportions, large-scale retraining
programs financed and operated jointly by government and business, generous
unemployment-insurance benefits, espeaally during retraining and until a new job
has been offered, and a serious commitment to the maintenance of high
employment in the economy at large. It should be remembered that workers may
have a substantial investment in their sktis, perhaps the largest investment they
have. Unlike many other forms of investment this one is not diversifiable. If there
is to be insurance, it will have to be provided by soaety in practice.

We do not have a detailed, new concept of a policy which emphasizes labor-
rnarket flexibility while compensating for the loss of job security. However, we can
learn from existing labor-market policies in some European countries about the
featires this system could combine. ~ the supply side of the labor market, the two
most obvious failures are, first, the slowness with whit% displaced labor is retrained
and redeployed to new occupations and industries and, second, the occasional
mismatch between the skills of new entrants to the labor force and those required in
the available entry-level jobs. Some hints about effective labor-market policies can
be gleaned from the experience of European countries. We mention partidarly
Sweden for its employment poliaes and (west) Germany for its job training
programs.

q The main feature of Swedish labor-market ~olicv is its emphasis on
training and other measures to speed re-ernployment of displaced
workers. Exhibits 46 and 47 show that while Sweden’s total public
~nditure on labor-market programs as a percentage of GDP is about the
saxne as in other European muntries (and much higher than in the U.S.),
it spends much more on active measures and much less on income
maintenance.
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Moreover, public employment services and administration play a more

active role in Sweden than in other countries. Sweden’s labor exchange is

more centraliid. all vacanaes and planned lay-offs have to give notim.

The unemployed are often assigned to training programs and if a job

cannot be found within 6 months, employers are offered a 50 percent wage

subsidy for the first 6 months of employment. In case these incentives fail,

the unemployed are entitled to unemployment benefits for 300 days. After

that, 6 months of employment in the public sector is offered as a last

resort.

The main benefit of the Swedish labor market model is that it keeps the

unemployed in touch with the labor market. This improves their chances

to find another job while the threat to cut their benefits if they show no

willingness to work ensures the incentive to find a job. There are

mrtairdy drawbacks to this model and the expansion of the public sector is

one of them. However, we think that the active labor market policy in

Sweden gives some good examples for what can be done to ease the pain

of individuals and to tackle the problem of long-tern unemployment

shodd productivity increases lead to lay-offs and a higher inflow of

unemployed.

q The main lesson to be learned from the German exwrience is different.

The emphasis comes during the initial transition from school to work.

The large part of each age gToup that will not go on to a university degree

is provided with several years of cumblned education, training, and

apprenticeship. Time is divided among classroom education, on-tie-job

trainin~ and paid work. Many graduates find initial employment with

the firm in which they have done their apprenticeship.

The advantage of tils system, as mmpared with a school-centered

vocational education, is that participants learn skills that are actually in

demand. In doing so, they have an opportunity to establish their

suitability for employment. One of the keys to the success of the German

system is the apparent high level of -Peration between business fiis

and schmls. Firms partiapate in the structuring of a school curritium

that provides the background for productive work; and schools participate

in training.

These are intended ordy as examples of what can be accomplished by acdve

lahr-market poliaes. In other institutional and cultural settings, other poliaes

might be more acceptable and more effective. Institutional innovation is far

preferable to poliaes that preserve jobs at the expense of productive innovation.
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Trade And Foreign Direct Investment
As Oppotities For Service Industries

Our &dings about productivity in the service industries also have
impIicatiorLs for trade poficy and policy on direct foreign investments. If trade in
services and trans-border investments are free, individud companies and industries
have tie opportunity to exploit their productivity advantage in seMces by sehg or
expanding abroad. The more productive companies can profitably increase output
and employment; consumers can benefit from better or cheaper services. in the case
of service +*, inmme and jobs are created in the exporting country. If the
advantage of higher productivity is exploited by foreign direct investment, i.nmrrte
and jobs are meated in the importing country.

As discussed in Chapter 1, trade in services is not unimportant. It is a major
positive mntributor to the current account of the U.S. but other countries are
profitable exporters as we~. Nevertheless trade in setices is limited by the nature
of the product (Exhibit 4-8). The consumer must often come to the “exporting”
country, as with tourism and education. Some services are linked to the movement
of physid goods (as with harbor services) or information (telecommunications).
The category of afftiated seMces between multinational companies is again based
on foreign direct investment. The remaining trade in business and financial
services is relatively sma~ and probably limited in its scope for growth.
Nev~theless we believe that policy should seek free trade in services; the current

GAIT round at least pointi in the right direction.

Exploiting competitive advantages from higher productivity through foreign
direct investment can take diverse forms. Some European firms have undertaken
direct investment in the U.S. primarily for the purpose of acquiring and learning
innovative ways of doing business which can then be transferred to the home
country. Migration of management is another way to transfer taology. h any
fore, the process requires that capital markets and markets for corporate control be
open and that formal and infod barriers for foreign companies to set up
operations in another country are not prohibitive. Moreover, it requires skills in
rnddnational management and the wiII to “go global.” Policy cara and should aim
at freedom of market entry through foreign direct investment. We expect that the
SW and ~ of management to globalize W fofiow. As a redt there ti be
winners on every side. Companies that go abroad til gain knowledge, experience
and de. Customers will get access to better ~ces. And foreign operations will
=eate income and employment in the counties in which they operate.


